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Dr. Hubert Schrödinger, Jahrgang 
1930, ist Inhaber der Firmen-

gruppe LEIPA – Georg Leinfelder 
GmbH. Er ist den meisten bekannt  
als erfolgreicher Geschäftsmann, 
der das Familienunternehmen im 
Bereich der Papier- und Kartona-
genproduktion erfolgreich führt.
In München geboren, besuchte 
Dr. Hubert Schrödinger in seinem  
Heimatort Schrobenhausen das 
Gymnasium und machte 1949 Abitur.  
Nach seinem Studium der Wirt-
schaftswissenschaften, einem Ameri-
ka-Aufenthalt und einer erfolgreichen Karriere in 
einem Konzern der Papierindustrie übernahm er 
in seiner Heimat Schrobenhausen die Verantwor-
tung für das schon aus Vorgenerationen in Eigen- 
tum befindliche Unternehmen. 1961 übernahm er 

die Geschäftsfüh-
rung von seinem 
Vater. In der Bran-
che als Visionär 
geschätzt, stieg er 
nach dem Mauerfall 
in das Geschäft des 
Recycl ingpapiers 
ein. Ein Meilenstein 
in der modernen 

Entwicklung der Unternehmensgruppe war das 
Investment im brandenburgischen Schwedt in eine 
Papiermaschine höchster Qualitätsansprüche zur 
Produktion von Magazinpapier. Die Firmengruppe 
hat etwa 1.500 Mitarbeiter und ist international 
stark vernetzt mit Unternehmen in Frankreich, 
Großbritannien, Polen, Österreich und anderen 
Ländern der EU.

Schon der junge Hubert Schrödinger war 
begeisterter Briefmarkensammler. In den Anfangs-
zeiten seiner Beschäftigung mit dem Hobby war 

Dr Hubert Schrödinger, who 
was born in 1930, is the owner 

of the ‚LEIPA - Georg Leinfelder 
GmbH‘ group of companies. He is 
best known as a successful busi-
nessman, leading the family business 
successfully in the field of paper 
and cardboard production.  Born in  
Munich, Dr Hubert Schrödinger  
attended high school in his home-
town of Schrobenhausen, taking his 
final exams in 1949. After his stu-
dies in economics, some time spent 
in America and a successful career 

with a firm in the paper industry, he assumed  
responsibility for the company that had been in 
his family for generations in his hometown of  
Schrobenhausen.  In 1961 he took over from his 
father as managing director.  Held in high regard  
in the industry as a visionary, after the fall of the 
Berlin Wall he went into the business of recycling 
paper.  An important investment at Schwedt in 
Brandenburg in a paper machine of the highest 
quality standards for the production of magazine 
paper was a milestone in the modern develop-
ment of the group.  The group has about 1,500 
employees and has 
good connections 
with companies in 
France, Great Bri-
tain, Poland, Aus-
tria and other EU 
countries.

As a youth, Hubert 
Schrödinger was 
already an avid stamp collector. In the early days 
of his involvement with the hobby he was not yet 
a specialist.  He had many country collections, in 
particular European countries and some from out-
side Europe.  One day a business friend offered 
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er noch nicht spezialisiert. Er hatte viele Länder-
sammlungen, insbesondere europäischer Länder 
und einiger Länder aus Übersee. Eines Tages hatte 
ihm ein Geschäftsfreund eine Sammlung Litauen- 
Berliner Ausgaben angeboten, die sofort Dr. 
Schrödingers Interesse fand. Die Übernahme die-
ser Sammlung war zugleich der Beginn einer groß-
en Leidenschaft! Nicht nur die Sammlung Litauen, 
sondern auch Sammlungen der anderen baltischen 
Staaten Estland und Lettland wurden auf- und im-

mer tiefer gehend und spezialisiert ausgebaut. Im 
Laufe der Jahrzehnte hat Dr. Hubert Schrödinger 
Sammlungen dieser Gebiete geformt wie kaum ein 
anderer Sammler. Er erwarb ganze Sammlungen, 
unter anderem die Gnädig-Kollektion oder Stücke 
aus den Sammlungen Mikulski oder Teetsov, die 
er in seine bereits enorm umfangreichen Samm-
lungen integrierte. Die komplexen geschichtlichen 
Entwicklungen dieser anspruchsvollen Sammelge-
biete hatten es Dr. Schrödinger besonders angetan. 
Ob die Marken der ‚Stammländer‘ der Gebiete 
Estland, Lettland und Litauen, oder die Marken der 
Besatzungszeiten, oder Besonderheiten der Flug-
post: Dr. Schrödinger machte vor keinem 
dieser hochinteressanten und anspruchs-
vollen Perioden Halt. In den Sammlungen 
befinden sich etliche Stücke, die in Aufla-
gen von weniger als 10 Exemplaren be-
kannt sind, deren heutiges erneutes Auf-
tauchen zum Teil zu Ergänzungen zu den 
bekannten Handbüchern führen werden! 
Probedrucke finden sein ganz besonderes 
Interesse, ebenso nicht ausgegebene  

him a country collection of Lithuania, which im-
mediately attracted Dr Schrödinger’s interest.  At 
the same time, the acquisition of this collection 
was the beginning of a great passion!  Not only 
the collection of Lithuania, but also collections of 
the other Baltic countries Estonia and Latvia were 
begun, and these became larger and more specia-
lised.  Over the decades Dr Hubert Schrödinger 
has built up collections of these areas that are al-
most unparalleled.  He acquired entire collections, 
among others the Gnädig collection, and portions 
of the Mikulski and Teetsov collections, which he 
integrated into his already extremely large collec-
tions.  The complex historical developments of this 
demanding collecting area particularly appealed 
to Dr Schrödinger.  Whether they were stamps 
of the ‚main‘ territories of Estonia, Latvia and  
Lithuania, or the periods of occupation, or specific 
aspects of air mail: Dr Schrödinger never hesita-
ted to study these highly interesting and challen-

ging periods. There are quite a number of 
items in the collections of which less than 
ten examples are known, which when 
they are now offered will lead to some 
additions to the standard handbooks!  
Proofs, as well as stamps that were never 
issued, have always attracted his particu-
lar interest.  Dr Schrödinger’s collecting 
passion has, naturally, not been restricted 
to the main countries. The smaller areas, 
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Marken. Dr. Schrödinger 
hat es bei seiner Sam-
melleidenschaft natürlich 
nicht nur bei dem jewei-
ligen Hauptgebiet belas-
sen. Die Nebengebiete, 
Lokalmarken, Besetzungs- 
ausgaben, Flugpost, etc. 
sind natürlich in großer 
Breite ebenso vertreten! 
Stets hat Dr. Schrödinger 
auf die Ausgewogenheit 
seiner Sammlungen der baltischen Staaten geach-
tet: Briefe und Ganzstücke sind in genauso beein-
druckender Menge und Qualität vorhanden, wie 
Essays, Proben, Marken, Stempel und Einheiten!

Das Baltikum ist Philatelisten mehr oder weniger 
als zusammen gehörende Einheit dreier Länder 
an der Ostsee präsent. Wenn man sich mit den  
Gebieten auseinandersetzt, und sich mit den 
Sammlungen ‚BALTICA‘ Dr. Hubert Schrödinger 
näher befasst, werden die unterschiedlichen  
Charaktermerkmale dieser spannenden Gebiete 
offensichtlich!

Wiesbaden im September 2015

Dieter Michelson
Geschäftsführer

local stamps, occupati-
on issues, air mails etc. - 
wide ranges of these are 
also of course represen-
ted! Dr Schrödinger has 
always been careful to 
maintain a sense of ba-
lance in his collections of 
the Baltic States: covers 
and postal stationery 
items are to be found in 
equally impressive quan-

tities and quality as essays, proofs, stamps, post-
marks and multiples!

To philatelists, the Baltic area is a more-or-less 
combined study of three countries around the 
Baltic Sea.  When one looks at these areas more 
closely, studying the ‚BALTICA‘ Dr. Hubert Schrö-
dinger collections in more detail, the different cha-
racteristics of these exciting areas become appa-
rent!

Wiesbaden, September 2015

Tobias Huylmans
Philatelist, Auktionator
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Pre-PhilatelyLot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8001  6 LATVIA: 1637, folded lettersheet dated „July 2 1637“ from the Swedish governor of Riga,  
Anders Erichsen, addressed „To the honourable and noble Lord....“, one flap missing, otherwise 
very fine, one of the earliest known covers  500 

8002  6 1799, folded letter with content from Riga to Schierstein with straight-line „LÜBECK“ transit 
marks, refolded, otherwise fine  100 

8003  6 1820, cover from the Consulate of Mecklenburg-Schwerin via Memel to Schwerin, some edge 
wear, otherwise fine, scarce  100 

8004 Russ. 19F, 
18, 21x 

6 1866, 3 k. with  5k. burelage with additional franking tied by cds. „MITAU 2 SEP 1870“ to folded 
lettersheet to Leipzig, fine  80 

8005  6 1806/51 (ca.), interesting collection with more than 90 covers, including forwarders, many 
different cancellations, "Mitau" crown mark etc., fine  400 

(Photo = 1 10)

(Photo = 1 10)
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View of Riga, 1635
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8023 / € 808022 / € 80

8021 / € 100

8020 / € 80

8019 / € 80

8004 / € 80

8003 / € 100

8002 / € 100
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8035 / € 100

8034 / € 100

8033 / € 80

8032 / € 80

8031 / € 100

8030 / € 150

8025 / € 80

8024 / € 80
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8097 / € 800

8098 / € 3‘000

8011 / € 100
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RUSSIA USED ON BALTIC TERRITORYLot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8006  6 1865/1917, interesting collection of more than 120 cards and covers including better stamps, 
postal stationery, registered mail etc., all used on Latvian territory, mostly fine  500 

8007  3/5/6 1884/1917, interesting collection of stamps, pieces and more than 50 cards and covers, many 
registered, all used on Latvian territory, mostly fine  200 

8008  3/5/6 1918/20, Soviet republic, interesting collection with more than 30 covers and cards and many 
loose stamps and pieces, many different cancels and manuscript marks, fine  500 

8009  6 NUMERAL CANCELLATIONS: 6 folded letters with numerals „24“, „38“ and „240“, fine
  200 

8010  6 MUTE CANCELLATIONS: 1914/18, interesting collection of 19 cards and covers, fine
  150 

WENDEN LOCAL POST
8011 I 4/2 1862, 2k. blue as block of 80 with one tête-bêche, without gum, vertical fold, lower right stamp 

torn, little unfresh, scarce multiple  100 

8012 1-2 1/2 1863/66, Inscription on coloured ground 2-4k., unused without gum and unused, fine, signed 
Hofmann BPP  150 

8013 1-2 1/3/2 2-4k., unused and used lot with 10 stamps and 4 reprints and one forgery,mostly with faults
  200 

8014 2 2 4k., three singles, unused without gum, mostly fine  150 

8015 4P 2 2k. proof in black, unused, fine, signed Hofmann BPP  100 

8016 5,  
Russ.21y 

6 1866/70, green oval without green borderline 2k. in combination with Russia 10k. tied by 
cds. „WENDEN 29.APR.1870“ to cover to Libau, slightly stained, otherwise fine, certificate  
Hofmann BPP  120 

8017 6P 2 2k. proof in black without center, unused, fine, signed Hofmann BPP  120 

(Photo = 1 www)
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View of Libau, 1865
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8115 / € 120

8118 / € 250

8127 / € 150

8123 / € 150

8121 / € 150

ex 8096 / € 1508095 / € 1008094 / € 80

ex 8074 / € 100

8059 / € 80

8058 / € 808057 / € 808055 / € 80

8054 / € 250ex 8039 / € 150

ex 8038 / € 100ex 8029 / € 80

ex 8028 / € 100

ex 8026 / € 80

8017 / € 120
8015 / € 100

ex 8014 / € 1508012 / € 150
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8018 6, 
Russ.21y 

6 1871, green oval without green borderline 2k. tied by manuscript mark to cover in combina-
tion with Russia 1866 10 k. with cds, „WENDEN 13 SEP.“, to Kroppenhof, cover few faults, 
otherwise fine, certificate Mikulski
Provenance: Agathon Faberge  100 

8019 11 6 1884/94, Wenden coat of arms 2k. tied by manuscript to cover to Lubaha, fine  80 

8020 11 6 2k. tied by cds. „STOCKMANSDORF“ to Russia postal stationery 3k. to Riga, few folds, other-
wise fine  80 

8021 11,  Russ. 
31, 33 

6 2k. and Russia 1884 3 and 7k. tied by cds. „STOCKMANSDORF 4 APR 1892“ to cover to 
Berlin, from there sent to Stettin, fine  100 

8022 11 6 2k. tied by cds. „STOCKMANSDORF“ to Russia postal stationery envelope 7k. to Dorpat, fine, 
signed HK and Mikulski  80 

8023 11 6 2k. tied by manuscript to Russia postal stationery envelope 7k. to Dorpat, slight toning at right, 
otherwise fine  80 

8024 11,  Russ. 
41 

6 2k. and Russia 1889 10 k. tied by manuscript resp. cds. „WENDEN 1 VIII“ to cover to Vevey, 
Switzerland, slightly stained and backflap with small tear, otherwise fine  80 

8025 11,  
Russ.41 

6 2k. and Russia 1889 10 k. tied by cds. „WENDEN 24 VIII“ to cover to Berlin, fine  
80 

8026 12P 2 1901, Ruin Wenden 2k.proofs in black and greenish-black, two singles, a pair and a block of four, 
unused without gum, fine, pair and one single signed Hofmann BPP  80 

8027  1/3/
5/6/2

1862/1901, unused and used lot with better stamps like Mi.-No. 2, also colour varieties, mul-
tiples, reprints and 2 covers, some signed Hofmann BPP, mostly fine  200 

Northwest Army
8028 1-14 1 1919, 2 k. - 10 r., unused, fine, signed Eichenthal or Mikulski  100 

8029 1-12, 14 3/5 2 k. - 10 r., used, some on piece, mostly fine, mostly signed Mikulski  80 

8030 1-12 6 2 k. - 5 r. tied by cds. „PSKOV“ to cover to Riga with arrival mark, cover folded otherwise fine
  150 

8031 1-9 6 2 - 5 0 k. tied by cds. „PSKOV 18 8 19“ to registered cover to Libau with arrival mark, few 
stains, otherwise fine  100 

8032 1-9 6 1 - 50 k. tied by cds. „PSKOV 19 8 19“ to registered cover to Riga with arrival mark, cover 
folded several times without affecting stamps, otherwise fine, signed Mikulski  80 

8033 1-9 6 1 - 50 k. tied by cds. „PSKOV 19 9 15“ to registered cover to Riga with arrival mark, cover 
folded once, otherwise fine  80 

8034 1-4, 6-9 6 2 - 50 k. tied by cds. „PSKOV 23 8 19“ to registered cover to Riga with Tallinn transit mark, fine
  100 

8035 1-4-6-10 6 2 k. - 1 r. tied by cds. „SADWORBIE 26 8 19“ to cover to Reval with arrival mark, cover folded 
once and 25 k. round corner, otherwise fine  100 

8036 2, 4, 6-9 6 3, 10 and 15 - 50 k. tied by cds. „POLNA 31 8 19“ to registered cover to Leipzig with arrival 
mark, few stains, otherwise fine, certificate Mikulski  150 

(Photo = 1 10)
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 Agathon Fabergé
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8037 3,  Russ 
53 

6 5 k. as vertical strip of four and single together with Russia 1889 25 k. as block of three tied by 
manuscript to reverse of registered cover from Kisla Ken to the Editorial office of the news-
paper "Tallinna Teataja" in Tallinn with arrival mark, cover folded at top and a little shortened 
at left, otherwise fine  150 

8038 1-4K, 
6-10K 

1 2 - 10 k. and 15 k - 1 r., with inverted overprint, unused, mostly fine, signed Mikulski  
100 

8039 4K, 6K, 
8-9K 

5 10 and 50 k. as singles and 15 and 25 k. as horizontal pair, all with inverted overprint, tied by 
cds. to piece, fine  150 

8040 1-2K,  7K, 
9K, 5 

6 2 - 3 and 20 and 50 k. with inverted overprint and 10 k. on 5 with normal overprint, tied by cds. 
„PSKOV 15.8.19“ to cover to Riga with arrival mark, cover folded vertical without affecting the 
stamps, otherwise fine, signed  100 

8041 6K,  4, 7 6 15 k. horizontal pair with inverted overprint and additional franking tied by cds. „PSKOV -4 8 19“ 
to 5 k. postal stationery, fine, signed Ross  120 

8042 10-11 Zf 1 1 and 3.5 r. each as horizontal strip of 7 including 3 ornament tablets, unused, folds through the 
central ornament tablet, otherwise fine, 3.5 r. signed Mikulski  100 

(Photo = 1 14)

(Photo = 1 14)

(Photo = 1 18)

(Photo = 1 18)

(Photo = 1 www)

„Tallinna Teataja“
Editorial Office
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8043 11K 1 3.5 r. with inverted overprint, unused, fine, signed Mikulski  80 

8044 11K 5 3.5 r. with inverted overprint, tied by cds. „PSKOV VOKSAL 9 8 19“ to piece, fine, signed  
Mikulski  100 

8045 12 0/4 5 r. as block of 20 from the lower right sheet corner, including two ornamental tablets, mint 
never hinged, a scarce multiple, fine  150 

8046 12K 1 5 r. with inverted overprint, unused, diagonal bend, otherwise fine, signed Mikulski  80 

8047 12K 5 5 r. with inverted overprint, tied by cds. „PSKOV“ to piece, fine, signed Mikulski  100 

8048 13K 1 7 k. with inverted overprint, unused, fine, signed Mikulski  80 

8049 13K 5 7 r. with inverted overprint, tied by cds. „PSKOV VOKSAL 9 8 19“ to piece, fine, signed Mikulski  150 

8050 14 6 10 r. tied by cds. „POLNA 15 8 19“ to registered cover to Ludony with arrival mark, opened 
on three sides, little part of address crossed out, otherwise fine, signed Mikulski  150 

8051 14K 1 10 r. with inverted overprint, unused, fine, signed Mikulski  100 

8052 14K 1 10 r. with inverted overprint, unused, fine, signed Mikulski  80 

8053 14K Zf 5 10 r. with ornamental tablet at left, with inverted overprint, tied by cds. „PSKOV“ to piece, fine, 
signed Mikulski  150 

8054 VI 0 Unissued: 35 k. imperforated, mint never hinged, fine, scarce, signed Mikulski  250 

8055 10P 1 PROOFS: 1 r. with red overprint, unused, fine, signed Jem and Mikulski  80 

8056 10P,  3 6 1 r. with red overprint and 5 k. with normal overprint tied by cds. „PSKOV 4 8 19“ to cover, fine
  120 

8057 11P 1 3,5 r. with red overprint, unused, fine, signed Jem and Mikulski  80 

8058 12P 1 5 r. with red overprint, unused, fine, signed Eichenthal and Mikulski  80 

(Photo = 1 www)
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8049

8053

80528051

804880478046

8044
8043
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8066 / € 80

8065 / € 80

8064 / € 80

8056 / € 120

8050 / € 150

8041 / € 120

8040 / € 100

8036 / € 150
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8081 / € 808080 / € 100

8076 / € 100

8073 / € 80

8071 / € 80
8069 / € 100

8068 / € 2008067 / € 250
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8059 13P 1 7 r. with red overprint, unused, fine, signed Eichenthal and Mikulski  80 

8060 15-19 0/1/
4

1919, Numerals 5 - 50 k. each as complete sheet of 200 with ten tête-bêche, mint never hinged, 
fine  150 

8061 ex 15-19 1/3/6 OKCA Issue: Interesting collection containing tête-bêche pairs and 6 covers, mostly fine
  100 

8062  0/1/
6/2

1919, interesting group containing 1 and 3,5 r. with red proof overprint, three stamps with inver-
ted overprint, one cover, mostly fine, many signed Mikulski with 2 certificates  300 

8063  0/1/
3/6

1919, interesting group with mint and used material, including Mi.-No. 8 as gutter pair, 7 k. with 
proof overprint used, some not issued stamps and several stamps with inverted overprint and 
also some forgeries, mostly fine, some signed Mikulski  150 

West Army
8064  6 CASH-MARKINGS: "Porto bar eingezogen" manuscript with adjacent cds. "JELGAWA 20 10 19" 

on cover to Berlin, fine  80 

8065  6 "Porto bar eingezogen Beamter..." manuscript  with adjacent cds. "JELGAWA 20 10 19" on 
cover to Schleswig, small tears at the edges, otherwise fine  80 

8066  6 „ПОЧТОВЫЙ	СБОРЬ	УПЛОЧЕНЪ“ black straight-line cancel with adjacent cds. „JELGAWA 
22 10 19“ on local cover, fine, certificate von Hofmann BPP  80 

8067 1-11 6 3 - 75 k. and 5 - 35 k. tied by cds. „MITAWA 10 10 19“ to two registered and normal cover 
to Tilsit, the first with arrival mark, cover some imperfections, otherwise fine, scarce, signed 
Hofmann BPP  250 

8068 1-11 6 3 - 75 k. and 5 - 35 k. tied by cds. „JELGAWA -11 10 19“ to blank cover, reverse with  
manuscript „guaranteed to be genuine...“ and signed by the Postmaster, signed Hofmann BPP
  200 

8069 18 6 50 k. as horizontal pair tied by cds. „JELGAWA 18 10 19“ to registered cover to Chemnitz, 
from there forwarded to Dippoldswalde, with transit and arrival mark, fine  100 

8070 20-22 0/4 1919, 5-35 k. cpl. in sheets of 100, few perforation splits, otherwise fine  300 

8071 20-22 6 5 - 15 k., there 15 k. as vertical pair, tied by cds. „JELGAWA 13 10 19“ to registered cover to 
Berlin, with complete receipt, fine, signed Hofmann BPP  80 

8072 26B 0/1/
4

40 (k) on 5 k. imperforated, complete sheet of 25, four stamps unused, the other mint never 
hinged, very fine and extremely rare  500 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8073 26B 6 1919, 5 k. imperforated as horizontal pair tied by cds. „JELGAWA 14 11 19“ to registered 
cover, fine, signed Hoffmann BPP  80 

8074 28, 32Hz 0 70(k) on 15 k. and 2r. on 50 k., as each central gutter block, mint never hinged, folded, scarce 
  100 

8075 28K 0/1/
4

70 (k) on 15 k. with inverted and shifted overprint, complete sheet of 25 with all margins 
except the left one, four stamps unused, the other mint never hinged, very fine and extremely 
rare  700 

8076 28K 6 70(k) on 15 k. with lower sheet margin, with inverted and shifted overprint, tied by cds.  
"JELGAWA 14 11 19" to "Herrn Alexander von Rautenfeld Staffel der Baltischen Landeswehr", 
folded otherwise fine, scarce  100 

8077 32K 0/1/
4

2 (r) on 50 k. with inverted overprint, complete sheet of 25 with all margins, four stamps un-
used, the other mint never hinged, very fine and extremely rare  700 

8078  0/1/
3/6

1919, very interesting unused and used collection with many better items, two bills of the 
Army, inverted overprints like Mi.-No. 28K, 35K and multiples, some  signed or with certificate 
Hofmann BPP  500 

8079  6 1919, very interesting group of more than 30 cards and covers, including some better stamps 
like Mi.-No. 14, some signed and with certificate Hofmann BPP  500 
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8119 / € 3008090 / € 80

8088 / € 150

8087 / € 150

8086 / € 100
8085 / € 150

8084 / € 150
8083 / € 150
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8080 5, 8 6 10 pfg. single and 20 pfg. three strips of three, tied by penstrokes to reverse of telegram to the 
„Zellstoffwerke Reval“, stained, reverse with owner handstamp, scarce  100 

8081  6 POST EXCHANGE WITH RUSSIA: 7½ pfg. postal stationery from Pleskau to Lutzk with cds. 
„RIGA 12.6.18“, with adjacent boxed „Zurück! Frankozwang“, taxed and sent back to the 
sender, fine  80 

8082 5 6 15 pfg. tied by cds. "WESENBERG 18 11 18" to card to Tuckum, transported by German field-
post, censored in Riga and manuscript "Eesti" added to the stamp, a very scarce cover out of 
the short period in Wesenberg where the Estonian and German post office was open, fine, 
certificate Löbbering BPP   300 

8083 9 6 CANCELLATIONS: “DAUDSEWAS (KURLAND)“ strike on 25 pfg. on registered cover, with 
handwritten „r-label“, to Philippsthal with arrival mark, fine  150 

8084 11 6 “GROBIN (KURLAND) 21.10.18“ on 50 pfg. on registered Dahmann-cover to Philippsthal 
with arrival mark, fine  150 

8085  6 “NEUENBURG (KURLAND) 17.10.18“ three clear strikes on registered postal stationery 10 pfg. 
with additional franking and handwritten „r-label“ to Philippsthal with arrival mark, fine  150 

8086 P3 6 "Reval" small straightline cancel on postal stationery 7½ pfg. with additional cds. "RIGA 
28.4.18", the post office in Reval was not opened before May 1st. 1918, fine  100 

8087 1-2, 4 6 “SCHIUXT (KURLAND) 13.11.18“ several clear strikes on registered Dahmann-cover to  
Philippstal with arrival mark, fine  150 

8088 1-2, 4 6 “SUBAT * * * 26.8.18“ several clear strikes on franked, registered printed matter to  
Philippsthal with arrival mark, backflap missing, otherwise fine  150 

8089  3/5
/6/(6)

ALT-AUTZ-WINDAU, comprehensive collection of stamps, pieces and covers, including better 
cancels like "ALT-AUTZ", NIEDERBARTAU" and "SCHLOCK" and more than 50 cards and 
covers, mostly fine  400 

8090  6 Release picture postcard of old Reval, reverse with handstamp „Relased for printing....Buch-
prüfungsamt beim Oberbefehlshaber Ost..“, fine  80 

8091  6 BALTISCHE LANDESWEHR: 1919/20, 7 cards and covers including some Latvian fieldpost, 
fine  150 

8092  6 ALLIED BRITISH SOLDIER IN RIGA: 31.12.1918/2.1.1919, 4 dated picture postcards with text 
on reverse, fine  80 

8093  6 1916/19, interesting group with 21 cards and covers, including registered mail, censor marks, 
postage due etc., fine  100 

8094  1 DEUTSCH-BALTISCHES COMITE ST. PETERSBURG PRIVATPOST: 1r. unused, fine  80 

8095  1 r. with German and Russian cancel, fine, signed Mikulski  100 

8096  1 r., two copies with German and Russian cancel, fine  150 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8097 1-2 0/4 20 - 40 pfg., each as block of 25 with all margins, mint never hinged, fine, signed Nemvalz
  800 

8098 1a, 2 0/4 20-40 pfg., each as complete sheet of 4X25 with all gutters, mint never hinged, partially sepa-
rated, very rare, fine, certificate Hey BPP  3000 

8099 1a/b, 2HZ 0/4 20 pfg. blue and light-blue and 40 pfg. each as central gutter block of four, mint never hinged, 
very rare, fine, signed Vossen  800 

8100  0/1/
3/6

1918, interesting unused, mint never hinged and used collection including some covers, many 
better items like Mi.-No. 1-2 with handwritten "approval" of this stamp issue, Mi.-No. 1a/b-2 
as horizontal gutter pair, Mi.-No. 1b as vertical pair on cover, signed Nemvalz, in addition more 
than 15 cards and covers, mostly on described pages, fine  500 

Grodno

8101 1 1 40 gr. on 1k. with Polish overprint in normal position, unused, lower left corner added, other-
wise fine, very rare, certificate Mikulski  250 

8102 1 1 40 gr. on 1k. perforated with left sheet margin, with Polish overprint on sheet margin, unused, 
fine and very rare, signed Mikulski  400 

8103 2 1 40 gr. on 1k. as horizontal pair with upper sheet margin, inverted overprint, the left stamp 
without German overprint, unused, fine and very rare, signed Plamsch and Mikulski with cer-
tificate
Provenance: Adolf Plamsch  800 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8104 2 1 40 gr. on 1k. as horizontal strip of three with lower sheet margin, Polish overprints in different 
positions, the German overprint also in different position, on the left stamp with frame, the 
other two without frame, unused, left stamp slight creases, otherwise fine and very rare, signed 
Plamsch and Mikulski with certificate
Provenance: Adolf Plamsch  1200 

8105 2 40 gr. on 1k. as horizontal pair, the left stamp with normal German overprint the right one 
turned to the left, used with manuscript „B“, fine and very rare, certificate Mikulski  500 

8106 3 1 40 gr. on 2k., unused, fine, signed Mikulski a.o.  200 

8107 4 1 40 gr. on 3 k., inverted polish overprint, unused, fine, signed Mikulski a.o.  200 

8108 4 1 40 gr. on 3k. from the lower left sheet corner, the left with Polish and German overprint, at 
bottom two „stamps“ with Polish overprint, unused, horizontal fold between, otherwise fine, 
rare multiple, signed Plamsch  500 

8109 4DD 1 40 gr. on 3k. with left sheet margin, with double print in black, nomal overprint on sheet margin, 
unused, fine and very rare, signed Plamsch and Mikulski with certificate
Provenance: Adolf Plamsch  500 

8110 4DK 1 40 gr. on 3k. from the lower right sheet corner, with double print, one inverted, unused, fine 
and very rare, signed Plamsch and Mikulski with certificate
Provenance: Adolf Plamsch  500 

8111 5 1 40 gr. on 5k., inverted Polish overprint, unused, fine, signed Mikulski and Becker  200 

811181108109
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8112 1A, 
Lett. 1 

6 5 pfg. as horizontal pair tied by cds. „K.D. Feldpoststation -9.1.19“ to cover additionally franked 
with Latvia 5 k. red to Germany, the cover originally disptached from the Latvian Post and 
handed over to the German field post, scarce mixed franking, folded twice without affecting 
the stamps, fine  300 

8113 1A,  Ob. 
Ost. 5 

6 5 pfg. as vertical pair together with Ober Ost 10 pfg. tied by cds. „Deutsche Feldpost 27.1.19“ 
to cover to Hamburg, lower 5 pfg. with irregular perforation and cover few folds, otherwise 
fine, scarce, certificate Schlegel BPP  250 

Libau
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8114 1-3A, 
4Ab 

6 5 - 20 pfg., two singles each together with Latvia 1918 5 k. tied by cds. DEUTSCHE FELDPOST 
15 1 19“ to local cover, openend out for display, at right a little soiled, otherwise fine, signed 
Schlegel BPP  400 

8115 2AK,  2A 5 10 pfg. as horizontal pair with left sheet magin, the left stamp with inverted overprint, tied by 
cds. to piece, scarce, fine, signed with certificate (copy) Mikulski  120 

8116 2A 6 10 pfg. as horizontal pair tied by cork-cancellation to complete parcel-address to Wilmers-
dorf, the left 10 pfg. with small imperfections, otherwise fine, one of the great Libau rarities 
with only very few known, certificate Mikulski (1985) „...within the last 35 years I only saw one 
other (incomplete) parcel-address..“  500 

(Photo = 1 14)
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8215 / € 808208 / € 80

8170 / € 100
8148 / € 100

8142 / € 80
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8117 3A 6 15 pfg. as vertical pair and Deutsches Reich Germania 10 pfg. without overprint tied by cds. 
„K.D. FELDPOST 15.1.9“ to registered cover to Erlangen with arrival mark, a very rare mixed 
franking, cover slightly stained, otherwise fine, certificate Mikulski  500 

8118 4Aa 1 20 pfg. ultramarine, unused with same paper remnants, fine, scarce, signed Vossen and Schlegel 
BPP  250 

8119 4Aa 6 20 pfg. ultramarine tied by cds. „DEUTSCHE FELDPOST -8.7.19“ to cover to Madgeburg, 
a scarce cover, fine, certificate Schlegel BPP  300 

8120 5-6A 1 25 - 50 pfg., unused, 50 pfg. with large part original gum, fine, scarce, signed Kosack and Schlegel 
BPP with certificate  400 

8121 1BaK,  
1Ba 

1 5 pfg. as horizontal pair with left sheet margin, the left stamp with inverted overprint, unused, 
fine, signed Mikulski  150 

8122 1BaK, 1Ba,  
2Ba 

6 5 pfg. as horizontal pair with left sheet margin, the left stamp with inverted overprint and  
10 pfg. single tied by cds. „DEUTSCHE FELDPOST 34.1.19“ (instead of 24) to cover to Berlin, 
cover folded, otherwise fine, certificate Schlegel BPP  100 

8123 1BaDD,  
1Ba 

1 5 pfg. as vertical pair with upper sheet margin, the upper stamp with clear doubleprint, unused, 
scarce, fine, signed Schlegel BPP  150 

8124 1BaK,  
1Ba 

5 5 pfg. as horizontal pair, the left stamp with inverted overprint, tied by cds. to piece (lifted for 
inspection), fine, signed Schlegel BPP  100 

8125 1Bb 1/4 5 pfg. as block of six with left sheet margin, unused, scarce multiple, fine  350 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8126 1Bb, 2Ba, 
3-6Bb 

6 5 and 15 - 50 pfg. with red and 10 pfg. with violet-blue overprint, tied by cds. to blank envelope, 
stamps fine, cover folded, signed Mikulski  250 

8127 1BbK 1 5 pfg. with inverted overprint, unused, fine, signed Schlegel BPP  150 

8128 2BaK,  
2Ba 

1/4 10 pfg. as block of six from the lower left sheet corner, left stamps with inverted overprint, 
unused, the center stamp at bottom mint never hinged, a rare and attractive multiple, right 
upper stamp small thin, otherwise fine  500 

8129 2BaK, 2Ba 6 10 pfg. as horizontal pair with left sheet margin, the left stamp with inverted overprint, tied by 
cds. to cover addressed to Memel, little unfresh, cover folded, otherwise fine  80 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8130 2-4BaK, 
2-4Ba 

5 10 - 20 pfg. each as horizontal pair with left sheet margin (15 pfg. from the upper left sheet 
corner), the left stamp with inverted overprint, tied by cds. to piece, fine, signed Mikulski with 
certificate  500 

8131 2BaDD,  
2Ba 

1 10 pfg. as horizontal pair with left sheet margin (small thin), the left stamp with clear double 
overprint, unused, fine, signed Schlegel BPP  200 

8132 2Bb 2 10 pfg. with red overprint, without gum, washed, a very rare stamp, only a handful known, 
signed with certificate Hochstädter BPP  500 

8133 3BaK 1 15 pfg. from the upper left sheet corner with inverted overprint, unused, fine, signed Kosack
  180 

8134 3BaK 5 15 pfg. with lower sheet margin with inverted overprint, tied by clear cds. to piece, fine, signed 
Schlegel BPP  180 

8135 3BaDD,  
3Ba 

1/4 15 pfg. as block of four, the lower right stamp with clear double overprint, unused, fine, certi-
ficate Schlegel BPP  500 

8136 3Bb 6 15 pfg. tied by cds. to cover addressed to Tilsit, fine  80 

8137 3BbK,  
3Bb 

1 15 pfg. as horizontal pair from the upper left sheet corner, the left stamp with inverted over-
print, unused, fine, scarce, signed Mikulski  400 

8138 3BbDK 5 15 pfg. with left sheet margin, with clear double print one inverted, tied by cds. to piece, scarce, 
fine, signed with Mikulski certificate  150 

8139 3BbDD,  
3BbK,  
3Bb 

5 15 pfg. as horizontal pair, the left stamp with clear double print tied by cds. to piece and 15 pfg. 
with inverted overprint tied by cds. to piece, the pair slightly unfresh, otherwise fine, signed 
Kosack  150 

8140 4Baa, 5Bb 5 20 pfg. ultramarine and 25 pfg. tied by cds. to piece, fine  150 

8141 4BabK,  
4Bab 

5 20 pfg. as horizontal pair with left sheet margin, the left stamp with inverted overprint, tied by 
cds. to piece, fine, signed Mikulski  100 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8142 4Bb,  
DR85 

6 20 pfg. with upper sheet margin and Deutsches Reich Germania 5 pfg. without overprint 
tied by cds. „DEUTSCHE FELDPOST 16.1.19“ to cover addressed to Wriezen, folded in the 
middle, otherwise fine  80 

8143 4BbbK 1 20 pfg. with inverted overprint, with left sheet margin, unused, small separation at left, other-
wise fine, signed Schlegel BPP  80 

8144 4BbbK,  
4Bbb 

5 20 pfg. as horizontal pair with left sheet margin, the left stamp with inverted overprint, tied by 
cds. to piece, fine   120 

8145 5BaK, 
5BaDD, 
5Ba 

1/4 25 pfg. as block of four from the upper left sheet corner, the upper left stamp with inverted, 
the lower left stamp with clear double overprint, unused, fine, a very scarce multiple, signed 
Kosack and certificate Schlegel BPP  800 

8146 5BaK 5 25 pfg. with inverted overprint, tied by clear cds. to piece, fine, signed Mikulski  250 

8147 5BaK,  
5Ba 

6 25 pfg. as horizontal pair from the left upper sheet corner, the left stamp with inverted over-
print, tied by cds. „Deutsche Feldpost -4.1.19“ to cover addressed to Leipzig, small part of 
cover missing at right, otherwise fine, certificate Mikulski  400 

8148 5Bb,  1Bb 6 25 and 5 pfg. tied by cds. to cover, cover folded otherwise fine  100 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8149 5BbK,  
5Bb 

1 25 pfg. as horizontal pair with left sheet margin, the left stamp with inverted overprint, unused, 
tiny stained spot in the center, otherwise fine, signed Mikulski  350 

8150 5BbK 1 25 pfg. with inverted overprint, unused, tiny shortend perforation at lower right, otherwise 
fine, signed Schlegel BPP  200 

8151 5BbK 5 25 pfg. with inverted overprint, tied by clear cds. to piece, fine, signed Schlegel BPP  180 

8152 5BbK 5 25 pfg. with inverted overprint, tied by clear cds. to piece, fine, signed Schlegel BPP  180 

8153 5Bb DD 5 25 pfg. with clear doubleprint, tied by clear cds. to piece, fine, signed Schlegel BPP  250 

8154 6Ba 5 50 pfg. tied by clear cds. to piece, fine  130 

8155 6Bak 1 50 pfg. with inverted overprint, unused, fine, signed Kosack  300 

8156 6BaK 5 50 pfg. with inverted overprint, tied by clear cds. to piece, fine, signed Schlegel BPP  250 

8157 6BaDD,  
6Ba 

1/4 50 pfg. as block of four with left sheet margin, the lower left stamp with clear double overprint, 
unused, fine, a very rare multiple, signed Kosack and certificate Schlegel BPP  800 

8158 6Bb 5 50 pfg. tied by clear cds. to piece, fine, signed Köhler and Kosack  80 

8159 6Bb 5 50 pfg. tied by clear cds. to piece, fine, signed Kosack  80 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8160 6BbK 1 50 pfg. with lower sheet margin with inverted overprint, unused, fine, signed Schlegel BPP  250 

8161 6BbK 5 50 pfg. with lower sheet margin and inverted overprint, tied by clear cds. to piece, fine, signed 
Mikulski  180 

8162 Ia 5 2½ pfg. tied by clear cds. to piece, fine, signed Kosack  100 

8163 Ia K 2½ pfg. with inverted overprint, used, fine  150 

8164 Ib 5 2½ pfg. tied by clear cds. to piece, fine, signed Kosack  100 

8165 IbK, Ib 5 2½ pfg. as horizontal pair with left sheet margin, the left stamp with inverted overprint, tied by 
cds. to piece, fine, certificate Schlegel BPP  300 

CENTRAL LITHUANIA
8166  0/1/

4/2
1920/22, unused collection with a wide array of proofs, overprint varieties, printers waste etc., 
all described on pages, fine  300 

8167 1P 2 5 k. rose printed on reverse of lilac rose cinema tickets, horizontal pair, without gum, fine 
(Hurt/Ojaste G:2)  150 
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The Declaration of Independence and The First Stamp of Estonia

After the Bolshevik takeover of power in Russia during the October Revolution of 1917 
and German victories against the Russian army, between the Russian Red Army's retreat 
and the arrival of advancing German troops, the Committee of Elders of the Maapäev issu-
ed the Estonian Declaration of Independence in Pärnu on 23 February and in Tallinn on 24 
February 1918. On 25 February 1918, the German occupation authorities gained control 
over the Tallinn Post Office and liquidated the former postal service. On 13 November 
1918 the Commander of the Estonian Defence League Colonel Johan Unt appointed Hin-
drek Rikand with a directive as the Commandant of the Tallinn Post and Telegraph Office 
and ordered him to take the Office under his guard. The Estonian Postal Administration 
considers this date as its date of organizational establishment.

The first Estonian stamps were put into circulation in November 1918. On 22 and 30 November, the first stamps bearing 
a flower ornament and having the nominal values of 5 and 15 kopecks were issued. These first issues were printed by the 
Bölau Printing House in the town of Nõmme (now a district of Tallinn). The perforated 15 kopecks of the Flowers Issue 
was a perforation trial ordered by the Postal Authorities. The trial was made on sheets of printers waste from the 1st and 
2nd printings (perf. 11½). The marginal stamps were not perforated on the outside. Therefore, there are stamps perforated 
only on three or two (corner stamps) sides. The trial was not considered successful and therefore not repeated. The total 
number of the perforated stamps is not known and very likely it will remain unknown.

According to Schönherr, the Post Office in 
Tallinn sold about 6,500 stamps to a dealer, 
who sent most of them via Finland to Ger-
many. The package never arrived and its fate 
is still unknown. It has been mentioned in 
the literature that a small number of stamps 
was sold over the counter by the Post Of-
fice. The exact figure is also unknown.

The total number of the stamps still in circu-
lation is thought to be no greater than 1000 
of which genuine items are very rare. Most 
of the "perforated" stamps in collections are 
forgeries or private perforations - which can 
to be recognized by good perforation qua-
lity and the stamps mostly being from the 
4th and 5th printings. Especially rare is the 
block of four and naturally on cover. Probab-
ly 2-3 covers may exist at all. The perforated 
15 kopecks of the Flowers Issue remains 
one the most rare and mysterious postage 
stamps of Estonia.

Estonia joined the Universal Postal Union 
(UPU) on 19 May 1922. In addition to the 
ordinary mail (based on road transport), Es-
tonia also had a ship and air mail services. 
Naval transport was used for sending mail 
to Helsinki and Stockholm. In 1923, Aero-
naut Airlines began to carry mail six times a 
week to Helsinki and Riga. Before the start 
of the Second World War (in 1939) and the 
Soviet annexation (in 1940) a total of 163 
stamps and 4 stamp blocks were put into 
circulation.

Source: 
Wikipedia Estonia

ESTONIA
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8168 2P 2 15 k. blue printed on reverse of lilac rose cinema ticket, without gum, fine (Hurt/Ojaste G:5)
  80 

8169 2 P 2 1918, Flower Design 15 k. black on cigarette paper, completed design assembled of small  
pieces, printed by typography, without gum, very rare, certificate Löbbering BPP
Reference: fully described and pictured in Hurt/Ojaste page 17  200 

8170 2B, 10 6 1918, Flower design 15 k. and 1919 Symbols 35k. tied by cds. „TALLINN 25 8 19“ to cover 
from the Danish consulate-general to Oberst M. Skade in Copenhagen, vertical fold, otherwise 
fine  100 

8171 - 2 PROOF: Unissued 2 k. as strip of four on rose paper, printed on reverse of a complete sheet 
of five cinema cards, without gum, extremely rare as complete sheet, fine  1000 
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Lithographic Printer
Georg Bölau

Designer of Estonia's 1st stamp 
Rudolf Zero
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8172 -, 2P 2 Unissued 2 k. black and to the left separated by gutter 15 k. black as horizontal pair, printed on 
reverse of greenish blue cinema tickets, without gum, rare, fine  400 

8173 P,  2P 2 Unissued 2 k. black as single and to the left separated by gutter a horizontal pair 15 k. black, 
printed on front of cinema cards, without gum, extremely rare and most attractive, very fine  500 

8174 P,  1-2P 4/2 Unissued 2 k. as vertical strip of two, to the left separated by gutter 15 k. black as block of four 
and to the right as tête-bêche 5 k. black as block of four, without gum, very fine, an extraordi-
nary piece, unique, signed Nemvalz  3000 

8175 3P 2 35 k. black printed on reverse of greenish blue cinema tickets, without gum, fine, signed  
Nemvalz (Hurt/Ojaste G:1)  80 

8176 3F 0 1919, Flower Design 35 k. as horizontal pair, printed on both sides, mint never hinged, fine, 
certificate Löbbering BPP  100 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8177 4P 4/2 70 k. black as proof, complete block of 20, printed on reverse of a complete sheet of five cine-
ma cards, without gum, extremely rare as complete sheet, fine  2500 

8178 4P 2 70 k. black printed on reverse of greenish blue cinema tickets, horizontal pair with left sheet 
margin, without gum, fine (Hurt/Ojaste G:1)  150 

8179 5 P 2 1919, Seagull 5 p., large (64 x 94 mm) proof in blue-grey on medium paper, reverse with black 
paper remnants, small paper wrinkles at top, otherwise fine, scarce, certificate Löbbering BPP
  100 

8180 6P 2 1919, Numerals 5 p., 5 different imperforated and one perforated proof, without gum, two 
stamps with creases, otherwise fine, signed Vaher, Nemvalz or Mikulski  250 

8181 7P 2 10 p. dull-green, brown-yellow, grey and light-blue, each as proof on ungummed paper, fine, two 
signed Nemvalz/Mikulski  150 

8182 7P 2 10 p. silver on black carton and copper on lilac-blue paper, without gum, fine, the latter signed 
Nemvalz  100 

8183 7P 2 10 p. green, horizontal strip of three on carton paper, without gum, with pencil strokes, fine, 
signed Eichenthal  150 

8184 8 P 2 1919, Numeral Design 10 p. black, smaller design, on thin paper, unused without gum, scarce, 
pencil mark on reverse, fine, certificate Löbbering BPP  100 

8185 10P 2 1920, Seagull 35 p. blue on normal paper and silver and glazed paper, without gum, the latter 
small thin, otherwise fine  100 

8186 11P 2 1920, Seagull 70 p. black, as enlarged copy of mother die, with red pen cross, mounted on card, 
fine (Hurt/Ojaste G:1)  80 

8187 13x DD 0 5 m. with clear double print of the frame, mint never hinged, very fine, signed Mikulski and 
certificate Löbbering BPP  80 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8188 13x K 0/4 1919, Viking ship 5 m. as block of ten with left sheet margin with two tête-bêche, very scarce 
as only 20 pairs and out of this only 4 with left or right sheet margin possible, fine, certificate 
Löbbering BPP  250 

8189 14P 2 1920, Airmail 5 m. as enlarged tête-bêche negative copy of sheet assembly, with red pen stroke, 
mounted on card, minor flaws, signed Rucins  80 

8190 14 Plf 0 1920, Airmail 5 m. with plate flaw „missing green colour below Post“ (Hurt/Ojaste E:5), mint 
never hinged, fine, scarce, certificate Löbbering BPP  80 

8191 14 0/4 1920, Airmail 5 m. complete sheet of 100, left part of printing sheet, mint never hinged, folded 
twice, fine  100 

8192 15P 2 1920, Tallinn Skyline 25 p. as negative black enlarged copy of first assembly, two copies with red 
pen cross mounted on card, fine (Hurt/Ojaste G2)  150 

8193 18-20 0/4 1920, Overprint issue 1 - 2 m. each as complete sheet of 100 with postmaster perforation, 
mint never hinged, fine  100 

8194 21-22 0/4 1920, Invalids 30-70 p., each as block of 30 with postmaster perforation, mint never hinged, fine
  80 
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8196 / € 80
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8195 34B ZW 0 1922, Craftsmen 2 m. as gutter pair with one adjoining stamp on each side, mint never hinged, 
scarce, certificate Löbbering BPP
Reference: illustrated in Hurt/Ojaste on page 74  80 

8196 35B ZW 0/1 2½ m. as gutter pair with one adjoining stamp on each side, mint never hinged, one stamp 
unused, scarce, certificate Löbbering BPP  80 

8197 37B ZW 0 5 m. as gutter pair with upper sheet margin and with one adjoining stamp on each side, mint 
never hinged, scarce, certificate Löbbering BPP  80 

8198 39B ZW 0 10 m. as gutter pair with one adjoining stamp on each side, mint never hinged, scarce, certifi-
cate Löbbering BPP  80 

8199 40P 2 1923, Map of Estonia 100 m. black on grey paper, vertical pair with right sheet margin, without 
gum, fine, signed Nemvalz  150 

8200 41-42 
ZW 

0/1/
4

1923, Airmail 5 and 15 m., each as block of 16 with two gutter pairs, 15 m. one stamp with 
plate flaw „missing green colour below Post“ (Hurt/Ojaste E:5), 5 m. the outer stamps unused, 
otherwise mint never hinged, scarce and attractive multiples, fine, 15 m. signed Nemvalz  250 

8201 41 0/4 5 m. as block of 16 from the lower right sheet corner, mint never hinged, fine, signed Mikulski 
with certificate  100 

8202 42a/b 0/4 15 m. as block of 30 from the lower left sheet corner, the upper stamps overprint in carmine, 
the lower ones in brick-red, lower right stamps unused, otherwise mint never hinged, fine, a 
very rare multiple, signed Mikulski with certificate (1989) stating „...the largest known multi-
ple...“  250 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8203 43A 1 1923, Airmail 10 m. with Päevaleht perforation, unused, very fine, signed Teetsov and certificate 
Löbbering BPP  250 

8204 43A 1 10 m. with Päevaleht perforation, unused, very fine, signed Mikulski a.o. and certificate Löbbe-
ring BPP  250 

8205 43A Plf 1 10 m. with Päevaleht perforation and plate flaw „missing green colour below Post“ (Hurt/
Ojaste E:5), a very rare stamp with only two copies known, unused, very fine, signed Teetsov 
and Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering BPP  500 

8206 43B 0/4 10 m. as block of nine from the lower sheet margin, mint never hinged, fine, signed Mikulski 
with certificate  80 

8207 43B Plf 1 10 m. unused, fine, very rare with less than 20 copies known, signed Nemvalz and certificate 
Löbbering BPP  100 

8208 43-44B, 
a.o.:

6 1923, Airmail 10 - 45m. imperforated with additional franking tied by cds. „ETEKA 10 X 23“ to 
airmail cover to Paris, folded once, fine    (Michel - No. 43-44B, 41-42,  37, 39) 80 

8209 44Aa 1 1923, Airmail 20 m. horizontal pair with Päevaleht perforation, unused, very fine, multiples are 
very rare, signed Mikulski and certificate Löbbering BPP  300 

8210 44Aa 
Teetsov 

1 20 m. with Päevaleht perforation at top and Teetsov perforation on the other sides, unused, 
fine, scarce, signed Teetsov and certificate Löbbering BPP  150 

8211 44Aa 0/4 1923, Airmail 20 m. block of four from the upper left sheet corner with Päevaleht perforation, 
mint never hinged, very fine, an extremely rare multiple, small perforation separations, on 
position R7/8 with overprint flaw „M von Marka broken“, two other small plate flaws, signed 
Teetsov and Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering BPP  600 

8212 44Aa 20 m. with Päevaleht perforation, used, fine, certificate Löbbering BPP  200 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8213 44Aa,  43, 
33B, 37B, 
38B 

6 1923, Airmail 20 m. with Päevaleht and 10 m. with Teetsov perforation with additional franking 
tied by cds. "TALLINN 3 11 23" to cover addressed to Jüri Ots, Helsinki, Poste restante, fine, a 
very scarce "Jüri Ots cover" with only about 15 known, certificate Löbbering BPP  300 

8214 44Ba Plf 1 20 m. with plate flaw „missing green colour below Post“ (Hurt/Ojaste E:5), unused, fine, very 
rare with less than 15 copies known, signed Mikulski and certificate Löbbering BPP  150 

8215 44Ba 6 20 m. tied by cds. „TALLINN 11 X 23“ to airmail cover to Berlin, one stamp fallen off there-
fore red manuscript at upper right „arrived without stamp...“, backflap missing, airmail cds. on 
reverse, fine and attractive, certificate Löbbering BPP  80 

8216 44Bb 0/4 20 m. with brick-red overprint, as block of nine from the lower sheet margin, mint never hin-
ged, fine, scarce multiple, signed Mikulski with certificate  120 

8217 45B I Plf 1 45 m. with plate flaw „missing green colour below Post“ (Hurt/Ojaste E:5), unused, fine, very 
rare with less than 10 copies known, signed Mikulski and certificate Löbbering BPP  200 

8218 45B I ZS 1 1923, Airmail 45 m. as vertical tête-bêche, the lower stamp with plate flaw „broke frame above 
T of Post“, unused, less than 10 pairs known to exist, lower stamp small crease, otherwise fine, 
signed and certificate Löbbering BPP  200 

8219 44BII 0/1/
4

45 m., overprint with wide distance between „5 and Marka“, as block of four, the upper pair 
unused, the lower mint never hinged, scarce multiple, fine  250 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8220 45BII 0 45 m., overprint with wide distance between „5 and Marka“, as vertical strip of four, mint never 
hinged, fine, scarce multiple, signed Mikulski  300 

8221 45BII 0/4 45 m., overprint with wide distance between „5 and Marka“, as block of nine from the lower 
right sheet corner, middle stamp on lower row with overprint variety „damaged 1 in 1923“, 
mint never hinged, fine, scarce multiple, signed Mikulski with certificate  700 

8222 46-47A/B, 
45BI 

6 2½ - 5 m., perforated and imperforated, each as horizontal pair with additional franking tied by 
cds. „TALLINN 17 10 23“ to registered cover to Finland with transit and arrival mark, cover 
folded without affecting the stamps, slightly toned at upper left, otherwise fine, a very rare and 
attractive cover, signed Vossen   1000 

8223 46A/B,  
29-30 

6 2½ - 5 m. imperforated and perforated with additional franking tied by cds. „TALLINN -2 7 27“ 
to registered cover to Kaunas, from there forwarded to Palanga, little toned, otherwise fine, 
rare, signed Vaher with certificate  250 

8224 46AUw,  
46A 

0/1 1923, Aita hädalist 2½ m., horizontal pair, the right stamp imperforated horizontally, unused, the left 
stamp mint never hinged, fine, scarce, signed Mikulski and certificate Löbbering BPP  100 

8225 47A Uw 1 5 m. ultramarin, horizontally imperforated, unused, fine, certificate Löbbering BPP  80 

8226 47A Uw,  
47A 

1 5 m., horizontal pair, the left stamp imperforated horizontally, unused, fine, scarce, certificate  
Löbbering BPP  100 
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8227 47A Uw 1 5 m. as vertical pair, imperforated horizontally, unused, fine, certificate Löbbering BPP  120 

8228 47A Uw,  
47 

0 5 m. as block of four from the upper right sheet corner, the left pair imperforated vertically, 
mint never hinged, a very scarce multiple showing how new perforation machine worked, 
signed Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering BPP  250 

8229 48, 51-
52P 

2 1924, Airmail 5 m. and 20 - 45 m. each as pair on wove paper, without gum, fine, signed Nemvalz  
80 

8230 48-52A/B 6 1924, Airmail 5 - 45 m. perforated and imperforated each with additional franking tied by cds. 
„TALLINN“ to registered airmail cover to Berlin and London, fine  100 

8231 51A 6 1924, Airmail 20 m. tied by cds. "TALLINN 24 IV 33" to cover to New York, as airmail stamps 
where only valid for airmail fee the cover as handled as unfranked and charged with 50 c. 
surcharge fee, at arrival franked with USA postage due 10 c., fine and scarce, certificate Löb-
bering BPP  80 

8232 52A,  10, 
39A, 53 

6 Airmail 1924, 45 m. with additional franking tied by cds. "TALLINN 15 9 25" to correctly franked 
registered airmail printed matter to Copenhagen with arrival mark, very rare correctly franked 
cover and the first in decades to come to light, fine, certificate Löbbering  200 

8233 54 6 1924, Map 300 m. tied by cds. „TARTU 29 III 33“ to registered airmail cover to Lausanne, fine
  100 

8234 54,  56, 
34A 

6 1924, Map 300 m. with additional franking tied by cds. „TALLINN 15.XII.25“ to parcel card to 
Zürich, few folds and minor tears at the edges, scarce  100 

8235 54,  81, 
98 

6 1924, Map 300 m., two singles with additional franking tied by cds. "TALLINN 18 IX 34" to sam-
ple without value to Hamburg, some wrinkles as to be expected, scarce usage  100 

8236 55P 2 1924, National theater 30 m., 4 proofs in different colours, without gum, all with sheet margin, 
fine  200 

8237 56P 1 70 m. pink/black as imperforated proof, unused, fine  80 

8238 60-61 Uw 0 1926, Red Cross 2½ - 5 m. each as vertical strip of three imperforated horizontally, mint never 
hinged, fine, certificate Löbbering BPP  80 

8239 60-61Uw 6 1926, Red Cross 5 m. as vertical strip of 4 and 10 m. as vertical pair, imperforated between, 
tied by cds. „NARVA 1 XII 27“ to registered cover to Leysin, Switzerland, little unfresh, scarce, 
signed Mikulski  150 

8240 62P 1 1927, Dorpat theatre 40 m. blue/black as imperforated proof, unused, fine, signed Nemvalz
  80 

8241 63-66 2 1927, City Views 5 - 20 m., each as imperforated pair, without gum, fine  80 

8242 63-67 0/3/4 1927, City Views 5 - 40 m. complete sheets and collected by position 1-100, in addition some 
multiples and used stamps, fine  120 

8243 63-67 6 1927, Views of cities 5 - 40 m. tied by cds. „SINDI 17 I 28“ to registered letter to Riga with 
arrival mark, slightly toned and cover folded horizontally, but a scarce issue on cover, certificate 
Löbbering BPP  80 

8244 63-67 6 1927, Views of cities 5 - 40 m. tied by cds. „RAKVERE 7 I 28“ to registered letter to Dorpat 
with arrival mark, fine, a scarce issue on cover, certificate Löbbering BPP  80 

8245 70U 0 1928, New Currency Overprint 10 m. imperforated with bottom sheet margin, mint never 
hinged, fine, rare, certificate Löbbering BPP  800 

8246 70U 1 1928, New Currency Overprint 10 m. imperforated with bottom sheet margin, unused, fine, 
rare, signed Eichenthal and Jem and certificate Löbbering BPP  500 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8247 71 1 15 s. on horizontally ribbed paper (Hurt/Ojaste C:1), unused, fine, very rare only 23 unused 
copies known so far, signed Nemalz and certificate Löbbering BPP  200 

8248 71 0 15 s. on thin paper (Hurt/Ojaste C:2), mint never hinged, fine, very rare only few copies known 
so far, signed Weiner and Eichenthal and certificate Löbbering BPP  100 

8249 71 15 s. on thin paper and horizontally ribbed paper, one stamp each, used, less than five used 
copies are known from the ribbed paper, fine  200 

8250 73U 0 1928, Philatelic Exhibition Tallinn 10 m. grey, imperforated, mint never hinged with tiny trace of 
fingerprint, fine, signed Mikulski and certificate Löbbering BPP  400 

8251 73U 1 1928, Philatelic Exhibition Tallinn 10 m. grey, imperforated, vertical strip of three, unused, gum 
somewhat dull due to erased pencil notes, a very rare multiple, fine, certificate Löbbering BPP  400 

8252 77 6 1928, Coat of arms 5 s., two horizontal pairs with left sheet margin, right stamps with plate 
flaw "5 paws", tied by cds. "TALLINN 3 IV 35" to registered local cover, two adherences below 
stamps, otherwise fine  80 

8253 MH 0 1928, coat of arms, stamp booklet with all booklet pages and original clip, very rare with only 
15 - 20 booklets known, this being in very fine condition, certificate Löbbering BPP  3000 

8254 87 F 1923, Kroon-Surcharge 1 k. with „KROON“ missing on the left side, used, very fine, a striking 
error, certificate Löbbering BPP  100 

8255 89 6 “TARTU ÜLIKOOL 1632-1932 -1 VII 32“ clear strike on 3 kr. on registered cover to Talllinn, 
fine, rare, signed Mikulski  80 

8256 90-93P 0 1931, Red Cross 2 - 20 s. imperforated proofs, mint never hinged, fine, 2 - 10 s. signed Nemvalz
  120 

8257 90P 2 1931, Red Cross 2 s. green without red center and registration number, on yellowish paper, 
without gum, fine, signed Nemvalz  80 
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8258 94-97P 0/4 1932, 300 Years Dorpat University 5 - 20 s., each as imperforated block of four, 10 and 20 s. 
with sheet margin, mint never hinged, fine, signed Dr. Oertel  300 

8259 98P 2 1933, Narva Falls 1 k., greyish black on grey paper, with lower sheet margin, without gum, fine
  80 

8260 99-101P 0 1933, Song festival 2 - 10 s., proofs, each as imperforated horizontal pair with right sheet mar-
gin, mint never hinged, fine, signed Nemvalz  100 

8261 102-05P 0 1933, Anti-Tuberculosis 5 - 20 s., each as imperforated proof, mint never hinged, fine, signed 
Nemvalz  80 

8262 120-21, 
123 

1 1936, Pirita 5 - 15 and 25 s., each as imperforated pair, unused, fine, signed Nemvalz  
80 

8263 127-28, 
130 

0 1937, Caritas 10 - 50 s. (without 25 s.) imperforated proofs, mint never hinged, fine  
80 

8264 131-34 
Essay 

4/2 1938, Caritas 10-50 s., larger sized essay block, without gum, toned, scarce  
80 

8265 131-34 0 1938, Caritas 10 - 50 s. imperforated proofs, 10 s. as horizontal pair, mint never hinged, fine
  100 

8266 Bl. 1U 0 1938, Caritas souvenir sheet, imperforated 140 x 180 mm, at left paginated with different 
colour-numbers of the colours used for the stamps and burelage except brown, mint never 
hinged with few wrinkles. Originally 8 of these blocks where printed in two large blocks of four, 
this copy is from the lower left corner, only 4 copies with left sheet margin possible, very rare 
and attractive, certificate Löbbering BPP  500 
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8267 Bl.1 0 1938, Caritas souvenir sheet with additional perforation above the stamps, mint never hinged, 
rare with only few copies known, certificate Löbbering BPP  400 

8268 138-41 0 1938, Society of Estonian scolars 5 - 25 s. imperforated proofs, mint never hinged, fine
  100 

8269 142-45 
Essay 

4/2 1939, Caritas 10-50 s., larger sized essay block, without gum, scarce  
80 

8270 142-45 0 1939, Caritas 10 - 50 s. imperforated proofs, mint never hinged, fine  100 

8271 152-55 
Essay 

4/2 1940, Caritas 10-50 s., larger sized essay block, without gum, scarce  
80 

8272 152-55 0 1940, Caritas 10 - 50 s. imperforated proofs, mint never hinged, fine  100 

8273 152-55 0/4 1940, Caritas 10 - 50 s., each as complete sheet with marginal inscription, mint never hinged, 
fine  250 

8274 162x 1940, 100 Years of stamps 15 s. on white paper, used, fine, signed Mikulski with certificate and 
certificate Löbbering BPP  80 
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8275 164x 0/4 1940, Coat of arms1 s. grey on white paper, block of four, mint never hinged, fine  200 

8276 HK1 6 1937, PARO lettersheet no. 18, without stamp and „Paro“ imprint at bottom, unused, without 
perforation, fine  100 

8277 HK1 6 Lettersheet no. 9, with clear cds. „TARTU 13 XI 38“, little unfresh, otherwise fine  100 

8278 HK 1 6 Complete set of 1-28, unused, few with minor perforation separations, otherwise fine, rare as 
complete set  2000 

Collections and Specialities
8279  0/1/

3/6
1918/27, interesting used and unused collection with some cards and covers, strong section 
flower design with colours, gutter pairs, multiples and plate flaws, perforation varieties, also 
Mi.-No. 6P in yellow perforated and Mi.-No. 46A/B (2) used, mostly fine  500 

8280  0/1/3 1919/39, interesting unused and used group with varieties like Mi.-No. 142 - 45 with burelage 
on top, paper varieties etc., mostly fine  100 

8281  0/3/
5/6

1928/40, interesting unused and used collection containing more than 100 cards and covers, 
better sets, multiples, colour- and paper varieties, plate flaws etc., mostly fine  800 

8282  6 1919/43, very interesting collection of more than 180 cards and covers including censor marks, 
special cancellations, Ostland, better franking, registered post etc. mostly fine  600 

8283 57 6 Drucks Roundflight „Warsaw-Lida-Wilna-Riga-Tallinn-Helsinki-Warsaw“, card with Craftsmen 
12 m. tied by cds. „TALLINN 18 X 26“ to Warsaw with adjacent red cds. „WARSAWA 19 
PORT LOINICZY“, fine  80 

8284  6 AIRMAIL: 1920/30, very interesting unused and used collection containing several „Ice-Flights“, 
more than 30 cards and covers including Zeppelin flights, different paper ex Mi.-No. 48-52, bet-
ter stamps, postmaster perforations, multiples and Mi.-No. 41 and 43 each as gutter pair, 
mostly fine  800 

8285  6 FIRST FLIGHTS: 7 cards and covers flown with LOT from and to Tallinn, fine  150 

8286  6 BRITISH TROOPS AT THE PORT OF TALLINN: 5 picture postcards, all with manuscript „on 
active service“, addressed to Portsmouth, minor wear, scarce  150 

8287  3/5 CANCELLATIONS: AA AG - VÖHMA-KABALA, extensive 4 volume collection with many 
hundred pieces, mostly very clean and complete cancellations including some railway cancel-
lations  300 

8288  6 1919/40, interesting group of more than 25 cards with mostly special cancellations including 
„TARTU ÜLIKOOL 1632-1932“, fine  100 

8289  3/5/6 PROVISIONAL CANCELLATIONS: ALATSKIWI - TORI, very interesting collection with more 
than 230 stamps and pieces and 15 cards and covers, good condition  200 

8290  6 INDEPENDENCE-WAR: 1918/20, 80 cards with many different cancellations, mostly fine
  200 

8291  6 INDEPENDENCE-WAR: 1918/20, Finnish and Baltic-German Units, 5 cards and one cover 
and 2 stamps with different cancellations, furthermore 1 card from the Estonian contingent on 
Bordeaux and one cover „ueber Deutsche Gesandschaft..“. scarce, mostly fine  200 

8292  6 POSTAGE DUE: 1920/32, 5 cards/covers to England, Denmark, Germany, Latvia and Hungary, 
all with postage due stamp or marking, mostly fine  100 

8293  6 POSTMASTER-PERFORATIONS: 1919/21, interesting group of 17 cards and covers, mostly 
„BALTISKI“ and „VILJANDI“, mostly fine  200 

8294 32-34A 6 “FRAN ESTLAND“ boxed cancel on reverse of cover to Stockholm, franked with 1922 Craftsmen 
½+-2m, tied by cds. „STOCKHOLM 30.11.23“, slight marginal faults, otherwise fine  80 

8295  6 SHIPMAIL: 1928/35, interesting collection of 15 cards and covers, different cancellations like 
„PAQUEBOT“ framend and unframend, „Fran Estland“, „Ship with POSTI POST“, mostly fine
  300 

8296 GB 181 6 GREAT BRITAIN: George V. 4p. tied by cds. „SKIPTON 27 SP 32“ to airmail cover addressed 
to „passengers SS Baltavia arriving Tallinn Sep 29th“, reverse with arrival mark „TALLINN 29 
IX 32“, fine  80 
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Postal Stationery

Kaunas Harbour

Additional images of collections can be viewed on our website
 at www.heinrich-koehler.de
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8304 / € 200 8303 / € 300

8297 / € 80

8296 / € 80

8294 / € 80

8283 / € 80

8277 / € 100

8276 / € 100
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8297  6 Postcard with 5 k. reddish-orange with cds. „FELLIN LIFL 2 12 18“, as pre-paid local card, 
unused, scarce, fine  80 

Haapsalu
8298 P2II 6 5 on 5 k. brown, unused, fine, scarce, certificate Löbbering BPP  150 

Rakvere
8299 1 2 1918, 10 (k) on 2 k., unused, fine, signed Vaher and Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering BPP

  250 

8300 1 10 (k) on 2 k. with clear cds. „WESENBERG 18 11 18“, fine, signed Vaher and Nemvalz and 
certificate Löbbering BPP  250 

8301 2 2 15 (k) on 2 k., unused, fine, signed Vaher and Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering BPP
  160 

8302 2 15 (k) on 2 k. with clear cds. „WESENBERG 18 11 18“, fine, signed Vaher and Nemvalz and 
certificate Löbbering BPP  160 

8303 2 6 10 (k) on 2 k. tied by cds. „WESENBERG 17 11 18“ to Russia postal stationery 5 k. addressed 
to „village Kähri above Kabbala“, reverse with a lot of text, genuinely used extremely rare and 
only very few known, fine, signed Mikulski a.o. and certificate Löbbering BPP  300 

8304 2 6 15 (k) on 2 k. tied by cds. „WESENBERG 18 11 18“ to cover to Dorpat, horizontal fold through 
cover not affecting the stamp, otherwise fine, signed Mikulski a.o. and certificate Löbbering BPP  

200 

8305 3 2 20 (k) on 2 k., unused, fine, signed Vaher and Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering BPP
  300 

8306 3 20 (k) on 2 k. with clear cds. „WESENBERG 18 11 18“, fine, signed Vaher and Nemvalz and 
certificate Löbbering BPP  300 

8307 3 6 20 (k) on 2 k. tied by cds. „WESENBERG 18 11 18“ to cover to Castle Kunda, fine, signed 
Mikulski a.o. and certificate Löbbering BPP  350 
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Local Issues
Fellin/Viljandi
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8327 / € 250

8326 / € 80

8317 / € 150

8316 / € 200

8314 / € 200

8313 / € 200

8311 / € 80

8310 / € 808298 / € 150
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8308 4 2 35 (k) on 1 k., unused, with only 26 stamps printed one of the great rarities of Estonia, fine, 
signed Vaher and certificate Löbbering BPP  2000 

8309 4 35 (k) on 1 k. with clear cds. „WESENBERG 20 11 18“, with only 26 stamps printed one of 
the great rarities of Estonia, very fine, signed Mikulski, Eichenthal a.o. and certificate Mikulski 
stating „..the most beautiful copy...“ and certificate Löbbering BPP  2000 

8310 P1 I 6 POSTAL STATIONERY: 10 (k) on 3 k., type I, unused, fine, signed Vaher and certificate Löbbe-
ring BPP  80 

8311 P1 I 6 10 (k) on 3 k., type I, with clear cds. „WESENBERG 19 11 18“, fine, signed Vaher and certificate 
Löbbering BPP  80 

(Photo = 1 58)
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View of Wesenberg, 1915
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8312 P1 I,  2 6 10 (k) on 3 k., type I as registered card with 15 (k) on 2 k. as additional franking, with clear 
cds. „WESENBERG 25 11 18“ and straight-line „Rakwere“, fine, signed Vaher and certificate 
Löbbering BPP  200 

8313 P1 II 6 10 on 3 k., type I, unused, fine, signed Nemvalz a.o. and certificate Löbbering BPP  200 

8314 P2 I 6 10 (k) on 5 k., type I, unused, fine, signed Vaher and certificate Löbbering BPP  200 

8315 P2 I. 2 6 10 (k) on 6 k., type I as registered card with 10 (k) on 2 k. as additional franking, with clear 
cds. „WESENBERG 25 11 18“ and straight-line „Rakwere“, fine, signed Vaher and certificate 
Löbbering BPP  500 

(Photo = 1 58)
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8316 U1B I 6 15 (k) on 7 k., 146 x 120 mm, with full address, no postal marks, small tear at bottom, other-
wise fine, signed Eichenthal and certificate Löbbering BPP  200 

8317 U1B II 6 15 on 7 k., 146 x 120 mm, unused, fine, signed Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering BPP
  150 

8318 U1BII,  3 6 15 on 7 k., type II as local registered envelope with 20 (k) on 2 k. as additional franking, with 
clear cds. „WESENBERG 25 11 18“ and straight-line „Rakwere“, fine, the 20 k. with shifted 
overprint, a very rare cover, signed Vaher and certificate Löbbering BPP  600 

(Photo = 1 58)
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View of Castle Wesenberg, 1915
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8319 U3 I 6 15 (k) on 14 k. with additional Russia 1 k., on registered cover with clear cds. „WESENBERG 
19 11 18“ and straight-line „Rakwere“ addressed to A. Eichenthal in Tallinn, next to the stamps 
with manuscript „20 kop juude maksetud am. Tam“ (20 k. paid additionally in cash), aside from 
few age spots in fine condition, only 4 envelopes printed and only 2 known used, one of the 
great Estonian and Postal Stationery rarities, signed Nemvalz a.o. and certificate Löbbering BPP  3000 

View of Wesenberg ca. 1915
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8320 U4A 6 15 (k) on 20 k., 145 x 81mm, unused, with only 26 envelopes printed one of the great Estonia 
and Postal stationery rarities, two light bends just mentioned for accuracy, otherwise fine, 
signed Nemvalz a.o. and certificate Löbbering BPP  600 

8321 S3 6 20 (k) on 2 k., complete wrapper, unused, small tear at top, otherwise fine, very scarce with 
only 137 printed and few intact wrappers remaining, signed Mikulski and certificate Löbbering 
BPP  700 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8322 S4 6 35 (k) on 1 k., wrapper (88 x 244 mm), used with clear straight-line „Rakwere“, with only 
26 printed and only 4 almost complete wrappers (2 used, 2 unused) known one of the great 
Estonian and Postal stationery rarities, signed Eichenthal, Jem and Mikulski with his certificate 
and certificate Löbbering BPP  3000 

Street scene in Wesenberg
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8323 1A 1 TALLIN:1 k. unused, with dry colour and worn overprint being attributed to the later printing 
of 8 more stamps than the 7 originally issued , signed Dr. Schröder (slightly showing through) 
and „A.P“. in red, perforation at right a little rough, otherwise fine, one of the great rarities of 
Estonian Philately, certificates Nemvalz, Dr. Schroeder BPP and Löbbering BPP   2000 

8324 1A,  2A 
etc. 

6 1 k. orange with additional franking tied by cds. „TALLINN 29 5 19“ to correctly franked 
postcard addressed to A. Teetsov in Tallinn, this is the only known copy on card or cover, only 
8 stamps originally printed, one of the greatest rarities of Estonian Philately! Signed Mikulski, 
on reverse Romeko Paris, Fulpius and Prof. Winterstein and twice with Teetsov handstamp and 
detailed certificate Löbbering BPP
Provenance: ex collection Anton Teetsov

16th. Stanley Gibbons Auction 1979, Lot 1238  3000 

8325 1B ZW 0 1 k. imperforated as horizontal gutter pair, mint never hinged, fine, scarce, signed Nemvalz and 
certificate Löbbering BPP  100 

8326 1B, 3A, 
4A 

6 1 k. imperforated and 5 k. perforated as horizontal pair and 3 k. as single tied by cds. „TALLINN 
7 5 19“ to local cover, fine, a fine First Day Cover of this issue, signed Bühler a.o. and certificate 
Löbbering BPP  80 

8327 1B, 2A, 
a.o. 

6 1 rbl. imperforated with additional franking tied by cds. „TALLINN -8 5 19“ to blank card, 
signed Mikulski a.o. and certificate Löbbering BPP  (Michel - No. 1B, 2A, 3B, 4A, 5Ab, 7-8A, 
10A, 11B) 250 

(Photo = 1 54)
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View of Tallinn
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8328 2-4A, 
5Ab,  Est. 
1-4B, 2 

6 2-10 k. with additional franking tied by cds. „REVAL -2 5 19“ (!!) to slightly overpaid registered 
cover addressed to Mr. Senf in Leipzig, with censor and arrival mark. Studies evaluating the 
local issue Tallinn seems contradictory. According to the official record of the Estonian Postal 
Administration, the stamps were overprinted on the 5th of May 1919 and issued on the 7th of 
May 1919. On the other hand, it is known that the handstamp „Eesti Post“ has been delivered 
to the Postal Administration „around the 27th of April“. The production of a total of 14000 
stamps within 10 days appears more likely than within two days on May 5th-6th. Backflap 
missing, otherwise very fine with detailed certificate Löbbering BPP and certificate Mikulski 
describing these stamps as proofs  500 

View of Reval
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8329 2B 0 2 k. imperforated with left sheet margin, mint never hinged, only few copies known mint never 
hinged, signed Nemvalz a.o. and certificate Löbbering BPP  500 

8330 2B 5 2 k. imperforated tied by clear cds. „TALLINN 8 5 19“ to piece, a very scarce stamp with only 
26 printed, fine, signed Tomson and certificate Löbbering BPP  500 

8331 3A 0 5 k. with left sheet margin, with missing „first E“ in Eesti, a scarce variety, mint never hinged, 
fine, signed Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering BPP  100 

8332 4A ZW 0 5 k. as horizontal gutter pair, mint never hinged, fine, scarce, signed Nemvalz and certificate 
Löbbering BPP  80 

8333 4A ZS 0 5 k. as vertical gutter pair, mint never hinged, fine, signed Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering 
BPP  80 

8334 5Aa 0 10 k. with violet overprint, mint never hinged, slightly toned, fine, signed Nemvalz a.o. and 
certificate Löbbering BPP  150 

8335 6A 0 10 k. on 7 k., unused, slightly toned otherwise fine, signed Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering 
BPP  500 

8336 6A, 2A, 
3B 

6 10 k. on 7 k. with additional franking tied by cds. „TALLINN 6 6 19“ to correctly franked local 
postcard. The used card is an invitation to attend the June meeting of the Tallinn section of the 
Estonian agricultural cooperative. Anton Teetsov was secretary of this association and franked 
20-30 such cards with the local edition Tallinn, this card is so far the only one known with a 
10 k. on 7 k. stamp, very fine, signed Nemvalz, Teetsov a.o., certificate Mikulski and detailed 
certificate Löbbering BPP  500 
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8329
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8413 / € 808410 / € 120

8369 / € 200
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8342 / € 1508340 / € 80
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8337 6A 5 10 k. on 7 k. tied by clear cds. „TALLINN 8 5 19“ to piece, a very scarce stamp with only 45 
printed, fine, signed Teetsov and certificate Löbbering BPP  600 

8338 7A DD 1 15 k. with clear double overprint, unused, a scarce variety, signed Nemvalz and certificate 
Löbbering BPP  100 

8339 7A ZW 0 15 k. as horizontal gutter pair, mint never hinged, at right tiny separation, otherwise fine, scarce, 
signed Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering BPP  100 

8340 7A 6 15 k. tied by cds. „TALLIN 7 5 19“ to first day local cover, address partially crossed out, other-
wise fine, signed Bühler a.o. and certificate Löbbering BPP  80 

8341 9A 1 35 k. unused, a very rare stamp with only 12 printed and one of the great rarities of Estonian 
Philately, light horizontal bend, otherwise fine, signed Köhler, Mikulski a.o. and certificate  
Löbbering BPP  2000 

8342 10-11A,  
1B,  a.o.

6 50 k. and 1 rbl. with additional franking tied by cds. „TALLINN 15 5 19“ to local cover, Estonia 
15 k. with small diagonal bend, otherwise fine, signed Richter and certificates Mikulski and 
Löbbering BPP  (Michel - No. 10-11A,  1B, 2-5A(b),  7-8A) 150 

8343 11B 1 1 rbl. imperforated, unused, fine, signed Mikulski a.o. and certificate Löbbering BPP  120 

8344 12B 1 3,5 rbl. imperforated, unused, a scarce stamp, signed Mikulski a.o. and certificate Löbbering BPP  
400 

8345 13B 0 5 rbl. imperforated, mint never hinged, a very scarce stamp with only 40 printed, very few of 
these known in this quality, signed Saidla and Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering BPP  600 

8346 13B 5 rbl. with part of adjoining ornamental field at right, with clear cds. „TALLINN 8 5 19“, a very 
scarce stamp with only 40 printed, fine, certificate Löbbering BPP  600 
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83468345
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8347 14A, 11A, 
11-13B 

6 10 rbl. perforated and 3.5 and 5 rbl. imperforated with additional franking tied by cds. „TAL-
LINN-SADAM -7 5 19“ to local registered cover addressed to A. Teetsov, cover folded twice 
without affecting the stamps, otherwise fine. This is the only known cover with all Rubel-values 
on it, especially the 10 rbl. value is extremely rare with only 11 copies printed and only one 
other copy known as single franking on cover, signed Mikulski a.o. with his certificate and 
certificate Löbbering BPP
Provenance: A. Teetsov  5000 

8348 1B,  2-4A 6 1919, interesting group containing some better stamps like Mi.-No. 10 - 11A unused and 11B 
used with ornamental field at left, also two covers with different franking, small faults, in addition 
some forgeries, two certificates Löbbering others mostly signed Nemvalz, Mikulski etc.
  150 (Photo = 1 www)

Anton Teetsov
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8349 1-2PU II,  
PU IIDD 

2 1941, 15-20 k. on form paper and on form paper with double print, without gum, fine, signed 
Krischke and certificate for 15 k. double print  150 

8350 ex 1-3 0/1/
3/4/2

1941, very interesting group with mostly unused and never hinged stamps and multiples inclu-
ding different papers, misperforated stamps, vertical or horizontal imperforated stamps, many 
signed Keiler or Krischke BPP  200 

8351 1-3x,  4-9 6 15-30 k. and 15 k. as horizontal strip of four tied together with Rebuilding 15-100 k. and Ost-
land pair of 1 Pfg. by cds. NARVA-JÖESDUU 30 XII 41“ to registered local cover, fine
  80 

8352 5-7P 2 20-50 k. purple, right half of proof miniature sheet of the individual clichés on chalky paper, 
very rare, fine, signed Krischke BPP and certificate Löbbering BPP  300 

8353 4, 8-9P 2 15 and 60-100 k. orange, upper part of proof miniature sheet of the individual clichés on chalky 
paper, very rare, stuck to paper note, otherwise fine, signed Krischke BPP and certificate 
Löbbering BPP  250 

8354 ex 4-9 0/1/4 Rebuilding 15-100 k., interesting group of 9 multiples and one single with perforation varieties, 
mostly mint never hinged, fine, some signed Nemvalz a.o  120 

8355 4-9 ZW/
ZS 

0 Rebuilding 15-100 k., each as vertical or horizontal gutter pair, mint never hinged, 15,30,50 and 
60 k. small stain spots, otherwise fine, rare, certificate Krischke BPP  200 

8356 5 6 1941, Reconstruction 20 k. together with Ostland 10 pfg. (2) and 80 pfg., tied by cds. „KREEN-
HOLM 28 III 42“ to money letter to Tallinn, fine  80 

8357 8 DG 0 60 k. as  block of four, shifted design printed on gum side, burelage on front, horizontal paper 
fold, mint never hinged, upper left stamp with crease, scarce and attractive  80 

8358  0/1/
4/2

1941, very interesting lot ex Mi.-No. 4-9, containing misperforated, partially imperforated 
stamps, double prints, proofs, gutters, Mi-No. 7U III as block of four, mostly mint never hinged, 
fine  300 

8359  6 1941/44, interesting group of 19 cards and covers including Ostland period  100 

Elwa

8360 1X 1 1 k. orange without watermark, with upper sheet margin with additional impression of hand-
stamp, unused, scarce, very fine, signed Krischke BPP und certificate Löbbering BPP  300 

8361 1Y 0 1 k. orange with watermark, unused, fine, signed Avarsoo and certificate Löbbering BPP  300 

8362 1X, 2, 8, 9 1 k. orange with watermark, 2, 30 and 30 k., used, fine, signed Krischke BPP and certificate 
Löbbering BPP  150 

8363 3 3 k. blue, from the lower right sheet corner, used, very fine, signed Eichenthal and certificate 
Löbbering BPP  150 

8364 4 4 k. violet, used, few shortend perforations at top, otherwise fine, scarce, certificate Löbbering 
BPP  250 

8365 5-7 6 5-15 k. tied by cds. „ELVA 10 VIII 41“ to uninscribed picture cover, fine, signed Krischke and 
certificate Löbbering BPP  150 

8366 10 50 k. brown, with left sheet margin, used, fine, signed Eichenthal and certificate Löbbering BPP  
150 
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GERMAN OCCUPATION WWII
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8380 / € 400

8376 / € 150

8375 / € 250

8374 / € 100

8373 / € 250

8371 / € 250

8368 / € 400

8366 / € 150

8364 / € 250

8363 / € 150

ex 8362 / € 150

8357 / € 80

ex 8355 / € 200

ex 8354 / € 120

8353 / € 250

8344 / € 4008343 / € 120

8352 / € 300

ex 8349 / € 150
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8367 A11 Spasskij Tower 1 rbl. red with lower sheet margin, used, few short perforations at left, other-
wise very fine, a extremely rare stamp with only 7 copies known, this being the nicest, signed 
Mikulski a.o. and certificate Löbbering BPP  500 

8368 13 Lenin 5 rbl. brown, used, very fine, only 70 copies printed, signed and certificate Löbbering BPP   
400 

8369 14 6 Timirjasew 30. brown tied by cds. „ELVA 10 VIII 41“ to lettered cover, right upper corner 
round, otherwise fine, signed Krischke BPP a.o. and certificate Löbbering BPP   200 

8370 15 Karelo-Finnish SSR 45 k. green, used, very fine, a scarce stamp with only a handful known, 
signed Krischke and Puloaas and certificate Löbbering BPP  1500 

8371 16 5 Perekop 50 k. violet, tied by cds. „ELVA 28 VII 41“ to small piece, fine, signed and certificate 
Löbbering BPP  250 

8372 16Uo Perekop 50 k. with upper sheet margin, imperforated at top, used with clear cds., fine, a rare 
stamp, signed Keiler and Dub and certificate Prof. Klein BPP  600 

8373 17 Majokowski 60 k., used, tiny shortend perforation at lower right, otherwise fine, certificate 
Löbbering BPP  250 

8374 20 5 Red Army 1 rbl., tied by cds. „ELVA 12 VIII 41“ to small piece, fine, signed Puloaas and certificate 
Löbbering BPP  100 

8375 22 Oil derrick 1 rbl., used, fine, signed Dub and Keiler and certificate Löbbering BPP  250 

8376 24 Volga area 10 k., from the lower left sheet corner, a very nice copy of this stamp, signed  
Eichenthal and certificate Löbbering BPP  150 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8377 25 5 Pavillon of the Far East 15 k., tied by cds. „ELVA 26 VII 41“ to small piece, only 14 stamps 
known, fine, signed Krischke and Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering BPP  700 

8378 A25 1 Pavillon of the North-East 30 k., unused, slightly irregular perforation at left, otherwise fine, 
very rare with only a handful examples known, signed Keiler a.o. and certificate Krischke  400 

8379 26, 5, 7 5 Ukrainian SSR 30 k. and definitive 5 and 15 k. tied y cds. „ELVA -6 VIII 41“ to small piece, fine, 
certificate Löbbering BPP  200 

8380 27 Belorussian SSR 30 k., used, only 12 stamps known, signed Avarsoo and certificate Löbbering BPP   
400 

8381 28, 5, 7 6 Kyrgyz SSR 30 k. and definitive 5 and 15 k. tied by cds. „ELVA -6 VIII 41“ to uninscribed picture 
cover, only 15 stamps of Kyrgyz SSR 30 k. are known so far, fine, signed Krischke BPP and 
certificate Löbbering BPP  800 

8382 29 Georgian SSR 30 k., used, small groove at front at right, little unfresh, otherwise fine, signed 
Dub and Eichenthal und certificate Löbbering BPP  120 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8383 30 Azerbaijan SSR 30 k., used, a very rare stamp, of a printing run of 18 stamps only a handful are 
known, fine, signed Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering BPP  1200 

8384 31 5 Armenian SSR 30 k., tied by cds. „ELVA 25 VII 41“ to small piece, a very rare stamp only three 
examples known, few places with chipped off colour where present before the stamp was 
overprinted, fine, certificate Löbbering BPP  800 

8385 32 Turkmen SSR 30 k., used, the reported printing run of 200 seems way too high, a rather scarce 
stamp, fine, certificate Löbbering BPP  160 

8386 32 Turkmen SSR 30 k., used, the reported printing run of 200 seems way too high, a rather scarce 
stamp, fine, certificate Löbbering BPP  160 

8387 33 Tajik SSR 30 k., used, few short perforations and due to washing the signature slightly visible 
at upper left on front, a very rare stamp with only 9 known examples, signed Avarsoo and 
certificate Löbbering BPP  1000 

8388 35 6 Karelo-Finnish SSR 30 K. tied by cds. „ELVA -9 VIII 41“ to local postcard, a very scarce stamp 
only 3 examples known, fine, certificate Löbbering BPP  500 

8389 36 Kazakh SSR 30 k., used, a very rare stamp with only 10 examples known, fine, signed Saidla and 
Puolaas and certificate Löbbering BPP  800 

8390 37 Main Pavillon 50 k., used, a scarce stamp, fine, certificate Löbbering BPP  300 

8391 38 Pavillon 60 k., used, some perforation tips slightly toned, otherwise fine, signed Dub and  
certificate Löbbering BPP  300 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8392 A38 Perekop 10 k., used, a very rare stamp, only a handful known, signed Puolaas and Nemvalz and 
certificate Löbbering BPP  1200 

8393 42 Storming Ismail 15 k., used, a scarce stamp with only 11 copies known, fine, signed Avarsoo and 
certificate Löbbering BPP  800 

8394 44 5 Western Ukraine and Western Belarus 30 k., tied by cds. „ELVA 28 VII 41“ to small piece,  
so far only 2 copies are known, fine, certificate Löbbering BPP  1500 

8395 A46 Soviet exhibition pavilion 50 k., used, this is the 2nd known copy of this stamp, signature slightly 
visible at front, fine, signed Keiler and certificate Löbbering BPP
the other known example: 341st Heinrich Köhler Auction - Dr. Eino Kooba - Lot 2573  4000 

8396 47 5 Sport Badge „GTO“ 50 k., tied by cds. „ELVA 10 VIII 41“ to addressed cover, fine, signed  
Eichenthal and certificate Löbbering BPP  800 

8394

83938392
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8397 A47 Zhukovsky 50 k., used, only 5 examples known, fine, signed Eichenthal and certificate Löbbe-
ring BPP  1400 

8398 48 (6) Mechanization 60 k., tied by cds. „ELVA 11 VIII 41“ to addressed cover (one backflap missing), 
few perforation tips slightly toned, otherwise fine, only 7 examples known, certificate Löbbe-
ring BPP  800 

8399 49 0 Estonia 15 s., mint never hinged, colour a little chipped off, this being normal because this was 
one of the stamps presented by the customers to the postal clerk, fine, only six examples 
known, signed Avarsoo and certificate Löbbering BPP
Provenance: Eino Avarsoo, Tallinn  1000 

8400 49 5 Estonia 15 s., tied by cds. „ELVA 29 VII 41“ to piece, fine, only six examples known, signed 
Nemvalz and certificate Löbbering BPP
Provenance: Valdo Nemvalz, Stockholm  1000 

8400

8399

8397
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8401 1-6 3/5 10k.-1.20 auf 5 k., used and 10, 20 and 60 k. tied by cds. to small piece, fine, rare, certificates 
Löbbering BPP  2000 

8402 1-4, 6 6 10-60 k., 1,20 on 1 and 5 k., tied by cds. to addressed cover, folded at bottom, fine, certificate 
Löbbering BPP  600 

Moisaküla

ex 8401

View of Moisaküla
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8403 7 2,40 on 50 k. with lower sheet margin, used with cds. from the first day of issue, fine, one of 
the great rarities of WW2 and Estonia, signed Zierer and Krischke BPP with his certificate  4000 

Nüggen

8404 2a 10 k. with red handwritten „Eesti post“, with lower sheet margin, used, very fine and rare, 
signed Keiler BPP and certificate Löbbering BPP  800 

8405 3a 15 k. with red handwritten „Eesti post“, with upper sheet margin, used, very fine and rare, 
signed Zierer and Keiler BPP and certificate Löbbering BPP  2000 

8406 4a 20 k. with red handwritten „Eesti post“, with upper sheet margin, used, handwritten a little 
watery, very fine and rare, signed Keiler BPP and certificate Löbbering BPP  800 

8407 5a 30 k. with red handwritten „Eesti post“, with lower sheet margin, used, very fine and rare, 
signed Keiler BPP and certificate Löbbering BPP  800 

8408 1c 1 5 k. with green handwritten „Eesti post“ (turned black-green), with lower sheet margin, un-
used, two short perforations at left, otherwise fine, rare, signed Keiler BPP and certificate 
Krischke and Löbbering BPP  600 

Otepää
8409 1A PF I 0 20 k. with right sheet margin, with plate flaw „T of POST without right part of horizontal bar“, 

mint never hinged, fine, signed Eichenthal and Krischke BPP  100 

8410 1A 6 20 k. with additional franking tied by cds. „ELVA A -1 VIII 41“ to lettered cover, fine
  120 

(Photo = 1 82)

(Photo = 1 68)
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8411 1A, 2AI/II, 
BI/II 

6 20 k. perforated and 30 k. perforated and imperforated in type I and II tied by cds „ELVA A 14 
VIII 41“ to lettered cover, folded in the middle, fine  500 

8412 2AI 30 k., used, fine  80 

8413 2AI 6 30 k. tied by first day cds. to blank cover, fine, certificate Krischke BPP  80 

8414 2AII 0 30 k., mint never hinged, fine, signed Eichenthal  100 

8415 2AII 3/4 30 k. as block of four with right sheet margin, with blue offset in reverse, used, very fine and 
rare, signed Nemvalz and Puolaas  400 

(Photo = 1 82)

(Photo = 1 68)
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8416 1B 0 20 k. imperforated, mint never hinged, fine, certificate Krischke BPP (5th printing period)  300 

8417 2BI 0 30 k. imperforated, with right sheet margin, mint never hinged, fine, signed Krischke BPP a.o. 
with certificate  300 

8418 2BII FIII 0 30 k., only center in blue printed, mint never hinged, fine, scarce, certificate Krischke BPP  150 

Pernau
8419 6I PF IV 0/4 10 k. as block of four from the lower left sheet corner, the bottom left stamp with variety 

„missing 1941“, mint never hinged, upper stamps unused, stained, a rare variety, certificate 
Krischke BPP  100 

8420 10I 0 50 k., mint never hinged, fine, rare, certificate Krischke BPP  800 

8421 2II 0 2 k. vertical strip of four with upper sheet margin with paper folds through all stamps, fine
  80 

8422 3A III 0 3 K. perforated with right sheet margin, with variety „large 9 in 1941“, mint never hinged, fine, 
signed Dub and certificate Krischke BPP  250 

8423 3AIII,  IIA 
PF VI 

0/1/4 3 K. perforated as block of four with right sheet margin, the left upper stamp with variety 
„missing head of 1“ and both lower stamps with variety „larger 9 in 1941“, a very rare multi-
ple, the upper stamps mint never hinged, the lower unused, very fine, certificate Krischke BPP  500 

8424 3A/B-10 
III 

0 3 - 50 K. with overprint variety „9 in 1941 larger“, mint never hinged, fine, signed Krischke BPP  
350 

(Photo = 1 82)
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8505 / € 150 ex 8504 / € 200ex 8503 / € 120ex 8502 / € 120

ex 8501 / € 180

ex 8500 / € 120ex 8499 / € 1008432 / € 100

8429 / € 150ex 8428 / € 100

8426 / € 300

ex 8424 / € 3508422 / € 250

8409 / € 100

8421 / € 80

8419 / € 100

8414 / € 100

8412 / € 808382 / € 120

8391 / € 3008390 / € 300

8386 / € 1608385 / € 160

8438 / € 120

8436 / € 150

8435 / € 120
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8425 3A PF V 0 3 k. perforated as horizontal pair from the lower left sheet corner, the lower left stamp with 
variety „7941  instead of 1941“, mint never hinged, small stained spots in the margin, otherwise 
fine, rare, signed Vossen and certificate Krischke BPP  300 

8426 3A PF V 0/4 3 k. perforated as block of four from the lower left sheet corner, the lower left stamp with 
variety „7941  instead of 1941“, slight shift of perforation and imperforated at right, mint never 
hinged, fine, signed Klein BPP  300 

8427 3AII 
DD II 

0/4 3 k. as block of four with left sheet margin, with double print, the second one shifted, mint 
never hinged, fine, rare, signed Nemvalz  400 

8428 1IIK, 1IIDD, 
6IIK, 10IIK 

0 1 k. single and 10 and 30 k. as pair with inverted overprint and 1 k. with double overprint, all 
type II, mostly fine and mint never hinged, signed Nemvalz and Krischke  100 

8429 Russ. 684 0 60 k. with inverted overprint, mint never hinged with small stain, otherwise fine, a rare proof, 
certificate Krischke BPP  150 

8430  0/1/3/
5/(6)

1941, interesting mostly mint never hinged and unused lot containing better items like Mi.-No. 
3BIII, 8-9III and some multiples type I, mostly fine  80 

(Photo = 1 82)
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The Post in Latvia

We know that in the 17th century, when under Swedish control, „Lifland“ already had a 
well-organised system of courier posts.  The first post office was opened in Riga in 1625, 
and we know from published tariffs that there has been a general postal service in the 
Baltic area since 1632. After the Russian Tsar Peter I gained control of Lifland from Swe-
den in 1710, and also the Duchy of Kurland which remained independent until 1795 
(and whose postal service had been established by the Polish crown), Latvia remained 
in Russian hands until the time of the First World War. However, prestamp covers can 
be found, dating from up to the mid-1800s, bearing postmarks inscribed in German, as 
Lifland and Kurland, despite being Russian gubemii and having Russian governors, still 
had their own administration in the hands of the Baltic German hierarchy.

Until 1915, and partly until 1918, the territory of Latvia belonged to the Russian Empire, and Russian stamps were valid 
there. During the German occupation of the Baltic area during the First World War, the „Ob. Ost“ stamps were introduced. 
After independence was established, the first Latvian stamps were issued in December 1918. Soon afterwards, in 1919, 
Lifland and a large part of Kurland were occupied by Bolshevik troops, and so postage was free within those areas, with 
Imperial Russian and „chain-breaker“ stamps used for additional services.

In the summer and autumn of 1919 there was the Bermondt-Awaloff administration, during which the overprinted stamps 
for the volunteer Western Army appeared.  Only in the winter of 1919-20, after the liberation of all the territory of Latvia 
from foreign enemies, was a fully independent Latvian postal administration in operation. This came to a temporary end 
with the Soviet occupation of 1940.

Latvian independence was re-established 
on 21 August 1991, and the first stamps 
of the newly independent Latvian republic 
were issued on 19 October 1991. Soviet 
stamps remained valid until 30 June 1992, 
either alone or in combination with Latvian 
stamps, but from 1 July 1992 only Latvian 
stamps could be used to prepay postage.

The initial Ruble- and Kopek-currency 
was borrowed from Russia. Also in use in 
Latvia were Tsarist Ruble-notes, Rubles of 
the Kerensky government, „Ob. Ost“ Ru-
bles which had been introduced during the 
German occupation, and finally „Ob. Ost“ 
Marks, one Mark being equal in value to 
half a Ruble. The Latvian Ruble notes, in-
troduced in 1918, gradually superseded all 
previous currencies.

In 1922 the currency was reformed; a Latvi-
an Ruble was made equal to two santim, so 
that a new „Lat“ became the equivalent of 
50 old Rubles. Soon afterwards parity with 
the Swiss franc was established, so that on 
the world currency markets 1 Lat = 1 Sfr.

Postage rates changed frequently, especially 
in the early years. All the postage rates for 
different items have still to be determined. 
Quite often, rates changed only for indi-
vidual classes of mail, and so detailed re-
search in contemporary publications must 
be undertaken. The following overview of 
rates will, however, suffice for most classes 
of mail.

Source and Copyright:
Harry von Hofmann, Hamburg

LATVIA
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8431 Russ. 72, 
149 

6 RUSSIAN OCCUPATION: Chain brakers 35 k. with additional franking tied by cds. „BAUSKA 
13 2 19“ to cover to Moscow with arrival mark, covers during this period from other cities 
than Riga are scarce, small tear at right, otherwise fine, signed Mikulski with certificate 120 

LATVIA

View of Bauska
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8432 1P 2 5 k. black printed on map side, without gum, scarce, fine  100 

8433 1P 2 5 k. black on map paper, two horizontal pairs, one showing only slight traces of map on reverse, 
without gum, scarce, fine  200 

8434 1P 2 5 k. black on map, on ordinary paper, double print on chalky paper with map on reverse and  
5 k. red on multicoloured label paper, without gum, fine  200 

8435 1P 4/2 5 k. carmine, block of four printed on map side, without gum, fine  120 

8436 1P 2 5 k. carmine, strip of five printed on both sides, without gum, fine  150 

8437 1P 4/2 5 k. carmine, block of 12 printed on multicoloured label paper, without gum, few wrinkles and 
upper middle stamp with thin, otherwise fine, a very scarce multiple  400 

8438 1 4/2 1918, 5 k. red, block of four with double print, one inverted, without gum, very fine  120 

8439 1 4/2 5 k. red, complete sheet on map H16 Libau, without gum, folded, otherwise fine  150 

8440 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map H17 Dorbiany, mint never hinged, folded vertically and tear in 
the right margin, otherwise fine  150 

8441 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map J17 Salanty, mint never hinged, folded vertically and horizon-
tally, toned, otherwise fine  150 

8442 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map K16 Pikiele, mint never hinged, folded vertically, otherwise fine
  150 

8443 1 4/2 5 k. red, complete sheet on map K17 Siday, without gum, little unfresh, otherwise fine
  150 

8444 1 4/2 5 k. red, complete sheet on map K18 Telsze, without gum, fine  150 

8445 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map K19 Retowo, mint never hinged, fine  150 
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8446 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map L17 Wieksznie, mint never hinged, folded once vertically and 
horizontally, otherwise fine  150 

8447 1 3/4 5 k. red, complete sheet (2 parts) on map L18 Lukniki, used with straight line „Riga“ und cds. 
„RIGA 29 12 18“, fine  100 

8448 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map M15 Doblen, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8449 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map 017 Kurszany, mint never hinged, folded once vertically and 
horizontally, otherwise fine  150 

8450 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map N14 Schlok, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8451 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map O14 Riga, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8452 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map 016 Bausk, mint never hinged, folded three times vertically 
and horizontally, otherwise fine  150 

8453 1 0/1/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map P14 Üxkül, mint never hinged, small adherence on reverse at 
lower left, otherwise fine  150 

8454 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map P16 Schönberg, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8455 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map P17 Birze, mint never hinged, folded vertically and horizontally, 
otherwise fine  150 

8456 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map P18 Pompiany, mint never hinged, folded vertically, otherwise 
fine  150 

8457 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map Q14 Sissegal, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8458 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map Q15 Friedrichstadt, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8459 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map Q16 Groß Salwen, mint never hinged, folded vertically and 
horizontally, otherwise fine  150 

8460 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map Q17 Ponedele, mint never hinged, some wrinkles, otherwise 
fine  150 

8461 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map R14 Erlaa, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8462 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map R15 Kokenhusen, mint never hinged, folded horizontally and 
vertically, few minor bends in the margins, otherwise fine  150 

8463 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map R16 Buschhof, mint never hinged, few minor tears and little 
staining in the margins, otherwise fine  150 

8464 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map R17 Oknißta, mint never hinged, little unfresh, otherwise fine  
150 

8465 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map R18 Rakischki, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8466 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map S15 Kreuzburg, mint never hinged, few minor tears in the 
margins and one black spot on the margin, otherwise fine  150 

8467 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map S16 Jakobstadt, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8468 1 3/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map S18 Illukßt, used with straight line „RIGA“ and cds. „RIGA 25 
12 18“, folded vertically and horizontally, otherwise fine  150 

8469 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map T14 Alt Luban, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8470 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map T15 Warklany, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8471 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map T17 Wyschki, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8472 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map T18 Dünaburg, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8473 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map U15 Rjeshitza, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8474 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map K18 Telsze, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8475 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map K19 Retowo, mint never hinged, small part of left margin 
missing, otherwise fine  150 

8476 2 0/1/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map L19 Worny, mint never hinged, few perforation splits and 
hinges in the margin, fine  120 

8477 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map M15 Doblen, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8478 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map M16 Zagory, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8479 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map M17 Kurszany, mint never hinged, few perforation splits and 
small part of margin missing at lower left, otherwise fine  150 

8480 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map M18 Szawle, mint never hinged, few perforation splits, fine  
150 
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8481 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map M19 Kielmy, mint never hinged, few perforation splits and 
small part at upper right missing, otherwise fine  150 

8482 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map N18 Szadow, mint never hinged, few perforation splits, other-
wise fine  150 

8483 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map O15 Groß Ekkau , mint never hinged, few perforation splits, 
otherwise fine  150 

8484 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map O18 Klawany, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8485 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map P14 Üxkül, mint never hinged, two stamps with scissor cut, 
otherwise fine  150 

8486 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map Q15 Friedrichstadt, mint never hinged, few perforation splits, 
otherwise fine  150 

8487 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map Q18 Kupischki, mint never hinged, small part of margin on 
upper right missing, fine  150 

8488 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map R14 Erlaa, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8489 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map R18 Rakischki, mint never hinged, some small separations, 
otherwise fine  150 

8490 2 3/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map R19 Uschpol, used with cds. „RIGA -2 1 19“, fine
  150 

8491 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map T19 Dryswjaty, mint never hinged, almost separated in the 
middle and some other separations, otherwise fine  100 

8492 2 4/2 5 k. red, complete sheet on map U15 Rjeshitza, without gum, few perforation splits and little 
unfresh, otherwise fine  100 

8493 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map U17 Puscha, mint never hinged, few perforation splits and 
small part of margin on upper right missing, fine   150 

8494 2 0/4  5 k. red, complete sheet on map U18 Kraslawa, mint never hinged, few perforation splits, fine  
150 

8495 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map U19 Braslawa, mint never hinged, fine  150 

8496 11B,  25x 6 1919, 25 k. with additional franking tied by cds. „LEEPAJA 17.10.19“ to cover to Hannover, fine, 
signed Hofmann BPP with certificate  80 

8497 14 0/4 75 k. as complete sheet, imperforated horizontally and between the first and second row also 
vertically, scarce, fine  150 

8498 7-14A 
(o.11) 

0/4 1919, 5 - 75 k. perforated, each as complete sheet of 100, mint never hinged, scarce, fine  
500 

8499 15-23P 2 3-75 k. black on chalky paper, without gum, fine  100 

8500 15-16, a.o.
 

2 3-5 and 15-75 k. black on chalky paper, without gum, fine  (Michel - No. 15-16P,  18-23P)
120 

8501 15-16, a.o.
 

2 3-5 k. and 15-75 k. black on chalky paper, horizontal pairs, without gum, fine  (Michel - No. 
15-16P,  18-23P) 180 

8502 15-16, a.o.
 

2 3-5 and 15-75 k. black on ordinary paper, without gum, fine  (Michel - No. 15-16P,  18-23P)
120 

8503 15-16, a.o.
 

2 3-5 and 15-75 k. black on ordinary paper, without gum, fine  (Michel - No. 15-16P,  18-23P)
120 

8504 ex 15-23P 2 3-75 k., 20 proofs, mostly on multicoloured paper, without gum, fine  200 

8505 15,  17-
19, 23P 

4/2 3 k. lilac, block of four on red label paper, 10-20 k. as blocks of four and 75 k. two singles and 
vertical pair on multicoloured label paper, without gum, few stamps with slight creases, other-
wise fine  150 

8506 15,  17-
19,  21-23 

2 3, 10-20 and 35-75 k. each printed on both sides on honeycomb watermarked paper, without 
gum, fine  100 

8507 15, 17, 19, 
21-23P 

2 3 k. lilac, 10 k. blue, 20 k. orange, 35 k. brown, 50 k. lilac and 75 k. green, each as horizontal pair 
(plus 1 vertical and horizontal pair 20 k.) printed on both sides, on honeycomb watermarked 
paper, without gum, fine  200 

8508 15P 2 5 k. blue on multicoloured label paper, without gum, fine  100 

8509 15P 4/2 3 k. black, block of four on ordinary paper, without gum, fine  80 

8510 17P 4/2 10 k. blue, block of 9 from the lower right sheet corner on multicoloured label paper, without 
gum, fine  150 
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8522 / € 150 8521 / € 150

8520 / € 150

8519 / € 80

8518 / € 150

ex 8506 / € 100
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ex 8513 / € 100
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8510 / € 150
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8511 17P, 19P 4/2 10 k. blue and 20 k. orange, each as block of six on multicoloured label paper, without gum, 
20 k. with small scissor cut between stamps, otherwise fine  150 

8512 17P,  19P 2 10 k. blue on multicoloured label paper, two singles and a horizontal strip of three and 20 k. 
orange single and vertical pair, each with clear double print, without gum, fine  100 

8513 17P, 19P, 
21P 

2 10 k. bue, 20 k. orange and 35 k. brown, each with clear double print, and 50 k. lilac on 35 k. 
brown, all on multicoloured label paper, without gum, fine  100 

8514 19P 4/2 20 k. orange, horizontal strip of three on red label paper and a horizontal pair, vertical strip of 
three, a block of four and a block of six on multicoloured label paper, without gum, fine
  150 

8515 19, 21P 2 35 and 20 k. on chalky paper as vertical gutter pair with left sheet margin, without gum, scarce, 
fine  200 

8516 21P, 22P 2 35 k. brown on 50 k. lilac and 50 k. lilac with clear double print, each on multicoloured label 
paper and as horizontal pair and single, without gum, fine  150 

8517 23P 2 75 k. orange next to center only on honeycomb watermarked paper, with lower sheet margin, 
without gum, fine  150 

8518 23P 2 75 k. orange (different shade) next to center only on honeycomb watermarked paper, with 
lower sheet margin, without gum, fine   150 

8519 23P 2 75 k. green, frame only, on honeycomb watermarked paper, without gum, fine  80 

8520 23P 2 75 k. lilac, frame only, horizontal pair on honeycomb watermarked paper, without gum, fine   
150 

8521 23P 2 75 k. lilac next to frame only on honeycomb watermarked paper, with lower sheet margin, 
without gum, fine   150 

8522 23P 2 75 k. center only, horizontal pair with clear double print on honeycomb watermarked paper 
and single stamp with center only on ordinary paper, without gum, fine  150 

8523 23P 2 75 k. lilac, frame only and center only on ordinary paper, without gum, fine  200 

8524 23P 2 75 k. green, frame only and center only on ordinary paper, without gum, fine  200 

8525 23P 2 75 k. orange, frame only and center only on ordinary paper, without gum, fine  200 

8526 23P 2 75 k. lilac/orange next to 75 k. brown on honeycomb watermarked paper, with lower sheet 
margin, without gum, fine   150 

8527 23P 2 75 k. lilac/orange next to 75 k. lilac with clear orange double print on honeycomb water- 
marked paper, with lower sheet margin, without gum, fine   200 

8528 23P 2 75 k. green, two normal stamps and two with clear double print on ordinary paper, without 
gum, fine  150 

8529 23P 2 75 k. green/orange, with inverted center on ordinary paper, without gum, fine  100 

8530 23P 2 75 k. lilac/orange on honeycomb watermarked paper, without gum, fine  100 

8531 23P 2 75 k. green/orange, horizontal pair on honeycomb watermarked paper, without gum, the left 
stamp small corner crease, otherwise fine   100 

8532 23P 2 75 k. green, on ordinary white paper and on multicoloured label paper and 75 k. lilac frame 
only on ordinary pape, without gum, fine  100 

8533  2 Unissued 40 k., three singles on ordinary paper, without gum, one signed Hofmann BPP, fine  
100 

8534  2 Unissued 40 k. on ordinary paper, without inserted value, without gum, scarce, fine
  80 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8535 15-19, 21-
23P 

4/2 3-20 and 35-75 k. black, together on miniature sheet on chalky paper, without gum, very scarce 
and extremely attractive, very fine, signed Hofmann BPP
Reference: This item is depicted in the Latvia Handbook „The Stamps, Ruble Period 1918-1922“, 
page 93  1000 

8536 15, 23P 2 3 and 75k. on chalky paper as horizontal gutter pair, without gum, scarce, fine  200 

8537 16-17P 2 10 and 5 k. on chalky paper as vertical gutter pair, without gum, scarce, signed Hofmann BPP, 
fine  

200 

8538 18-19P 2 20 and 15 k. on ordinary paper as horizontal gutter pair, without gum, scarce, fine  200 

8539  2 Unissued 40 k. on ordinary paper as horizontal gutter pair, left stamp without inserted value, 
without gum, very scarce, signed, fine  250 

8540 16P 2 Unissued 40 k. and 5 k. on ordinary paper as horizontal gutter pair, without gum, scarce, fine  200 

8541  3/5/6 POSTMASTER-PERFORATIONS: 1919/20, small group of 8 stamps and 2 covers, all with  
provisional cancels, fine  Offer (Photo = 1 www)

If you cannot participate in our auction in person-bid live online
 at www.heinrich-koehler.de
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8542 24P 2 1919, Issue for North-Latvia, 10 k., 5 proofs, one machine-printed and four hand-printed on 
different papers, scarce, fine  200 

8543 24P 2 10 k., 5 proofs, one machine-printed and four hand-printed on different papers, scarce, fine  200 

8544 24P 2 10 k., three hand-printed proofs on olive, light-blue and rose paper, scarce, fine  150 

8545 24P 2 10 k., three hand-printed proofs on green paper, one with blank reverse, one with text printed 
on reverse and one with text printed on both sides, very scarce, fine  150 

8546 24P 1 10 k., two proofs on normal gummed paper as tête-bêche, perforated vertically, unused, scarce, 
fine, signed E. Franck  200 

8547 24P 2 10 k., horizontal pair, proof on horizontally laid paper, scarce, fine  100 

8548 24P 1 10 k., proof on normal gummed paper as tête-bêche, unused, scarce, fine, signed E. Franck  100 

8549 24P 2 10 k., proof on horizontally laid paper as tête-bêche, scarce, fine  100 

8550  6 10 k. on Ober-Ost postal stationery „C154“, unused, scarce, fine  150 

8551  6 10 k. on Ober-Ost postal stationery 10 Pfg., unused, scarce, fine  150 

8552  6 10 k. on Ober-Ost postal stationery 7½ Pfg., unused, scarce, fine  150 

8553  6 10 k. triple-print on Ober-Ost postal stationery 10 Pfg., unused, scarce, fine  150 

8554 24 3/
6/4/2

Interesting used and unused collection containing many tête-bêche, perforation varieties, post-
master perforations and 6 covers  80 

8555 ex 24-31, 
114-16 

0/1/3
/6

1919/27, interesting collection with perforation varieties, cigarette paper, multiples and cards 
and covers, mostly fine  100 

8556 25-27P 2 1919, Liberation of Riga 5-35 k. black, horizontal pairs on chalky paper, without gum, very fine  
100 

8557 25-27P 2 5 and 35 k. on multicoloured label paper and15 k. on red label paper, without gum, fine
  80 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8558 25-27P 2 5-15-35 k. black, one below the other with digits „15“ and „5“ to the left of the stamp design, 
on chalky paper, without gum, very scarce and attractive, small surface scratches well away 
from stamp design, some thin age spots, otherwise fine   1000 

8559 25-26P 2 15 and 5 k. black as horizontal gutter pair on chalky paper, with upper sheet margin, without 
gum, very fine  200 

8560 26-27P 2 35 and 15 k. black as horizontal gutter pair on chalky paper, with bottom sheet margin, without 
gum, very fine  200 

8561 26P 4/2 15 k. green, block of four on blue label paper, small scissor cut at bottom between stamps, 
without gum, fine  100 

8560
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8562 27P 2 35 k. anilin red on multicoloured paper, with lower sheet margin, without gum, fine
  80 

8563 27P 4/2 35 k. brown, block of four, horizontal pair and single stamp on red label paper, without gum, 
very fine  150 

8564 30-31 2 1919, Sun design 3-5 rbl., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, fine  
200 

8565 30-31P 2 3 and 5 rbl. black on ordinary paper, frame only, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8566 30-31P 2 3 and 5 rbl. on ordinary paper as vertical gutter pair, without gum, very scarce, fine
  300 

8567 32 2 1919, 1st Anniversary of Indendence 10 k., archive proof, imperforated horizontal pair, without 
gum, very rare only few copies known, fine  500 

8568 32P 1 10 k., frame in original colour on parchment paper, unused, very fine, scarce, signed E. Franck
  100 

8569 32P 2 10 k., frame in original colour on white paper, with left sheet margin, without gum, very fine, 
scarce, signed Rucins  100 

8570 32P 2 10 k. brown/red, horizontal strip of seven with lower sheet margins, printed on multicoloured 
label paper, two stamps with vertical folds, some reinforcement in the margin, otherwise fine, 
a very scarce and attractive multiple, signed E. Franck  400 

8571 32P 2 10 k. black on coarse paper, horizontal pair, the left stamp just the frame, right stamp with 
complete design, without gum, left stamp with small closed tear, otherwise fine, a very attrac-
tive and rare piece  400 

8572 32P 2 10 k. black on ordinary paper, horizontal pair, the left stamp just the frame, right stamp with 
complete design, without gum, fine, a very attractive and rare piece  400 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8573 33-35 2 10 k.-1 rbl., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, rare, fine  300 

8574 35P 2 1 rbl. green, just the frame on blue banknote paper, without gum, very fine, certificate Watzke 
BPP  120 

8575 35P 2 10 k. black, frame and center on ordinary paper as vertical tête-bêche, without gum, a very rare 
and attractive multiple, fine  400 

8576 35P 2 10 k. black, frame and center, each on ordinary paper, without gum, scarce, fine  200 

8577 32-35 0/1/
3/6

10 k. - 1 r., unused and used collection containing many plate flaws, perforation varieties, offsets 
and 1 cover, mostly fine   100 

8578 36-38 2 1919, Liberation of Courland 10-35 k., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without 
gum, rare, fine  300 

8579 36-39P 2 10 k.-1 rbl., only the frame in black on ordinary paper, without gum, very fine  300 

8580 36, 39P 2 10 k. and 1 rbl, only the frame in black as vertical gutter pair on ordinary paper, very scarce, fine  400 

8581 36P 2 10 k. brown frame / red background on white chalky paper, from the upper left sheet corner, 
without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8582 36P 2 10 k. green frame / brown background on white chalky paper, from the upper right sheet  
corner, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8583 36 0 10 k., two horizontal pairs, one with bottom sheet margin, with center printed on both sides 
and additional offset of frame on reverse, mint never hinged, fine  150 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8584 37-38P 2 35 and 25 k., only the frame in black as vertical gutter pair on ordinary paper, very scarce, fine  300 

8585 38P 2 35 k., only the frame in black, block of four on ordinary paper, without gum, very fine  300 

8586 38P 2 10 k., only the frame in black, double print, one inverted, without gum, little rough at top, 
otherwise fine  100 

8587 39P 2 1 rbl., only the center in black, on ordinary paper, without gum, very fine  200 

8588 39P 2 1 rbl. black frame / red background on white chalky paper, with right sheet margin, without 
gum, scarce, fine  150 

8589 39P 2 1 rbl. blue frame / green background on white chalky paper, without gum, scarce, fine
  150 

8590 39P 2 1 rbl. dark green frame / blue background on white chalky paper, from the lower right sheet 
corner, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8591 39P 2 1 rbl. green frame / brown background on white chalky paper, from the lower left sheet corner, 
without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8592 39P 2 1 rbl. green frame / brown background printed on unfinished 5 rbl. Riga Workers‘ and Soldier‘s 
Council bills, horizontal strip of four, without gum, extremely rare, fine  600 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8593 39P 2 1 rbl. black frame / blue background printed on unfinished 5 rbl. Riga Workers‘ and Soldier‘s 
Council bills, horizontal strip of four, without gum, extremely rare, fine  600 

8594 39P 2 1 rbl. brown frame / red background printed on unfinished 5 rbl. Riga Workers‘ and Soldier‘s 
Council bills, horizontal strip of four, without gum, extremely rare, fine  600 

8595 39P 2 1 rbl. brown frame / green background printed on unfinished 5 rbl. Riga Workers‘ and Soldier‘s 
Council bills, horizontal strip of four, without gum, extremely rare, fine  600 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8596 39 6 1 r., three singles tied by cds. „LEEPAJA 10.11.20“ to front and reverse of registered cover, 
with handdrawn r-label to Giessen, with German r-label „Vom Ausland über...“, minor toning, 
otherwise fine  80 

8597 36-39 0/1/
6/2

Unused and used collection containing many varieties like offsets, partially imperforated 
stamps and multiples, also some covers, mostly described on pages, fine  200 

8598 40-41P 2 1920, Liberation of Latgale 50 k. and 1 rbl., only frame in black as vertical gutter pair on ordi-
nary paper, unused without gum, very rare, fine  500 

8599 40-41P 2 50 k. and 1 rbl., only center in black as vertical gutter pair on ordinary paper, unused without 
gum, very rare, fine  500 

8600 40, 44 6 50 k. as horizontal pair with additional franking tied by cds. „ROSENOWA 19 8 20“ to reverse 
of registered cover, with handdrawn r-label, to Leipzig, with German r-label „Vom Ausland 
über...“, stamp torn, otherwise fine  80 

8601 42-45P 2 1920, First Constitution Assembly 50k.-5 rbl. black, printed next to each other as horizontal 
strip of four on ordinary paper, without gum, a spectacular item, fine, signed E.Franck  500 

8602 44-45 2 3-5 rbl., archive proofs, horizontal pairs, without gum, very scarce, fine, signed R  300 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8603 42P 2 50 k. black on ordinary paper, numeral „20“ to the right of the design and combined value 
tablet „1 rublis 5“ below the design and numeral „3“ to the right of the lower value tablet, 
very attractive, fine  200 

8604 42P 2 50 k. red and light-red, each as horizontal pair on white smooth paper, without gum, fine, rare  400 

8605 42P 2 50 k. green, greyish-green and yellowish green, each on white smooth paper, without gum, one 
stamp with small red colour residues, otherwise fine, rare  300 

8606 42P 2 50 k. blue and dark-blue, each on white smooth paper, without gum, dark-blue stamp with small 
thin, otherwise fine, rare  200 

8607 44P 2 3 rbl. black, center and frame side by side, the center showing two different security patterns 
at the edges, on ordinary paper, very rare and attractive, fine  200 

8608 44P 2 3 rbl., proof in dark-violet/green with green security pattern, showing to the right part of the 
frame only in green, to the left parts of the frame in green with security pattern in dark-violet, 
at bottom with pencil notation „2/25“, printed on smooth white paper, very attractive and 
rare, fine   200 

8609 44P 2 3 rbl., proof in green/grey with grey security pattern, showing to the right part of the frame 
only in grey, to the left parts of the frame of the 5 rbl. stamp in grey and part of the center with 
security pattern in green, at bottom with pencil notation „16/25“, printed on smooth white 
paper, very attractive and rare, fine  200 

8610 44P 2 3 rbl., proof in bluish-green/red-brown with grey security pattern, showing to the right part 
of the frame only in red-brown, to the left parts of the frame of the 5 rbl. stamp in red-brown 
and part of the center with security pattern in bluish-green, at bottom with pencil notation 
„25/25“, printed on smooth white paper, very attractive and rare, fine  200 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8611 44P 2 3 rbl., proof in green/red-brown with grey security pattern, showing to the right part of the  
frame only in red-brown, to the left parts of the frame of the 5 rbl. stamp in red-brown and 
part of the center with security pattern in green, at bottom with pencil notation „9/25“, prin-
ted on smooth white paper, very attractive and rare, fine  200 

8612 44P 2 3 rbl., proof in red-brown/grey with grey security pattern, showing to the right part of the 
frame only in grey, to the left parts of the frame of the 5 rbl. stamp in grey and part of the 
center with security pattern in red-brown, at bottom with pencil notation „11/25“, printed on 
smooth white paper, very attractive and rare, vertical crease ironed out, otherwise fine  200 

8613 44P 2 3 rbl., proof in grey/red-brown with red-brown security pattern, showing to the right part of 
the frame only in red-brown, to the left parts of the frame of the 5 rbl. stamp in red-brown 
and part of the center with security pattern in grey, at bottom with pencil notation „23/25“, 
printed on smooth white paper, very attractive and rare, fine  200 

8614 44P 2 3 rbl., proof in dark-blue/red-brown with red-brown security pattern, showing to the right part 
of the frame only in red-brown, to the left parts of the frame of the 5 rbl. in red-brown and 
part of the center with security pattern in dark-blue, at bottom with pencil notation „6/25“, 
printed on smooth white paper, very attractive and rare, fine  200 

8615 44P 2 3 rbl., proof in black-blue/blue with blue security pattern, showing to the right part of the 
frame of the 5 rbl. only in blue, to the left parts of the center with security pattern in black-
blue, at bottom with pencil notation „20/25“, printed on smooth white paper, very attractive 
and rare, fine  200 

8616 44P 2 3 rbl., proof in red-brown/grey with grey security pattern, showing to the right part of the frame 
of the 5 rbl. only in grey, to the left parts of the center with security pattern in red-brown, at 
top and bottom with notations, printed on smooth white paper, very attractive and rare, fine  200 
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8617 44P 2 3 rbl., proof in bluish-green/red-brown with red-brown security pattern, showing to the right 
part of the frame of the 5 rbl. only in red-brown, to the left parts of the center with security 
pattern in bluish-green, at bottom with pencil notation „8/25“, printed on smooth white paper, 
very attractive and rare, fine  200 

8618 44P 2 3 rbl., proof in violet/green with green security pattern, showing to the left parts of the center 
with security pattern in violet, at bottom with pencil notation „3/25“, printed on smooth white 
paper, very attractive and rare, fine  160 

8619 45P 2 5 rbl. black, center and frame side by side, the center showing security patterns all round, on 
ordinary paper, very rare and attractive, fine  200 

8620 45P 2 5 rbl., proof in bluish-green/grey with grey security pattern, showing to the left parts of the 
center with security pattern in bluish-green and to the right part of the frame in grey and part 
of the design with security pattern in bluish-green, at bottom with pencil notation „11/25“, 
printed on smooth white paper, very attractive and rare, fine  200 

8621 45P 2 5 rbl., proof in green/red-brown with green security pattern, showing to the left parts of the 
center with security pattern in green and to the right part of the frame in red-brown and part 
of the design with security pattern in green, at bottom with pencil notation „14/21“, printed 
on smooth white paper, very attractive and rare, fine  200 

8622 45P 2 5 rbl., proof in violet/olive-green with olive-green security pattern, showing to the left parts 
of the center with security pattern in violet and to the right part of the frame in olive-green 
and part of the design with security pattern in violet, at  bottom with pencil notation „16/21“, 
printed on smooth white paper, very attractive and rare, fine  200 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8623 45P 2 5 rbl., proof in red-brown/blue with blue security pattern, showing to the left parts of the cen-
ter with security pattern in red-brown and to the right part of the frame in blue and part of 
the design with security pattern in red-brown, at bottom with pencil notation „19/21“, printed 
on smooth white paper, very attractive and rare, fine  200 

8624 45P 2 5 rbl., proof in green/blue with blue security pattern, showing to the left parts of the center 
with security pattern in green and to the right part of the frame in blue and part of the design 
with security pattern in green, at bottom with pencil notation „21/21“, printed on smooth 
white paper, very attractive and rare, fine  200 

8625 45P 2 5 rbl., proof in dark-blue/red-brown with red-brown security pattern, showing to the left parts 
of the center with security pattern in dark-blue and part of the frame in red-brown and to the 
right part of the frame of the 3 rbl. stamp in red-brown and part of the design with security 
pattern in dark-blue, at bottom with pencil notation „15/21“, printed on smooth white paper, 
very attractive and rare, small thin at upper left, well away from design, otherwise fine  200 

8626 43, 30 6 1920, First National Assembly 1 rbl. with additional franking tied by cds. „LEEPAJA 10.11.20“ 
to registered cover, with handdrawn r-label, to St. Gallen, with German r-label „Vom Ausland 
über...“, minor tears at top, otherwise fine, signed Mikulski  80 

8627 40-45 0/1/
3/6/4

1920, Liberation of Letgale and First Constitution Assembly, interesting unused and used coll-
ection containing many multiples, partially perforated stamps, plate flaws and some covers, 
mostly fine  200 

8628 46-50 4/2 1920, Sun design 5-75 k., archive proofs, 3 and 20 k. as imperforated block of four, the others 
as imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, scarce, fine  200 

8629 51-54P 2 1920, Red Cross 20 k.-1 rbl., black on ordinary paper, center only, without gum, scarce, fine  250 

8630 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl., black on ordinary paper, frame only, without gum, scarce, fine  250 

8631 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl., red on chalky paper, frame only, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8632 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl., brown on chalky paper, frame only, without gum, scarce, fine  150 
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8633 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl., blue on chalky paper, frame only, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8634 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl., green on chalky paper, frame only, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8635 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl., grey on chalky paper, frame only, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8636 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl., black on chalky paper, frame only, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8637 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl., black on chalky paper, center only, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8638 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl., red on chalky paper, center only, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8639 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl. brown/red on chalky paper, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8640 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl. green/red on chalky paper, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8641 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl. gray/red on chalky paper, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8642 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl. green/red on chalky paper, reverse with frame only on red, without gum, scarce, fine
  150 

8643 51-54P 2 20 and 50 k. single stamp, 40 k. two and 1 rbl. four single stamps, frame only in different colours, 
and reverse also frame only in different colour and denomination, without gum, scarce, fine  200 

8644 51-54P 2 20 k. and 50 k.-1 rbl. blue/red on chalky paper, without gum, scarce, fine  100 

8645 51-52 2 20-40 k., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs without gum, scarce, very fine  200 

8646 51P 2 20 k., proof in black on ordinary paper, issued design, to the left with hollow numerals „10“ 
- „40“ and „50“ and on the right with bold numerals „20“ - „55“ and „70“, at bottom with 
negative numeral „1r.“ and black „130“ without gum, a real showpiece, most likely unique!  500 

8647 51P 2 20 k., proof in black on ordinary paper, on top with different inscription „LATVIJA“ instead of  
„LATWIJAS PASTS“, the background including the reaper completely retouched, bottom inscripti-
on tablet with different wording to the left with hollow numerals „10“ - „40“ and „50“ and on the 
right with bold numerals „20“ - „55“ and „70“, without gum, a real showpiece, most likely unique!  500 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8648 53-
54Umw 

1/3 1920, Red Cross 50 k. and 1 rbl., each as used and unused vertical pair imperforated between, 1 r. 
unused with two perforation holes at right, scarce, fine  100 

8649 51-54 0/1/3 1920, Red Cross, mostly unused collection with many multiples, partially imperforated stamps 
and multiples, plate flaws and 7 covers, fine  100 

8650 55-59 0/1/
3/6

1920, 10 - 30 rbl. and 2 rbl., unused and used collection containing Mi.-No. 10 - 30 as pair imper-
forated between, also offsets, perforation varieties and 16 cards and covers, fine  100 

8651 62DD 1 1920, Surcharge on Courland Liberation 2 rbl. on 25 k. with clear double overprint, unused, 
very fine  80 

8652 63a Ums 1 2 rbl. dark-carmine overprint, horizontal strip of three with left sheet margin, imperforated 
between stamps, unused, fine  80 

8653 63b 1 2 rbl. light red-orange overprint, unused, fine  80 

8654 63b 6 2 rbl. with red-orange overprint as horizontal pair with right sheet margin, tied by cds. „LEEPAJA“ 
to reverse of cover to London, fine and very rare, signed Hofmann BPP  200 

8655 60-64 0/1/
3/6

1920/21, Surcharge on Liberation of Courland and Constitutional Assembly, unused and used 
collection with many varieties like offsets, partially imperforated stamps, plate flaws and mul-
tiples, also more than 20 cards and covers, fine  200 

8656 65-68y 0/1/4 1921, Surcharge on Red Cross, complete set in blocks of four, printed on blue paper, the upper 
stamps unused, the lower mint never hinged, fine  80 

8657 65-68 1/3/6 1921, Red Cross 2 rbl., interesting unused and used collection with several sets on blue  
reverse, fine  80 

8658 66-68y 0/4 1921, Red Cross surcharged, 2 rbl. on 40 k.-1 rbl., each as block of 88 with sheet margins on 
blue reverse and each as complete sheet of 104 stamps on brown/green reverse, mostly mint 
never hinged, in addition some other sheets and multiples including 161F (faults), some sheets 
with separations, mostly fine  1000 

8659 69-74 0/1/
3/6

1921, Overprint-Issue 10 - 100 rbl., interesting unused and used collection with different over-
print types, offsets, perforation varieties, Mi.-No. 70 - 74 each as used and used block of four 
and some covers, fine  100 

8660 76 6 1921, Airmail 20 rbl. blue, diagonal pair, imperforated between, tied by cds. to registered airmail 
cover via Berlin and Hamburg to Stanley Gibbons in London, a very scarce and attractive cover, 
tear in cover at top, otherwise fine, signed Hofmann BPP  150 

8661 75-76A/B 0/1/
3/6

1921, Airmail 10-20 rbl., unused and used collection, including some pairs imperforated bet-
ween, different perforations and 3 covers with imperforated sets, fine  100 

8662 84 6 1921, Coat of arms 10 rbl. blue as horizontal gutter pair with lower sheet margin, perforated 
10:11½, tied by cds. „RIGA DSELSSZELA-ST. 19 11 22“ to registered cover to Detroit, scarce, fine
  80 

8663 78, 81, 84, 
87 

2 1921/22, Coat of arms 1,5,10 and 50 rbl., archive proofs, horizontal pairs, without gum, scarce, 
fine  300 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8664 87/88P 2 1922, 50 and 100 rbl. dark violet / light violet as sheetlet (88X103mm) on watermarked paper, 
each stamp with different burelage and pencil notations next to it, slight corner crease at lower 
left, otherwise fine and extremely rare and attractive  2000 

8665 87/88P 2 50 and 100 rbl. dark violet as sheetlet (94X103mm) on watermarked paper, no burelage, pencil 
notations next to each stamp, tiny thin spot at upper right, otherwise fine, very attractive, the 
only example known without burelage!  2000 

8666 87/88P 2 50 and 100 rbl. dark green / light green as sheetlet (91X103mm) on watermarked paper, every 
stamp with different burelage and pencil notations next to it, small toned spot at upper right, 
otherwise fine and extremely rare and attractive  2000 

8667 90, 95, 
103 

6 2 s. as vertical pair with additional franking to registered cover, with provisional r-label, to 
Helsinki, fine  80 

8668 93F 0 1923, Coat of arms 10 s. error of colour, dull pink, with upper sheet margin, mint never hinged, 
very fine  120 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8669 93F 6 1923, Coat of arms 10 s. error of colour, dull pink, horizontal strip of three tied by cds. „ZEHSIS 
22 4 27“ to registered cover to Riga with arrival cds. on reverse, few negligible toned spots, a 
very attractive and unique cover, sign, E. Franck  1000 

8670 99 0/1/4 1923, Coat of arms 2 l. slate-blue/greyish-blue, block of 12 with horizontal watermark, lower 
row with watermark „AT MILLS“, 8 stamps mint never hinged, 4 stamps unused, scarce mul-
tiple, fine  80 

8671 ex 89-
104 

2 1924/25, Coat of arms, archive proofs, very interesting group containing 17 imperforated gut-
ter pairs or blocks of four, without gum, scarce, fine  200 

8672 ex 89-
112 

4/2 1924/25, Coat of arms, archive proofs, very interesting group containing 27 imperforated pairs 
or blocks of four, different plates and papers included, without gum, scarce, fine  500 

8673 89-91ZW, 
93-95ZW 

0/1/4 1 - 4 s. and 10 - 20 s., each as block of 12 with gutters in the middle and at both sides, and 1 s. 
as block of 38 with 6 gutter pairs, for the preparation of booklets, unused/mint never hinged, 
scarce, some minor separations, otherwise fine  250 

8674 100-102 2 1923, War Invalid Fund 1-4 s., archive proofs, imperforated vertical pairs, without gum, scarce, 
fine  150 

8675 100P 2 Overprint proof on watermarked paper, fine, signed Rucins  100 

8676 100A,  
101,  
102D 

0/1 1 s. violet and 2 s. yellow with perforation 10:11½ and 4 s. green with perforation 11½:10, 2 s. 
unused, the other mint never hinged, 1 and 2 s. signed Rucins, scarce, few short perforations, 
otherwise fine  150 

8677 100-102 1/3/6 1923, Invalids 1 - 4 s., used and unused group with some covers and some better perforations 
like Mi.-No. 101C and 102D(2), fine   80 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8678 103-106P 2 1925, Coat of arms 6-30 s.brown-violet on salmon as imperforated sheetlet (80X96mm) on 
watermarked paper, at upper left with notations, to our knowledge to only known copy in this 
colour, very fine  800 

8679 103-106P 2 6-30 s. rose as imperforated sheetlet (77X94mm) on watermarked paper, extremely rare, only 
few proofs in this colour exist, very fine  500 

8680 103-106P 2 6-30 s. green on yellow as imperforated sheetlet (70X78mm) on watermarked paper, some 
notations visible at edges, to our knowledge the only known copy in this colour, very fine  800 

8681 103-106P 2 6-30 s. green as imperforated sheetlet (52X61mm) on watermarked paper, to our knowledge 
the only known copy in this colour, very fine  800 

8682 103-106P 2 6-30 s. blue as imperforated sheetlet (51X61mm) on watermarked paper, extremely rare, only 
few proofs in this colour exist, very fine, signed Rucins  500 

86828681

8680

8679
8678
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8683 103-106P 2 6-30 s. orange as imperforated sheetlet (52X61mm) on watermarked paper, to our knowledge 
the only known copy in this colour, very fine  800 

8684 103-106P 2 6-30 s. rose as imperforated sheetlet (51X61mm) on watermarked paper, extremely rare, only 
few proofs in this colour exist, very fine  500 

8685 103-106P 2 6-30 s. rose as perforated sheetlet on watermarked paper, extremely rare, only few proofs in 
this colour exist, very fine, signed Rucins  500 

8686 103-106P 2 6-30 s. blue as perforated sheetlet on watermarked paper, extremely rare, only few proofs in 
this colour exist, very fine  500 

8687 103-106P 2 6-30 s. orange as perforated sheetlet on watermarked paper, to our knowledge the only 
known copy in this colour, very fine  800 

8688 103-106P 2 6-30 s. yellow as perforated sheetlet on watermarked paper, to our knowledge the only known 
copy in this colour, the upper left was separated, reinforced by hinges, otherwise fine  400 

8689 105-106P 2 25-30 s., four gutter pairs in different colours, violet-brown on salmon, green on yellow, green 
and violet-brown, without gum, some faults, but rare  250 

ex 8689

8688

8683

86878686

86858684
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8690 103F 0/4 6 s. yellow paper on both sides, block of four from the lower right sheet corner, three stamps 
unused, one mint never hinged, a very scarce multiple of this popular error, very fine  500 

8691 104Ums,  
104U 

6 15 s., horizontal pair with blind perforation between tied by cds. to cover to Flensburg and 15 s. 
as imperforated stamp with upper margin and additional franking tied by cds. „BALVI 4 12 33“ 
to registered cover, fine  100 

8692 111A PF 0/4 1925, Tercentenary of Liepaja 50 s., block of four from the upper right sheet corner, the lower 
left stamp with plate flaw „PAPDOŠANAS instead of PARDOŠANAS“, mint never hinged, a 
very attractive multiple with this popular error  200 

8693 111A PF 1/4 50 s., block of four from the upper right sheet corner, the lower left stamp with plate flaw 
„PAPDOŠANAS instead of PARDOŠANAS“, the upper two stamps with double perforation, 
unused, a very attractive multiple with this popular error  150 

8694 111A PF 50 s. with plate flaw „PAPDOŠANAS instead of PARDOŠANAS“, used, very rare used, fine
  150 

8695 107-111B 0/4 6-50 s., complete set in imperforated blocks of four, all with sheet margin, mint never hinged, 
a very rare set in multiples  800 

8696 107-111B 1 6-50 s., complete set, unused, very fine  100 

8697 107-111B 6-50 s., complete set, used with special cds., 30 s. slightly unfresh, otherwise fine  200 

8698 107-111B 5 6-50 s., complete set, all tied by special cds. to piece, fine  200 

8699 107-111B 6 6-50 s. tied by clear special cds. to local registered cover, rare, folded at left, otherwise fine
  250 

8700 111B PF 0/1 50 s. imperforated horizontal pair, positions 19 and 20, position 19 with plate flaw 
„PAPDOŠANAS instead of PARDOŠANAS“, the left stamp (position 19) mint never hinged, 
the right stamp unused, this plate flaw on the imperforated stamp is a great rarity with only 15 
stamps possible, very fine and attractive  3000 

8701 107-
111A/B 

0/1/
3/6

1925, 300 Years Libau 6 - 50 s., unused and used collection with perforation varieties and one 
imperforated sets and some covers, fine  150 

8702 112/113P 2 1925, Coat of arms 5 l. red/rose and 10 l. green/light, perforated on watermarked paper, with 
burelage, rare and attractive, few toned spots, otherwise fine  150 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8703 112/113P 2 5 and 10 l. red/rose as imperforated sheetlet (55X106mm) on watermarked paper, with bure-
lage, very rare and attractive, fine  500 

8704 112/113P 2 5 and 10 l. green/light-green as imperforated sheetlet (55X106mm) on watermarked paper, 
with burelage, very rare and attractive, fine  500 

8705 112/113P 2 5 and 10 l. green/light-green as imperforated sheetlet (50X79mm) on watermarked paper, 
without burelage, very rare, few wrinkles and creases, otherwise fine  400 

8706 112/113P 2 5 and 10 l. red/rose as perforated sheetlet (49X79mm) on watermarked paper, with burelage, 
very rare and attractive, few toned spots, otherwise fine  500 

8707 112/113P 2 5 and 10 l. green/light green as perforated, but separated, sheetlet (49X79mm) on water- 
marked paper, with burelage, very rare and attractive, few toned spots, otherwise fine  400 

87048703

870787068705
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8708 118P 2 1927, Coat of arms 6 s. proof, imperforated vertical gutter pair, the upper stamp in green on 
yellow, the lower green on white, without gum, folded in the gutter, very scarce, fine
  100 

8709 121 4/2 20 s. rose, archive proof, imperforated block of eight with lower sheet margin with complete 
inscription, without gum, scarce, few toned spots and cut in the margin at bottom, otherwise 
fine (H.v.H 121aIIIns)  100 

8710 122a 2 30 s. light-blue, archive proof, imperforated block of eight with right sheet margin with com-
plete inscription, without gum, scarce, fine  100 

8711 ex 117-
176 

4/2 1921/22, Coat of arms, archive proofs, very interesting group of 27 horizontal pairs or blocks 
of four including different plates and watermarks, without gum, scarce, fine  500 

8712 ex 117-
171 

2 1927/29, Coat of arms, achive proofs, very interesting group containing 8 imperforated gutter 
pairs or blocks of four and one block of eight, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8713 124-28, 
a.o.

0/1/
6

1929, Cakste and Meierovics 2 - 30 s., used and unused sets with different watermarks and 
some covers, fine  (Michel - No. 124-28,  144-48A/B) Offer 

8714 129-30 2 1928, Airmail 10-15 s., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, scarce, fine  
120 

8715 129-31,  
177-79 

0/1/
3/6

1928/31, Airmail, unused and used collection with many multiples, different perforations and 
watermarks, Mi.-No. 131Ums unused and more than 25 cards and covers, fine  250 

8716 132, 134 2 1928, 10th Anniversay of Independence 6 and 20 s., archive proofs, imperforated vertical resp. 
horizontal pairs, without gum, scarce, 20 s. slightly toned, otherwise fine, signed R
  100 

8717 132Ums 0 1928, 10th Anniversary of Independence 6 s. green/lilac, horizontal strip of three, imperforated 
vertically, mint never hinged, fine  100 

8718 132Ums 0/1 6 s. green/lilac, horizontal strip of four, the middle pair being imperforated vertically, in addition 
a horizontal pair imperforated at left with double perforation in the middle, then two center 
stamps of the strip of four mint never hinged, otherwise unused, fine  120 

8719 132Ums 6 s. green/lilac, horizontal strip of three, imperforated vertically, used, small tear at right stamp, 
otherwise fine and rare  100 

8720 133Ums 1 15 s. brown/green, horizontal pair, imperforated vertically, unused, fine  80 

8721 136 vw 1 50 s. with reversed horizontal watermark, unused, scarce, very fine  100 

8722 132-37 0/1/
3/6

6 s. - 1 l., used and unused collection with different watermarks, perforations, varieties and 
some covers, fine  100 

8723 138-42A 0/1 1928, Liberty Memorial Fund 6-50 s., 8 stamps and multiples with perforation varieties, 6 s. 
green, 10 s. red and 15 s. red-brown each as vertical pair imperforated between, 6 s. green 
corner copy imperforated at top, 10 s. red and 15 s. red-brown marginal copies imperforated 
at left resp. right plus two double perforations 6 s. green and 50 s. grey, fine  150 

8724 138-39, 
141 

1 6 s. as vertical pair imperforated between, 10 s. single with left sheet margin imperforated and 
single with left sheet margin with double perforation and 40 s. as horizontal pair imperforated 
between, unused, very fine  150 

8725 138-40,  
142 

0/1 6-10 s. and 1 l. imperforated and 15 s. perforated, all with reversed vertical watermark, 10-15 s. 
mint never hinged, the other unused, very fine  120 

8726 138-
43A/B 

0/1/
3/6

1928, Freedom Monument 6 s.-1 l., used and unused collection with different watermarks, 
plate flaws and two covers, fine  Offer 

8727 153-58A,  
159-60A/B,  

6 1930, Rainis-Fonds 1-15 s. perforated and imperforated, tied by cds. „LIEPAJA 1 IX 30“ to three 
airmail covers to Copenhagen, fine  80 

8728 153-
58A/B 

0/1/
3/6

1930, Rainis-Fonds 1 - 15 s., unused and used collection with different watermarks, perforation 
varieties and two covers, fine  100 

8729 159-60A 0 1930, Airmail 10 and 15 s., each as vertical and horizontal pair imperforated in between, plus 20 s. 
as horizontal pair imperforated in between with double perforation on top, mint never hinged, 
some hinges on sheet margin, very fine  100 

8730 159-60A 0/1/
3/6

1930, Airmail 10 - 15 s., unused and used collection containing different watermarks, perfora-
tion varieties and 4 covers  100 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8731 166-69 2 1930 Anti-Tubercolosis 10-25 s., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, 
scarce, fine  300 

8732 161F 0 1+2 s. orange/brick-red, in horizontal pair with normal stamp and sheet margin, mint never 
hinged, small signature on front on sheet margin, very fine (H.v.H. 161Fnw)  200 

8733 161F 0/1 1+2 s. orange/brick-red, in the middle of vertical strip of three with two normal stamps and 
sheet margin, mint never hinged, the lower stamp and sheet margin with hinge, very fine (H.v.H. 
161Fvs)  200 

8734 161F 3/4 1+2 s. orange/brick-red, block of four with left sheet margin, used, very fine (H.v.H. 161Fvs)  300 

8735 161F,  134 6 1+2 s. orange/brick-red with left sheet margin, with additional franking tied by cds. „RIGA DZ. 
ST. -6.XII.30“ to local registered letter, with receipt of posting, vertical fold, otherwise fine, a 
very rare cover, so far only 3 covers known (H.v.H. 161Fvs)  800 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8736 161-70 0/1/
3/6

1 - 30 s., unused and used collection with perforation varieties, different watermarks, Mi.-No 
161F (2) and some covers, fine  150 

8737 171 2 1929, Coat of arms 3 s. red-orange, archive proof, imperforated block of eight with right sheet 
margin with complete inscription, without gum, scarce, few toned spots, otherwise fine
  100 

8738 177-79 2 1931, Airmail 10-25 s., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, scarce, few 
wrinkles, otherwise fine  150 

8739 179 6 1931, Airmail 25s. as pair tied by cds. „LIEPAJA 15 VI 37“ to registered airmail cover to Riga, 
scarce, fine  80 

8740 180-89 1/3/6 1931, Anti-Tuberculosis 1 - 30 s., used and unused sets including better watermarks and varie-
ties like shifted and double overprints, in addition some covers, fine  100 

8741 192 0 1931, Airmail 25 s. blue, vertical pair with left sheet margin, imperforated between, mint never 
hinged, hinge in the margin only, very fine and scarce (H.v.H. 192vsE)  100 

8742 192 0/1/Q 1931, Airmail 25 s. blue, irregular block of six, the pair in the middle imperforated between, 
center stamps hinged, very fine and scarce (H.v.H. 192vsE)  100 

8743 190-
92A/B 

0/1/
3/6

1931, Airmail 10 - 25 s., unused and used collection with multiples, different watermarks, one 
cover and some forgeries, fine  100 

8744  2 1932, Vigilante Aizsargi, photo essays, 6 s., two with different designs and size and 10 and 12. s. 
in issued design, fine and very scarce  200 

8745 193-
202A/B 

0/1/
3/6

1932, Aizsargi 1 - 5 s. and 6 - 15 s., several unused and used sets with different watermarks, plus 
one cover and some additional material, fine  80 

8746 203-05A 0/4/Q 1932, Airmail „Aiszargi IV“ 10-25 s., blocks of six, mint never hinged, very fine  80 

8747 203-
05A/B 

6 Airmail 3-35 s. perforated and imperforated, to registered covers from Riga to Lorch resp. 
New York, fine  100 

8748 203-
05A/B 

1/3/6 Airmail 10 - 25 s., used and unused sets with different watermarks plus two covers, fine  
100 

8749 206-209 2 1932, Riga Exhibition 3-35 s., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, scar-
ce, fine  200 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8750 E3-6 2 ESSAY: 1932, Charity issue „Airmen‘s Fund“, 4 values (biplanes in formation in front of the sun, 
biplane in front of eagle with three stars, falcon above biplane and Icarus) as horizontal strip of 
four without value digits, in brown with orange burelage, on ungummed chalky paper, the only 
known complete strip in this colour, a very attractive showpiece of Latvian and Aero-Philately!  1000 

8751 E3-6 2 Charity issue „Airmen‘s Fund“, 4 values (biplanes in formation in front of the sun, biplane in front 
of eagle with three stars, falcon above biplane and Icarus) as horizontal strip of four without value 
digits, in grey-blue with orange burelage, on ungummed chalky paper, the only known complete 
strip in this colour, a very attractive showpiece of Latvian and Aero-Philately!  1000 

8752 E3-6 2 Charity issue „Airmen‘s Fund“, 4 values (biplanes in formation in front of the sun, biplane in front 
of eagle with three stars, falcon above biplane and Icarus) as horizontal strip of four without value 
digits, in red with orange burelage, on ungummed chalky paper, the only known complete strip 
in this colour, a very attractive showpiece of Latvian and Aero-Philately!  1000 

8753 E3-6 2 Charity issue „Airmen‘s Fund“, 4 values (biplanes in formation in front of the sun, biplane in front 
of eagle with three stars, falcon above biplane and Icarus) as horizontal strip of four without value 
digits, in green with orange burelage, on ungummed chalky paper, the only known complete 
strip in this colour, a very attractive showpiece of Latvian and Aero-Philately!  1000 

8753

8752

8751

8750
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8754 210-
14A/B 

6 Airmail 5-25s. perforated and imperforated, each tied by cds. „RIGA-LIDPASTS 27.10.36“ to 
cover with additional franking to Berlin resp. Glasgow, fine  80 

8755 210-
14A/B 

0/1/3 1932,  Airmail 5 - 25 s., used and unused sets with different watermarks, fine  
80 

8756 215-
18A/B 

6 1933,  Airmail 2 - 20 s., used and unused set, four covers and 2 and 3 s. with upper sheet margin 
imperforated at top, fine  100 

8757 219 vs 2 1933, Coat of arms 5 l. green, archive proof, horizontal pair from the lower left sheet corner 
with huge margins, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

8758 220-24 1 1933, Riga-Bathurst Flight, 10-100s., unused, very fine, signed Hofmann BPP  150 

8759 220-24 1 1933, Riga-Bathurst Flight, 10-100s., unused, very fine, signed Brun  150 

8760 220-24 6 1933, Bathurst-flight 10-100 s. tied by cds. „RIGA-LIDPASTS 28.5.33“ to blank cover, fine  400 

8761 220-24 6 1933, Bathurst-Flight 10-100 s. tied by cds. „RIGA-LIDPASTS 28.5.33“ to registered cover to 
Bronxville, little unfresh, otherwise fine  400 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8762 220-24 
FÄ 

6 Airmail 10-100s. overprint forgeries with additional franking tied by cds. „LIEPAJA 25 I 35“ to 
registered cover to Kecskemet, Hungary, scarce, fine  150 

8763 220-22 1/4/Q 1933, Riga-Bathurst Flight, 10-25s., blocks of six, unused, 10 s. one stamp small toned spots, 
otherwise fine, signed  150 

8764 220-22, 
179 

6 Airmail 10-25s. with additional franking tied by cds. „RIGA-LIDPASTS 28.5.33“ to registered 
cover to Praque, fine, certificate Lindberg  100 

8765 193-
97A/B 

6 FOLLOWERS: Aizsargi 1-5 s., perforated and imperforated, each with additional franking tied 
by cds. „RIGA-LIDPASTS 28.5.33“ to card to Danzig resp. Magdeburg, slighty stained, one ad-
dess partly erased, otherwise fine  100 

8766 223Z 1 1933, Riga-Bathurst Flight, 50 on 15s. red with inverted watermark, unused, very scarce, fine, 
certificate v. Hofmann BPP  200 

8767 220-24 1/3/6 1933, Bathurst-Flight 10 - 100 s., unused set and 10 - 25 s. on cover plus one flight cover with 
Mi.-No. 178, fine  150 

8768 225-
27A/B 

6 Airmail 3-35s. perforated and imperforated, tied by cds. „RIGA 4 VII 33“ to registered cover 
to Lorch, fine  80 

8769 225-
27A/B 

1/3 1933, Airmail 3 - 35 s., two complete sets with different watermarks, used and unused and one 
registered cover with imperforated set, fine  100 

8770 228-
31A/B 

1/3/6 1933, Airmail 8 - 40 s., used and unused set plus one cover with imperforated set, fine  
100 

8771 232-37 2 1934, New Constitution 3-40s., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, 
scarce, 35 and 40 s. slightly toned, otherwise fine  200 

8772 235 1/4 1934, New Constitution 20 s. lilac-pink, block of four the upper left stamp with plate flaw 
„5.V.1934 instead of 15.V.1934“, unused, scarce, very fine  200 

8773 ex 232-
261 

0/1/
3/5/6

1934/37, very interesting unused and used collection ex Mi.-No. 232-261, containing multiples, 
plate flaws, perforation and watermark varieties, also many cards and covers, fine
  150 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8774  1936, Writers and Poets, three Essays drawn in pencil, all signed by Gustavs Balodis, one Essay 
with two thins on top, otherwise fine, each one is unique, described and pictured in Harry von 
Hofmann „The Stamps, Lat Period 1923-1940“ 500 

8775 238-41 2 1936, Writers and Poets 3-35s., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, 
scarce, fine, signed R  200 

8776 240Y 1/4 1936, Writers and Poets 20 s. rose-pink, block of four from the upper left sheet corner with 
normal watermark, unused with some gum toning, a very scarce multiple only one sheet prin-
ted, fine  400 

8777 240Y 3/4 1936, Writers and Poets 20 s. rose-pink, re-assembled block of four from the upper right sheet 
corner with normal watermark, consisting of two singles, one with upper sheet margin, the 
other from the upper right sheet corner and a horizontal pair with right sheet margin, very 
rare, slightly toned, otherwise fine  2000 

8778 242-44 2 1936, White Cross 3-20s., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, scarce, 
fine  150 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8779 246-50 2 1937, Independence Monuments 3-30 s., archive proofs, horizontal pairs, without gum, very 
rare, fine  500 

8780 251Z 0 1937, Independence Monuments 35 s. dark blue with upper sheet margin, inverted watermark, 
unused, scarce, lower half some gum toning, otherwise fine  100 

8781 251Z 1 1937, Independence Monuments 35 s. dark blue with upper sheet margin, inverted watermark, 
unused, scarce, fine, signed Mikulski  100 

8782 251Z 1937, Independence Monuments 35 s. dark blue, horizontal pair from the lower left sheet 
corner, inverted watermark, very rare, used, right stamp with small thin spot, otherwise fine
  200 

8783 253-261 2 1937 President Ulmanis 3-50s., archive proofs, imperforated vertical pairs, without gum, rare, 
fine  400 

8784 ex 253-
260 

1/4 1937, President Ulmanis 3., 25. 30. and 40 s., 7 stamps resp. multiples with perforation vari-
eties including 3 s. imperforated at bottom, 25 s. two pairs each imperforated between and 
imperforated at left, 30 s. imperforated at left and vertical pair imperforated between and 40 
s. imperforated at left and vertical imperforated between, unused, fine  300 

8785 ex 253-
260 

1937, President Ulmanis 3., 25. and 40 s., 6 stamps resp. multiples with perforation varities in-
cluding 3 s. imperforated at bottom and horizontal pair imperforated between, 25 s. two pairs 
imperforated between and 40 s. horizontal pair imperforated at left and vertical imperforated 
between, all used, fine  300 

8786 253 Umw 1 1937, President Ulmanis 3 s. orange/brown, vertical pair horizontally imperforated, unused, 
scarce, fine  100 

8787 253 Umw 1/4 1937, President Ulmanis 3 s. orange/brown, block of six from the lower left sheet corner, the four 
upper stamps horizontally imperforated, unused, a scarce and attractive multiple, fine  200 

8788 Bl. 1 2 1938, souvenir sheet to benefit the National Construction Fund, archive proof  (158x105mm) 
without perforation, one of the great rarities, negligible horizontal at top well away from de-
sign, otherwise fine  1000 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8789 264Uo, 
Umw, Uo, 
Ur, Ums 

0 1938, 20th Anniversary of the Republic 2 s. brown-red, 4 pairs, one from the upper right sheet 
corner, imperforated horizontally, from the lower left sheet margin imperforated at bottom, 
horizontal pair imperforated between and horizontal pair imperforated at right, mint never 
hinged, fine  200 

8790 266 6 1938, Balodis 10c., two singles tied by machine cancel „WARSZAWA 3 VI 40“ to reply card to 
Riga, with censor marks, fine  80 

8791 MH1 1938, 20th Anniversary of the Republic, booklet with 4 stamps at 3 s., 4 stamps at 5 s., 3 stamps 
at 10 s., 4 stamps at 20 s. and 2 stamps at 35 sant, used, few wrinkles and folds, otherwise very 
fine  100 

8792 MH1 Booklet with 4 stamps at 3 s., 4 stamps at 5 s., 3 stamps at 10 s., 4 stamps at 20 s. and 2 stamps 
at 35 sant, unused, very fine  100 

8793 MH3 Booklet with 10 stamps at 3 s., taken apart without metal clip, unused, rare, slightly oxidised 
where the metal clip was, otherwise very fine  250 

8794 MH5 Booklet with 10 stamps at 5 s., first two pages mint never hinged, the other three used, rare 
and fine  300 

8795 MH7 Booklet with 10 stamps at 10 s., taken apart without metal clip, unused, rare, slightly oxidised 
where the metal clip was, otherwise very fine  250 

8796 272-74 2 1939, Fifth anniversary of the re-birth of authoritarian government 5-20 s., imperforated hori-
zontal pairs, without gum, rare, fine  200 

8797 271Uu,  
Ur 

0/1/
3/4

3 s. orange-brown, three perforation varieties, from the lower left sheet corner imperforated at 
right, from the lower sheet margin imperforated at bottom and a vertical pair with double perfo-
ration at bottom, the sheet corner unused, otherwise mint never hinged, fine  100 

8798 271 Ums,  
Umw 

0/1/4 3 s. orange-brown, block of six from the lower left sheet corner with two pairs vertically im-
perforated and a vertical pair horizontally imperforated, mint never hinged with few hinges in 
the margins only, the pair with few shot perforations at top, otherwise fine  100 

8799 271 Uo,  
Ur 

0/1/4 3 s. orange-brown, two blocks of four from the lower resp. right sheet margin imperforated at 
bottom resp. right, mint never hinged (one stamp hinged) with hinges only at the very bottom 
of the margin, very fine and attractive  100 

8800 272Uo,  
Ur 

1/4 5 s. green, two blocks of four from the upper resp. right sheet margin, imperforated at top resp. 
right, unused, very fine and attractive  100 

8801 273Ur,  Ul 0/1/4 10 s. slate-green, block of four with right sheet margin and horizontal pair with left sheet 
margin, imperforated at right resp. left, mint never hinged, one pair of the block unused, very 
fine and attractive  120 

8802 274Uu 0/4 20 s. carmine-rose, block of four from the lower right sheet corner, imperforated at bottom, 
mint never hinged, very fine and attractive  150 

8803 277Uu 1/3 40 s. brown-violet, two copies from the lower sheet margin imperforated at bottom, unused 
and used, used stamp with short perforation at upper left, otherwise fine and attractive
  100 

8804 278Uu 0/1/4 50 s. greenish black, block of four from the lower sheet margin, imperforated at bottom, two 
lower stamps mint never hinged, few wrinkles, otherwise fine  120 

8805 280 2 1939 Harvest Festival 20 s., archive proof, horizontal pair, without gum, slightly toned on re-
verse, otherwise fine  100 

8806 279-80 Ul 0/1/4 10-20 s., blocks of four from the lower left sheet corner, imperforated at left, the upper stamps 
unused, the lower mint never hinged, very fine and attractive  200 

8807 279Uo 0/1/4 10 s. dark green, block of four from the upper right sheet corner, imperforated at top, upper 
stamps mint never hinged with hinges just at the very top of the margin, very fine and attractive  

120 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8808 E18-19 2 Essays for landscape pictorial issue, 5 s. dark olive brown imperforated depicting a bridge 
across the river Gauja near of Sigulda and 20 s. blue perforated depicting the castle of Jelgava, 
from the upper right resp. lower left sheet corner, without gum, rare, fine  800 

8809 281-83, 
285-88, 
290-91 

0 1940, Coat of arms, archival proofs, 1-3, 7-30 s. and 50 s. and 1 l. each as imperforated, horizon-
tal proof, mint never hinged, few stamps slight wrinkels, otherwise fine  

500 

8810 281P 0 10 s. dark blue-green, horizontal pair with horizontal varnish lines, mint never hinged, scarce, 
fine, certificate Hofmann BPP  100 

8811 281 nw 0/4 1 s. dark brown-violet, with normal horizontal watermark, block of 12, mint never hinged, 
scarce, upper right stamp small crease, otherwise fine  150 

8812 283 0/4 3 s. orange, block of four without watermark, mint never hinged, scarce, very fine, lower right 
stamp with pencil mark  200 

8813 287P 0 20 s., colour proofs, 16 perforated horizontal or vertical  pairs in different colours, mostly mint 
never hinged, rare, fine  400 

8814 287P 0/1 20 s., colour proofs, 20 imperforated horizontal pairs in different colours, mostly mint never 
hinged, rare, fine  500 

8815 287 6 20s. one card and one cover, the latter with additional Soviet Union stamps, to Haifa resp. Tel 
Aviv, with censor mark/label, the cover shortend at left, otherwise fine  100 

8816 E20-21vw 0 ESSAY: 1940, Coat of arms in a different design with oak leaves 20 S. in lilac-carmine and 
brown-red, perforated L10¼, on watermarked paper,one with right sheet margin, mint never 
hinged, the sheet margin stamp with horizontal gumless line, fine, the latter signed Rucins  300 

8817 292-304 2 1940, Soviet Latvian Coat of arms 1s-5 l. (without 2 s.), archive proofs, imperforated horizontal 
pairs, mint never hinged, scarce, some stamps with wrinkles, otherwise fine  400 

8818 295,  Ur-
300Ur 

0 1940, Soviet Latvian Coat of Arms 5 s. grey-brown single with right sheet margin and 35 s. 
blue, horizontal pair with right sheet margin, imperforated at right, mint never hinged, very fine  

100 

8819 298, 300,  
SU 684, 
781B 

6 1940, Coat of arms 20 and 35s. in combination with Soviet Union stamps tied by cds.  
„LENINGRAD 14 3 41“ to registered cover to Speicher, Switzerland, fine, scarce, signed  
Mikulski  120 

8820 301,  SU 
613,  
783B 

6 40s. in combination with Soviet Union stamps tied by cds. „LENINGRAD 11 12 40“ to regi-
stered cover to Speicher, Switzerland, few creases at right, othrwise fine, scarce, signed Mikulski  

120 

8821 300Ums 0/4 1940, Soviet Latvian Coat of Arms 35 s. blue, block of four with bottom sheet margin, vertically 
imperforated, mint never hinged, very fine  100 
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8822 DZ8-9 2 1928, Railway Newspaper Stamps 15 and 50 s., archive proofs, singles without gum, scarce, fine  
100 

8823 Dz11-12 2 1940, Railway Newspaper Stamps 5 - 10 s., archive proofs, singles without gum, scarce, 5 s. small 
wrinkles, otherwise fine  200 

8824 DZ13 0 1941, Railway Newspaper Stamps 5 s. red, archive proof, mint never hinged, very scarce, fine  
150 

8825  1/3/6 RAILWAY STAMPS: 1926/29, mostly used collection, in addition some fiscal stamps and docu-
ments  Offer 

Local Issues
8826 IIA 5 ELLEY:30 k. green, two singles tied by cds „ELEJA“ with handwritten date to piece, somewhat 

toned, otherwise fine  80 

8827 IB,  IIA 5 15 k. orange imperforated and 30 k. green, each tied by cds. „ELEJA“ with handwritten date 
to piece, fine  80 

8828 IIA 6 1919, 30 k. green, three singles tied by cds. „ELEJA“ with handwritten date „22 10 19“ to re-
gistered cover to Jelgava with arrival mark on reverse, reverse also with handwritten notation 
„due to missing stamps fiscal stamps have been overprinted and have been put into use..“, 
horizontal fold not affecting stamps, otherwise fine, very rare  300 
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8829 IB,  IIA 6 15 k. orange imperforated and 30 k. green, each as horizontal pair tied by cds. „ELEJA“ with 
handwritten date to registered cover to Mitau with arrival mark, scarce and very fine  300 

8830  1/
3/5/6

SMILTEN: 1919, very good unused and used collection including 5 covers (1 registered) and 
more than 30 stamps including some multiples, different overprint positions, mostly signed 
Nemvalz and 4 BPP certificates, mostly fine  1000 

ZEPPELIN
8831 88Ac 6 1930, Baltic Sea flight, dropping Riga, two cards, fine  80 

8832 89B 6 FINNISH POST: Zeppelin 10m. as vertical pair tied by cds. „HELSINKI 24.IX.30“ to cover to 
Riga, fine  120 

8833 232B 6 SUPPLY FLIGHTS: 7th Southamerica-flight, Airmail 1933 8-40s. with additional franking tied by 
cds. „RIGA 2 12 IX 33“ to cover via Berlin to Recife, fine  100 

8834 AUT 477, 
483 

6 AUSTRIA: Airmail  50g. and 1s. tied by cds. „FLUGPOST 6 IX 27“ to registered airmail cover 
to Riga, not deliverable, taxed and returned, very attractive and scarce, fine  100 

Collections and Miscellaneous 
8835  6 Corps of volunteers: 1918/19, very interesting collection of more than 30 cards and covers 

including „Baltische Landeswehr“ and „Eiserne Division“, described on pages, fine
  250 

8836  6 GERMAN POST OFFICES IN LEIPAJA 1st. WORLD WAR: 1914/17, interesting collection with 
more than 60 cards and covers, mostly navy ship mail, all described on pages, fine
  150 

8837  3/5/6 GERMAN FIELD POST ON LATVIAN TERRITORY: 1914/18, interesting collection of Post-
gebiet Ober-Ost stamps with different field post cancellations like „Fernsprechabteilung“, „d 
Felde“, telegraph cancellations etc., in addition some normal field post, fine  100 

8838  6 AIRMAIL: 1921/40, very interesting collection with more than 60 cards and covers including 
incoming mail, special cancellations, registered, censored, meter marks, Nord-Europa-Union 
„Rossitten“, rare destinations and Zeppelins, mostly fine   300 

8839  6 YANKEE-CLIPPER: 5 airmail covers to the USA, some faults, mostly fine  200 

8840  6 BOGUS-ISSUES: RAUNA and WALMEERA, 5 covers, fine  Offer 

8841  6 AIRMAIL-CANCELLATIONS: 1929/39, 8 covers with special cancellations, fine  Offer 
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8842 3-5 6 “BAUSKA 13 5 19“ cds. on franked registered cover to Kyritz and returned, fine
  80 

8843 19, 22 6 „BAUSKA 27 5 19“ cds. on franked registered cover to Berlin-Wilmersdorf and returned, fine  
80 

8844 17-18 6 “Irlava 23.7.19“ manuscript mark on 10 and 15k. on cover to Jülich, horizontal fold, otherwise 
fine  80 

8845 17 6 JAUNPILS: 10 k. blue horizontal pair and single tied by pen cross to cover to Bad Wildungen, 
small residue of sticker at bottom, otherwise fine  80 

8846 17-18 6 Mute single circle on 10 and 15 k. with adjacent provisional cds. „Jaunpils 31.8.19 Tuck“ and 
straightline „Kara zenors No. 13“ on cover to Berlin, fine  80 

8847 15, 25, 30 6 “Марiенбургская 7 XI 19.“ Russian two line cancel with handwritten date on 1919 3 rbl. hori-
zontal strip of three and additional franking on registered money letter „80 k. czarist money, 171 r. 
Latvian money....“ to the treasury of Riga, fine  100 

8848  6 “СТАКЕЛЬНЪ	ЛИФЛ. 17 4 19“ cds. on unpaid cover to Misdroy, taxed in Riga and with cash 
payment manuscript at top, scarce, fine  80 

8849 20, 23 6  „ДАУДЗЕВАС	27 1 20“ on 25 and 75k. on front and reverse of insured letter to Riga, reverse 
with 5 red seals, fine, scarce  80 

8850 39 6 “TIRSA 3.10.2“ violet provisional cds. with handwritten date on Liberation of Courland 1rbl. 
on cover, fine  80 

8851  3/5/6 AIZPUTE-ZILUPE, very interesting collection with 50 cards and covers, mostly Riga, but also 
„Bauska“, „Dundaga“, „Dobele“, „Kuldiga“,  „Leepaja“, „Majoi“, „RIGA VOKSAL“, „Sasmaka“, 
„TUKUM“ and „WENTPILS“, in addition more than 200 stamps and pieces, mostly fine  

1000 

8852  3/5/6 1921/39, interesting group of 29 covers and many stamps and pieces, mostly fine
  Offer 

8853  3/5/6 RAILWAY: Interesting collection with 24 cards and covers and many loose stamps or pieces, 
mostly very nice strikes  100 

8854  1/6 “700 Years Riga“ cds. „РНГА	-	ВЫСТАВКА	1	ВР.П-Т.ОТД 1“ on 4 k. on picture postcard and 
in addition three unused vignettes, fine  80 

8855  6 “LATVIJAS SKAUTI ...3. LIELA NOMETNE ASA ROSII“ clear machine mark strike on Coat of 
arms 20s. on cover to Leepaja, backflap missing, otherwise fine, scarce  80 
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8856 232 6 1940, „LATGALES DZIESMU SVETKI 16. JUNIJS 1940“ clear strike on 1934 New Constitution 
3s. on picture postcard to Riga, fine  80 

8857  6 “ZU DEN OLYMPISCHEN SPIELEN 1940 VIA LETTLAND...“ bilingual machine cancel on two 
cards and one cover, fine  100 

8858  6 “SKAUTO NOMETNE 21.7.34“ on Airmail 10 s. on special coulored card with three special 
vignettes addressed to Majori, fine, scarce  80 

8859  6 SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS: 1920/40, interesting group of 19 cards and covers including 
„LATGAES DZIESMU SVETKI“, mostly fine  150 

8860  6 CANCELLATIONS: ABAVA-ZVADE, extensive collections with more than 600 items, mostly 
„Parvedums“, in 5 albums, all written up, good condition  200 

8861  6 POSTAL SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS: 1936/40, very interesting collection with many different 
slogans on more than 90 cards and covers, mostly described on pages, fine  200 

8862  6 METER-MARKS: 1920/38, interesting collection with more than 75 covers and some pieces, 
fine  80 

8863  6 OFFICIAL MAIL: 1934/38, interesting collection with more than 80 covers, mostly fine
  80 

8864  6 POSTAGE DUE: 1919/38, 45 cards and covers from and to Latvia, fine  300 

8865  6 „Fran Lettland“ and „Paquebot“, two covers each (one coverfront), addressed to New York, 
London, Södertälje and Göteborg, one cover with seal „Lehation de Suede“, fine  

120 

8866  6 1887, „FR:RYSSLAND“ framed cancel on Russia postal stationery 4 k. with adjacent cds.  
„WESTERVIK 24 10“ and blue oval sender‘s cachet from Libau, addressed to Kristianstor and 
endorsed „pr SS Rurik“, scarce, fine  200 

8867 Rus. 41y,  
DR56 

6 “And. Larsson“ blue straightline cancel on Russia 1889 10k. blue on cover to Hamburg, with 
addtional Germania 10 pfg. with cds. „STETTIN 5.12.05“, reverse with arrival mark, fine  100 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8868 3, 26 6 „Fra Letland“ and „Paquebot“ on cover franked with four singles 1919, 5 k. and Liberation of 
Riga 15 k., tied by cds. „KJOBENHAGEN 13.12.19“, first taxed, than crossed out, fold at right, 
otherwise fine and very attractive  100 

8869  6 SOVIET CENSOR MARKS: 1944/45, 3 postcards and one cover (Estonia) with Soviet censor 
marks, fine  100 

8870  6 „CENZETS“ blue straight-line censor mark on Russia postal stationery 20 k. with additional 
franking, sent from Lida (West White-Russia) to the internment camp Lilaste, at left with 
German machine cancel „BERLIN-CHARLOTTENBURG -5.4.40“, few minor creases, scarce  100 

(Photo = 1 www)
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price 

8871  1/
3/5/6

SOVIET REPUBLIC: 1940/41, interesting collection of more than 40 cards and covers inclu-
ding registered mail, censored, postage due also some stamps with different cancellations etc., 
mostly fine  150 

8872  6 TOURIST PICTURE POSTCARDS: More than 150 cards in yellow, green and grey, many used, 
mostly fine  700 

8873  0/5/6 VIGNETTES: Christmas, „Visit Latvia“, „Visit Riga“,  „Visit....“, „Pro Lettonia“ etc., with more 
than 25 cards or covers, fine  200 

8874  0/1/
3/6/4

1919/20, Sun Design,  large mint never hinged, unused and used collection in 4 large albums 
with thousands of stamps, containing colour and paper varieties, partially imperforated stamps, 
misperforated stamps, double perforations, gutter pairs, central gutter blocks, sheets, multiples, 
offsets, cancellations and other varieties, furthermore many cards and covers and Parvedums, 
much material on described pages, mostly fine  1000 

8875  1/3/2 1919/29, unused und used lot with many plate flaws, offsets and perforation varieties, fine
  100 

8876  0/1/
3/6

1921/29, Coat of arms, large mint never hinged, unused and used collection in 4 large albums 
with thousands of stamps, containing different watermarks, mixed perforations, partially im-
perforated stamps, misperforated stamps, double perforations, different plates and types, can-
cellations and other varieties, furthermore many cards and covers and Parvedums, mostly fine
  1000 

8877 ex 262-
80 

0/1/
3/6

1938/39, very interesting unused and used collection ex Mi.-No. 262-280, containing multiples, 
plate flaws, perforation and watermark varieties, also many cards and covers, fine
  100 

8878  0/
5/6/4

1941, unused and used collection, containing Mi.-No. 5x mint never hinged, some sheets, mul-
tiples with varieties, also 9 covers plus some postal stationery etc., mostly fine
  100 

8879  6 1918/22, very interesting collection with more than 220 cards and covers including provisional 
cancellations, provisional r-labels, postage due, picture postcards, censored mail etc., mostly 
good quality 1000 

8880  6 1923/40, very interesting collection with more than 350 cards and covers, containing regi-
stered covers, censored mail,  airmail, special cancellations, railway marks, meter marks, picture 
postcards, „Caurskatits“, „Deutsche Gesandtschaft Riga“ and Sovjet period covers, some faults 
but mostly good quality 1200 

8881 16 6 1945, „Kurland-Schnellbrief“ to Berlin, fine, certificate van Loo BPP  400 

8882  0/1/
3/4

1945, mostly mint never hinged and unused collection containing many hundred stamps, dif-
ferent overprint types, multiples, HAN, inverted and double overprints, many signed or with 
opinion BPP  1000 

8883  6 KURLAND-KETTLE: 1944/45, interesting collection with more than 25 cards and covers in-
cluding four money orders like Dondangen „26.4.45“ and Windau „28.4.45“, one parcel card 
from 1944, mostly fine  300 

8884  6 1941, 9 cards and covers, 4 registered, mostly fine  150 

8885  5/6 GERMAN CANCELLATIONS: Interesting collection with more than 50 cards and covers, 
many registered, plus many pieces, mostly fine  150 

8886  6 LATVIAN CANCELLATIONS: More than 250 covers, many registered, including some with 
German style cancellations, mostly fine  500 

8887  6 PROVISIONAL and ADAPTED CANCELLATIONS: Alt-Schwanenburg-Wolmar, interesting 
collection with more than 60 cards and covers, many registered, plus some pieces, mostly fine
  200 

8888  2 LATVIAN SS-DIVISION: 1945, proofs, 4 different designs in green and blue and 5 different 
designs in orange and red, without gum, fine, certificate Ludin  500 
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Postal History in Lithuania

During the Russian occupation 1796-1915, postal services were regulated by the Russian 
authorities. During the German occupation 1915-1918, the Postgebiet Ob-Ost handled 
the military and other mail of the Germans. Ultimately limited postal service was extended 
to the natives, at first as parcel service for POWs. By 1918, a number of German military 
post offices added “Litauen” to cancelling stamps.

The first Lithuanian postage stamps were issued in December 1918. The first set of 10 and 
15 skatikas (pennies) stamps of Lietuvos Pasta within a rectangle, was set up and printed 
by typesetter Jonas Strazdas, in the printing shop of Martynas Kukta in Vilnius, by order of the first Postmaster General, 
Benediktas Tamosevicius. The first edition was limited to 5000 sets, and a larger second edition was printed Dec. 31, 1918. 
The first color stamps were designed by Tadas Daugirdas and Kazys Simonis, and were printed in Berlin on February 17, 
1919, followed by several more issues.

Because of the short supply of stamps, some local post offices printed their own stamps, as in Raseiniai and Telsiai. Leftover 
Russian stamps were surcharged in Gardinas (Grodno). A special issue was released in 1920 when the Constituent Assem-
bly met. A total of 768 stamps of different designs were issued by independent Lithuania, with more than 2,000 variations 
due to errors, misprints or perforation. First air mail stamps were issued in 1921, even though a regular air mail service was 
inaugurated only in 1924. A great many special issues observed significant anniversaries, vz., the 500th anniversary of demise 
of Vytautas the Great (1430), the Battle of Tannenberg (1410), the Battle of Siauliai (1236), King Algirdas at the Kremlin Gate, 

etc. Other issues marked special events, 
like the Transatlantic New York to Kau-
nas Flight of Darius and Girenas (1933), 
the National Olympics (1938), Third Eu-
ropean Basketball Championship Games 
(1939). A number of issues honored the 
ancient rulers, leaders of the national re-
naissance, cultural leaders, poets, writers, 
etc. The last series of the Republic of Li-
thuania was the Peace issue of 1940. The-
se stamps were later overprinted by the 
Soviet occupant. During the Insurrection 
a year later, former Soviet stamps were 
overprinted “Independent Lithuania.” The 
Nazis then introduced German stamps 
overprinted Ostland.
The history of the Klaipeda or Memel 
District is easily traced through stamps of 
Germany, France, local, Lithuanian, again 
German.

Source: Postage Stamps of Lithuania

LITHUANIA
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8889 1-2, 5-6 6 1918, First Vilnius issue 10-15 sk. and second Vilnius Issue 20-30 sk. tied by provisional straight-
line „Kauno pastas“ to cover to Spandau, as the provisional cancel is hardly visible again stam-
ped in Danzig with cds. DANZIG -9.1.19“, the missing 25 sk. taxed in blue, 20 k. with inverted 
ń instead of ų, small tears in cover, otherwise fine, a scarce cover, signed Mikulski and certificate 
Huylmans BPP  300 

8890 1-2, 5-6 6 1918, First Vilnius issue 10-15 sk. and second Vilnius Issue 20-30 sk. tied by provisional straight-
line „Kauno pastas“ to cover to Spandau, the missing 25 sk. not taxed, 10 and 30 sk. with some 
abrasion on front, otherwise fine, a scarce cover, signed Mikulski and certificate Huylmans BPP  250 

LITHUANIA 

Printer
Martynas Kukta
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8891 1-2, 5-6 6 1918, First Vilnius issue 10-15 sk. and second Vilnius Issue 20-30 sk. tied by provisional straight-
line „GRODNO“ to cover to Wimpfen, as the provisional cancel is hardly visible again stamped 
with German cds. „Feldpost -2.1.19“, cover shortend at left, otherwise fine  250 

8892 1, 5 6 1918, First Vilnius issue 10 sk. from the left upper sheet corner and second Vilnius issue 20 sk., 
with old German „Wilna“ on reverse of local cover, fine and rare, certificate Huylmans BPP  300 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8893 1-2, 5, 
33D 

6 1918, First Vilnius issue 10-15 sk. and second Vilnius issue 20 sk. and second Berlin issue 30 sk., 
tied by provisional straight-line „Naumiestis 26.3.1919“ to cover to Berlin, missing 25 sk. not 
taxed, 10 sk. with inverted ń instead of ų, folded twice and some pencil notes, otherwise fine, 
certificate Huylmans BPP  200 

8894 1, 5 6 1918, First Vilnius issue 10 sk. and second Vilnius issue 20 sk. as horizontal pair (right stamp 
with missing i in Lietuvos), with old German „Wilna“ on cover to Celle, 20 sk. right stamp 
some edge wear, 10 s. with small tear at right, backflap missing, a scarce cover, certificate 
Huylmans BPP  250 

8895 6-8 4/2 1918, Second Vilnuis issue 30-50 sk., each as complete sheet showing varieties inverted „h“ 
for „u“, inverted „n“ for „u“ and missing „i“ in „Lietuvos“, plus other small varieties, scarce as 
multiples, without gum, fine, signed R  500 

8896 6,  O.Ost 
1,  P3 

6 1918, Second Vilnius issue 30 sk. tied by provisional cancel „GRODNO“ to Ober Ost postal 
stationery 7½ pfg. with addtional franking to Erlangen, the card was posted but Lithuanian 
postage was not accepted by Germany thus franked with Ober Ost stamps, vertical folds, 
otherwise fine and scarce, signed with Mikulski certificate  200 
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8897 15-18 6 1919, Second Kaunas issue 20-50 sk. tied by cds. „KAUNAS -7.III.19“ on registered picture 
postcard with provisional r-marking to Berlin, 50 sk. not tied by cds., with matching register 
receipt, fine and rare  150 

8898 17-18U 2 40-50sk., each as vertical pair, 40sk. from the lower right sheet corner, imperforated, without 
gum, fine  100 

8899 19Umw 1919, Second Kaunas issue 60 sk. as vertical pair with lower sheet margin, imperforated bet-
ween stamps, used with clear cds. „KAUNAS 17.III.19“, fine, signed Matuzas  120 

8900 20-26 3/4 1919, Third Kaunas issue 10-60 sk. each as complete sheet with cds. „KAUNAS 24.III.19“,  
10 sk. few values light creases, otherwise fine  80 

8901 13-15, 
17-19 

4/2 1919, Third Kaunas issue, interesting group of se-tenant vertical pairs 10+40, 15+50 and 20-60 sk., 
se-tenant horizontal pairs 15+10, 30+20, 50+40 and 60+50 sk, each used and unused, and two 
se-tenant blocks of four 20+15+60+50 and 15+10+50+40 unused, one horizontal pair (15+10) 
almost separated and 20+15+60+50 block of four with small paper break in upper left stamp, 
otherwise fine  250 

8902  3/4/2 VILNIUS & KAUNAS ISSUES: 1919, very comprehensive unused and used collection, inclu-
ding Mi.-No. 1-2 as unused pair and multiples times unused and used, Mi.-No. 3-8 collected by 
position, all Kaunas issues with many varieties including some se-tenants, missing letters, offsets, 
fully perforated corner stamps, sheets, mostly described on pages, mostly fine  800 

8903 ex 3-26 6 1918/19, Vilnius and Kaunas Issue, 14 cards and cover (fronts), including registered covers, 
different cancellations, Mi.-No. 15II (2), some faults, mostly fine 250 

8904 ex 40-46 0/1/4 1919, Third/fourth Berlin issue, interesting group of 15 multiples, 8 with dramatic misperfora-
tions, 50 sk. green as block of 12 imperforated horizontally, 30 sk. ocre with two imperforated 
blocks of four, the lower stamps only partially printed due to a paper fold and 30 sk. ocre as 
almost complete gutter pair, mint never hinged and unused, mostly fine  150 

8905 55I 0/4 50 sk. green, complete sheet, hoizontally imperforated, mint never hinged, perforation partly 
separated at right, otherwise fine  100 

8906  0/1/
5/2

BERLIN ISSUES: 1919/20, interesting collection of mainly proofs and varieties with many better 
items like multiples with double and/or inverted center, imperforated sets, offsets, perforation 
errors and Mi.-No. 42 as complete imperforated sheet, Mi.-No. 53, 55 and 57 as complete 
sheet horizontally imperforated, mostly fine  500 

8907  0/1/3
/5

BERLIN ISSUES: 1919/20, very interesting unused and used collection, starting with Mi.-No. 
27-29 multiple times including both watermarks, furthermore many imperforated multiples, 
misperforated stamps, partly perforated stamps and proofs, mostly fine  500 

8908 63YA,  
64X 

6 1921, Kaunas coloured issue 20 sk. as vertical pair and two singles and 40 sk. as horizontal pair 
tied by cds. „KAUNAS 18.IV.1921“ to registered cover to Guatemala, from there to Veracruz, 
some faults, scarce destination  80 

8909  2 Second Anniversary of Independence, proof, 50 sk. light-brown, unused without gum, slightly 
toned, otherwise fine, scarce (Lithuanian Handbook P66)  80 

8910 75I, 75 0/1 5 a. perforated horizontal pair, right stamp with „double 5 in red and green“, mint never hinged, 
the left stamp unused, fine  80 

8911 75I U,  
75U 

0 5 a. imperforated vertical pair, upper stamp with „double 5 in red and green“, mint never 
hinged, fine, rare, signed Mikulski with certificate  300 
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8912 ex 65-
75U 

1 10 sk.- 5a., group of 7 imperforated pairs, one single 3 a. and a block of four 5 a., mostly unused, 
block of four little creased at left, otherwise fine  120 

8913  0/1/
2

1920, 2. Years of Independence and National Assembly, nice unused and used collection contai-
ning some imperforated stamps, Mi.-No. 75 I in pair with normal stamp, Mi.-No. 77/79 as gutter 
pair and twice Mi.-No. 78-83 I, mostly fine  200 

8914 78I, 80-
83I 

1 1920, National Assembly 20 and 40-80 sk. special printing, unused, except 60 sk. all with lower 
sheet margin, fine  100 

8915 78I, 80-83I 1 20 and 40-80 sk. special printing, unused, fine  100 

8916 78I, 80-83I, 
92-98A 

6 20 and 40-80sk. special printing with additional franking tied by cds. „KAUNAS 22.III.1922“ to 
registered cover to Berlin, fine, very rare, certificate Huylmans BPP  500 

8917 95F DD,  
56 

6 1922, Kestutis 1a. with double blue center and additional franking tied by cds. „UKMERGE 
30VI.1921“ to registered cover to Duluth, fine  80 

8918 ex 87-98, 
125 

0/1 1921, First Definitive issue, interesting group of 13 imperforated stamps and multiples inclu-
ding 3 and 5 as pairs, also 15 sk. and 2 a. as pairs and 8 a. as block of four from the upper left 
sheet corner, unused and mint never hinged, few with small faults, otherwise fine  100 

8919 105Ums 0 1921, Airmail 80 sk., horizontal pair with left sheet margin, imperforated between stamps, mint 
never hinged, fine, signed Matuzas  100 

8920 105Ums 1 1921, Airmail 80 sk., three horizontal pairs, unused, one folded between the stamps, tiny faults, 
otherwise fine  150 

8921 E 2 1921, Airmail plate proofs, 1-5 a., four different proofs, without gum, fine (Lithuanian Handbook 
PC12-14,14a)   100 

8922 112Umw 1 1921, Airmail 80 sk. as vertical pair with upper sheet margin, imperforated between stamps, 
unused, fine  100 

8923 ex 118-
120 

0/1/
6/4

1922, Airmail 1-5 a., mostly unused and mint never hinged collection, with different types, mul-
tiples and one cover, mostly fine  80 

8924 P 2 1922, De Jure proofs, 4 proofs, three imperfoated and one perforated, without gum, fine, one 
signed Mikuslki with certificate (Lithuanian Handbook P115a, P113a,113b(2))  100 

8925 126-37 6 20 sk.-10 a., tied by cds. „KAUNAS 20.IX.22“ to registered cover to Danzig, little unfresh but 
scarce  80 
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8926 131I 1 2 a. with inverted center, unused, fine, signed Klein BPP  80 

8927 131F 1 2 a. with wrong center, two unused copies, fine, one signed Mikulski  80 

8928 134Umw,  
Ums,  
128Uu 

1 5 a. as vertical and horizontal pair, imperforated between stamps and 50 sk. with lower sheet 
margin, imperforated at bottom, unused, few wrinkles, otherwise fine   

100 

8929 136F, 136 0/1/4 6 a. with frame of 8 a., block of four, pair, single stamps and a pair with normal stamp, 4 stamps 
mint never hinged, the others unused, fine  150 

8930 136F, 136 0/1 6 a. with frame of 8 a., vertical and horizontal pair with normal stamp, vertical pair mint never 
hinged, the latter unused, vertical slightly toned, otherwise fine  100 

8931 136 6 8 a. tied by cds. „SIAULIAI -4.I.1923“ to local cover, the stamp with register crosses in all cor-
ners, most likely a perforated proof, little unfresh, opinion Dr. Klein BPP  80 

8932 141F 0 1 c. on 30 sk. orange, mint never hinged, fine, signed Mikulski  120 

8933 141F 1 1 c. on 30 sk. orange, unused, fine, signed Mikulski  80 

8934 147U 1/4 1922, Overprinted New Currency issue 1 c. on 50 sk., imperforated block of four, unused, light 
crease through upper stamps, otherwise fine, scarce multiple  100 

8935 151 1 3 c. on 1 a., unused, fine, scarce, signed Mikulski and certificate Huylmans BPP  100 

8936 152 1 3 c. on 3 a., unused, fine, scarce, signed Mikulski and certificate Huylmans BPP  100 

8937 153 1 3 c. on 5 a., unused, fine, scarce, signed Mikulski and certificate Huylmans BPP  100 

8938 153 1 3 c. on 5 a. with left sheet margin, unused, fine, scarce, signed Becker and certificate Huylmans 
BPP  

100 

8939 151-53, 
a.o.

6 1922, Overprinted New Currency 3 c. on 1-5 a. with additional franking tied by cds. „KAUNAS 
-3.VIII.23“ to registered cover to Danzig, fine, scarce, certificate Huylmans BPP  (Michel - No. 
151-53, 161-164-65, 184) 250 
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8940 151-53, 
161-164-
65, 184 

6 1922, Overprinted New Currency 3 c. on 1-5 a. with additional franking tied by cds. „KAUNAS 
-3.VIII.23“ to registered cover to Danzig, tiny abrasion on cover and 5 a. few shortened perfo-
rations at top, otherwise fine, scarce, certificate Huylmans BPP   250 

8941 181I,  181 1/4 Airmail 1922, 20 c. as block of four, the lower right stamp with missing „CENT.“, unused, fine, 
signed Mikulski  120 

8942 182K,  a.o.6 25 c. on 2 a. and 50 c. on 10 a. with inverted overprint with additional franking tied by cds. 
„KAUNAS ORO PASTAS 26.VIII.24“ to registered airmail cover to Danzig, vertical fold, other-
wise fine (Michel - No. 182K,  185K,  182-83, 185) 80 

8943 185K,  
173Us 

6 1922, Airmail 50 c. on 10 a. with inverted overprint with 30 c. on 8 a. as strip of three vertically 
imperforated tied by cds. „KAUNAS 17.XI.1922“ to registered letter to Danzig, fine
  250 

8944 185K 6 1922, Airmail 50 c. on 10 a. as block of four with inverted overprint, tied by cds. „KAUNAS 
23.XI.22“ to registered cover to Berlin, fine  100 

8945  1/3/2 New Currency Overprinted Issue: 1922, unused and used collection with multiples, perforati-
on varieties and watermark varieties, mostly fine  100 

8946 ex 161-
185 

0/1 1922, Overprinted New Currency issue, interesting group of 19 stamps and multiples, contai-
ning Mi.-No. 161U, 164U and 168U, each as horizontal pair, several inverted overprints, shifted 
colours etc., mostly unused, fine  200 

8947 ex 138-
186 

6 1922, New Currency Surcharge, more than 80 cards and covers containing registered covers, 
picture postcards, better destinations like Haiti, different cancellations, railway marks etc., few 
with faults mostly good condition 800 

8948 ex 187-
219 

1 1923/25, Cross issue, interesting group of 5 pairs imperforated between and two imperforated 
pairs, one used, the others unused, fine  200 

8949  0/1/
3/2

First New Currency Definitive Issue: 1923/25, unused and used collection, with some better 
items like Mi.-No. 211Y, also multiples, offsets, paper folds, perforation varieties and some 
better cancels, mostly fine  100 

8950  0/1/
2

First Definitive Issue: 1921, mostly unused collection with many multiples,also gutter pairs, 
paper folds, perforation varieties, other varieties like Mi.-No. 94F and 95F also Mi.-No. 125 
Ums, mostly fine  100 

8951 196Ums 1 1923, Memel issue 1 c. as strip of three, imperforated between first and second stamp, unused, 
fine  80 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

8952 200U 0/4 1923, Memel issue 10 c. imperforated block of four, mint never hinged, scarce multiple, position 
in pencil on reverse, fine  200 

8953 200-01U,  
205U 

0/1 10-15 c. and 1 l., each as imperforated marginal copy, mint never hinged, 10 c. unused, fine  
80 

8954 201-202U,  
205U 

0/1 15-25 c. and 1 l., each as imperforated pair, mint never hinged, 25 c. unused, 1 l. with light ho-
rizontal bend,otherwise fine  150 

8955 213U 0/4 1923, Cross 25 c. as imperforated block of four with left sheet margin, mint never hinged, fine
  100 

8956 215 1 1924, Cross 25 c. with watermark „Schlingen“, unused, fine  120 

8957 215 6 1924, Cross Issue 25 c. watermark „Schlingen“, tied by cds. „KAUNAS -9.XII.23“ to Schwein-
ningen, just very few covers known with this stamp, one of the great rarities, signed Mikulski 
(on reverse notes with pen) and certificate Huylmans BPP  500 
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8958 213 1 1923, Cross issue 25 c., two horizontal strips of three with double paper, one strip with blank 
stamp, unused, attractive, fine  80 

8959 220Y 1 1924, Airmail 20 c. without watermark, unused, fine, scarce, signed Mikulski and Brun and 
certificate Huylmans BPP  200 

8960 221Uu, 
Uo, Ums, 
Umw 

1 1924, Airmail 40 c., with upper sheet margin, with lower sheet margin impeforated at top resp. 
bottom and a horizontal and vertical pair, each imperforated between, unused, vertical pair 
small crease, otherwise fine  120 

8961 233 6 1924, War Orphans 60 c. tied by cds. „KAUNAS  26.XII.25“ to cover to Boston, little spot at 
bottom, otherwise fine, scarce single franking  80 

8962 234-36, 
a.o.

6 1924, War Orphans 1-5 l. with additional franking tied by cds. „KLAIPEDA -3.III.24“ to local 
registered cover, fine, certificate Lindberg  (Michel - No. 234-36, 224-26, 231-33) 80 

8963 237-40,  
227-30 

6 1924, Airmail 20 c.-1 l. with additional franking tied by cds.“KLAIPEDA -3.II.24“ to local regi-
stered cover, fine, certificate Lindberg  80 

8964 242Umw,  
242 

1 1925, Kaunas castle ruins 60 c., vertical pair with lower sheet margin, imperforated between, and 
a horizontal pair and single with double paper, unused, fine, one signed Mikulski  80 

8965 243-45 Sp. 2 1926, Airmail 20-60 c., each with black handstamp „SPECIMEN“, without gum, fine  80 

8966 243-45 
Ums, Umw 

1 1926, Airmail 20-60 c., each as vertical and horizontal pair imperforated between, unused, 20 c. 
vertical small thin, otherwise fine  250 

8967 243-45 
Ums, Umw 

1 1926, Airmail 20-60 c., each as vertical and horizontal pair imperforated between, 60 c. vertical 
small crease, otherwise fine  200 

8968 245K 1 60 c. with inverted center, unused, fine  80 

8969 245K 1 60 c. with inverted center, with left sheet margin, unused, fine, signed Kessler and Sanabria
  80 

8969A 245K,  
243, 44 

6 60 c. with inverted center tied by cds. „KLAIPEDA 27.VIII.26“ to registered cover with additi-
onal franking to Liepaja, little unfresh, scarce on cover  100 

8970 E 1 1926, Swallow carrying a letter, 4 perforated essays in gray-green and brown, two with value 
tablet, two without value tablet and Gedimas castle in a sawtoothed semi-circle, three mint 
never hinged, one unused, fine (Lithuanian Handbook EC36a,36b,36f,36g)  120 

8971 246-56,  
257-67 

6 War orphans and childrens orphans, 1-50 c., each as complete set tied by cds. „KAUNAS“ to regi-
stered cover (front) to Berlin resp. Hannover, cover small edge fault at upper right, otherwise fine
   80 

8972 246, a. o. 6 War Orphans 1, 5, 30 c. and Childrens orphans 2 c. with additional franking tied by cds. „KAU-
NAS 17.II.27“ to registered cover to Mitteldorf, Liechtenstein, some faults, scarce  (Michel 
- No. 246, 250, 256, 258, 213, 216, 269) 80 

8973 249Y K 0 1926, War Orphans 5 c. with inverted overprint, mint never hinged, very fine, signed Lissiuk 
and certificate Huylmans BPP  100 

8974 252X, 
262 

6 1926, War Orphans 10 c. with watermark and additional franking tied by cds. „KLAIPEDA 
15.VI.27“ to picture postcard to Graz, fine, signed Mikulski  80 

8975 257-67 6 1926, War Orphans 1-50 c., tied by cds. „KAUNAS P. AGE 12.XII.26“ to registered cover to 
Wien, horizontal fold at bottom, otherwise fine, scarce  80 
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8976 266 6 1926, War Orphans +30 c. on 60 c. tied by cds. „KAUNAS  13.VIII.27“ to cover to California, 
some heavier creasing, but rare single franking  80 

8977 272U 1 1926/27, Warriors Cross 15 c. red, two imperforated horizontal pair, unused, folded between 
stamps, fine  80 

8978 274-77 1 1927,  Dr. Jonas Basanavicius 15 - 60 c., perforated L11 and L14:11, unused, fine, scarce
  100 

8979 E 1/2 1927, Vytis, three perforated essays with numeral „1“ in shields, in dark green, dark brown und 
dark blue, dark brown without gum, the other unused, fine (Lithuanian Handbook E15-17)
  100 

8980 298 0/1/3 1930, Grand Duke Vytautas 500th Anniversary 30 c., 6 stamps with varieties including 3 shifted 
centers, one double paper and imperforated at top, mostly unused, fine  80 

8981 306 6 1930, Grand Duke Vytautas 25l. tied by cds. „KAUNAS 18.II.30“ to registered cover to Malmö, 
fine  80 

8982 E 1/2 1930, Airmail essays, group of 5 perforated and one imperforated proof, unused and without 
gum, few stains, mostly fine  150 

8983 309 1/4 15 c. as block of four with clear double center, unused, fine, signed Lissiuk  80 

8984 ex 307-
311 

0/1/3 5 - 40 c., nice group of 10 stamps with varieties including 10 and 40 c. double center, and 20 c. 
magenta center, mostly unused, fine, one Mikulski certificate  150 

8985 312Ums 1 1930, Airmail 60 c., two horizontal pairs imperforated between, unused, fine  80 

8986 313I,  313 0/1/4 1 l. as block of four from the lower left sheet corner, both left stamps with „transposed heads“, 
both errors mint never hinged, the others unused, fine and attractive  100 

8987  1932, Lietuvos vaikas, four artist drawings of adopted designs on carton (252x165mm resp. 
256x180mm), semi-finished in pencil and then painted in with black ink, issued stamp pasted 
next to the design, signed with date and much text on reverse, very attractive  300 
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8988  1932, Lietuvos vaikas, four artist drawings of adopted designs on carton (252x175mm), semi-
finished in pencil and then painted in with black ink, issued stamp pasted next to the design 
(one stamp missing), 1 l. with additional painted in airplane at upper right, signed with date and 
much text on reverse, 5 c. with horizontal fold not affecting the design, very attractive  300 

8989 340-47B 
Sp. 

2 1932, Lietuvos vaikas 5 c.-2 l., with blue handstamp „SPECIMEN“, without gum, fine  
80 

8990  1 1933, Darius Girenas 20 c.-2 l, all five values, unused, fine, scarce only 500 printed, signed 
Matuzas and certificate Huylmans BPP  500 

8991  1 1933, Darius Girenas 20 c.-2 l, all five values, unused, 40 c. small corner crease, otherwise fine, 
scarce only 500 printed, signed Mikulski a.o. and certificate Huylmans BPP  500 

(Photo = 1 156)
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8992  1 1933, Darius Girenas 60 c. with lower sheet margin, with clear double print shifted by around 
11,5 degrees, unused, very fine and one of only 4 stamps possible, up to this date only one 
other copy has been discovered, one of the great airmail- and Lithuania rarities, signed Mikulski 
a.o. and certificate Huylmans BPP  800 

8993  1 1933, Darius Girenas 20 c.-2 l, all five values with parts of additional green overprint „Lituanicos 
Laimejimas Tegul Stiprina Lietuvos Sunu Dvasia Naujiems Zygiams“, unused, 40 c. and 1-2 l. small 
imperfection, otherwise fine, scarce only 100 printed (after the crash, the Consul General of 
Lithuania in New York requested that the remainder of the unsold stamps (100 sets) be again 
overprinted to memorialize the aviators, with proceeds to be used for erecting a monument in 
their honour (Lithuanian Handbook CA 6 - 10), signed Mikulski a.o. and certificate Huylmans BPP  800 

8994  6 1933, Darius Girenas 20 ct. tied by violet cachet to flight cover from New York to Kaunas, franked 
with USA 3 c. violet, reverse with Kaunas arrival mark, usual brown spots, fine  200 

8995  6 1933, July 15, attempted Ocean Flight, New York to Lithuania by Capt. Stefan Darius and Stan-
ley Girenas flight cover from New York to Kaunas, Lithuania, July 15, 1933 „Lituanica“ canc., 
franked with 3 c. violet,  with six-line cachet. Both flyers died when their plane was wrecked at 
Soldin, Germany, about 400 miles short of their goal, reverse with Kaunas arrival mark, usual 
brown spots, fine  100 

8996 348-55BSp. 2 1933, Lietuvos vaikas 5 c.-2 l., with blue handstamp „SPECIMEN“, without gum, fine
  80 

8997  0/1/3 Lietuvos Vaikas: 1932/33, unused and used collection containing many multiples like Mi.-No. 
316/23 A/B and 348-55A/B and 364/71B each in blocks of four also 372-79A/B blocks of six, 
mostly fine  100 

8998 372-79BSp. 2 1933, Lietuvos vaikas 5 c.-2 l., with blue handstamp „SPECIMEN“, without gum, fine
  80 

8999  UNADOPTED ESSAY:  Antanas Semtona white and black on reddish-brown carton, 160x237 mm, 
(stamp design 92x123 mm), signed at bottom right Kazys Bucas, fine  200 
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9000 392-93P 2 1934, 60th Birthday of Smetonas 30 and 60c., proofs in slightly smaller design on thick paper, 
without gum, fine, certificate Klein  100 

9001 404 0 1935, Vaitkus 40 c. with upper sheet margin, mint never hinged, fine, signed and certificate Lindberg   
120 

9002 404 6 Vaitkus 40 c. tied by cds „KAUNAS centr. 31.X.35“ to registered cover with additional Lithua-
nia and USA franking, with violet „Lituanica II“ cachet, signed by Lt.Felix Vaitkus, fine, certificate 
Lindberg  250 

9003 404,  
320B 
w.ovpt 

6 LITUANICA II NEW YORK - KAUNAS 50 c. tied by seal to cover with Vaitkus 40 c. tied by 
cds „KAUNAS centr. 31.X.35“ to registered cover with additional Lithuania and USA franking, 
with adjacent violet „Lituanica II“ cachet, signed by Lt.Felix Vaitkus, fine  300 

(Photo = 1 162)
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9004 385-86,  
USA 

6 1935, Sept. 25 attempted non-stop flight from New York to Lithuania by Lit. Felix Waitkus, in 
the plane „Lituanica II“. After successfully crossing the North Atlantic, Lt. Waitkus was forced 
down at Bellinrobe and covers were forwarded toLithuania by other means. Cover with U.S. 
and Lithuanian franking, numbered and signed by the pilot  80 

9005  0 LITUANICA II NEW YORK - KAUNAS 50 c., mint never hinged, fine, signed and certificate  
Huylmans BPP  150 

9006 E 1 1937, Smetona, unissued design, large rectangular format, imperforated in red, unused with 
adherence, fine (Lithuanian Handbook E27)  100 

9007 429-31U 0 1939, Basketball European Championship, 15-60c. imperforated, mint never hinged, fine   
80 

9008 429-31U 0 1939, Basketball European Championship, 15-60c. imperforated, each with sheet margin, mint 
never hinged, fine  80 

9009 ex 429-
31 

0/1/
6/4

1939, Basketball 15-60c., mostly unused and mint never hinged collection with partially imper-
forated and imperforated stamps and misperforated stamps, in addition two cards with special 
cancellation, fine  200 

9010 ex 439-
441 

0/1/
2

1940, Peace issue, 10 proofs in different colours, plus three imperforated stamps, mostly 
unused, some without gum, mostly fine  150 

9011 ex 443-
445 

0/1 1940, Return of Vilnius to Lithuania 15-60c., interesting group of 32 proofs, imperforated and 
partially perforated stamps and multiples, mostly unused, occasional toning or gum distur-
bances, otherwise fine  150 

9012 451K 0 1940, Lithuanian SSR 10c. with inverted overprint, mint never hinged, few shortend perfora-
tions at top, otherwise fine, scarce only 100 printed, signed and certificate Huylmans BPP  150 

9013 63YA,  
91-92, 96 

6 PROVISIONAL CANCELLATIONS: “Raseiniai Nr. 46“ provisional r-label on registered cover 
from „RASEINIAI 10.III.21“ to Wien, fine, scarce  80 

9014 50, 54 6 “SAKIAI -14-7-19.“ blue straight-line on 4th Berlin issue 10sk. brick-red and 40sk. brown on 
cover to Königsberg, 40sk. faulty, otherwise fine  80 

9015  6 „Schaki N. 154“ provisional r-label on franked registered cover with provisional straight-line 
„SAKIAI-7-7-19“ to Basel with German r-rabel „Vom Ausland über...“, fine, scarce  80 

9016 27, 53, 56, 
58, 62A 

6 “Schaki N. 338“ provisional r-label on registered cover from „SAKIAI 25.VIII.19“ to Basel, 
franked with first Berlin issue 10 sk. and additional franking, fine, scarce  80 
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9017 177Aa 6 1932, 6th Southamerica-flight, franked registered cover from „TELSIAI 25.VIII.32“ to Pernam-
buco, fine  100 

9018 202Ba 6 1933, 1st Southamerica-flight, franked registered card from „KAUNAS centr. -2.V.33“, with 
connecting flight Berlin, to Pernambuco, little unfresh, otherwise fine  80 

Local Issues
Grodno

9019 1B 6 1919, 50 sk. on 1k. imperforated tied by provisional cancel „GRODNO“ to local cover 
addressed to A. Plamsch, folded once vertically, otherwise fine, a scarce cover, only 50 stamps 
printed, certificate Huylmans BPP  200 

9020 2-9A 5 1919, 3 - 70 k. tied to pieces by violet provisional cancel „GRODNO“, fine, certificate 
Huylmans BPP  150 

9021 2-9A 6 1919, 50 on 3k.-50 on 70k., all tied by provisional cancel „GRODNO“ to registered local 
cover to A. Plamsch, cover with faults, otherwise fine, signed Vossen, Mikulski and certificate 
Huylmans BPP  150 

Telsiai

9022 1a 6 30 sk. tied by cds. „TELSIA 14.I.20“ to cover to Varniai with arrival mark, vertical fold, few pen-
cil marks, otherwise fine, scarce, signed Mikulski and certificate Huylmans BPP  200 
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9023 1 1 WARWISZKI:1923, 50 m. unused, fine, signed Mikulski and certificate Huylmans BPP  150 

9024 2 1 1923, 100 m. unused, fine, signed Mikulski and certificate Huylmans BPP  200 

COLLECTIONS AND MISCELLANEOUS
9025  6 Private issue postcards commemorating national heroes, 4 unused cards, fine  Offer 

9026  0/1/3 AIRMAIL: 1921/36, unused and used collection with some better items like Mi.-No. 221 Ums 
unused, also 1926 issue with „Cietuva“ and „Paspas“, good part 1930 issue with „transposed 
heads“, shifted backgrounds, missing colours, different coloured center etc. and Mi.-No. 407 
corner block of four with small gutter at top, mostly fine  200 

9027  0/1/
3/5

1924/40, very interesting unused, never hinged and used collection including many multiples, 
varieties like Mi.-No. 314Uo and Uu, 270Ur, 271 Ul, Uo,  unused, offsets,  Mi.-No. 196-208 in 
blocks of four, Mi.-No. 297 offset of head on reverse, Mi.-No. 274-77 perf. 11 and 14:11, better 
cancels, mixed perforations, watermark varieties like Mi.-No. 263X and 1940 Peace issue with 
many varieties and a nice part Raseiniai, mostly fine  300 

9028 ex 187-
456 

6 1923/40, very interesting collection of more than 500 cards and cover(fronts), containing bet-
ter frankings, registered covers, money covers, souvenir sheets on covers, special cancellations, 
postcards etc., mostly good condition 2000 

9029 ex 30-
137 

6 1919/22, very interesting collection with more than 180 cards and cover (fronts), including re-
gistered mail, provisional cancellations „SAKIAI-29-7-19“, airmail, express cover, Mi.-No. 27-29 
with upper sheet margin on blank cover etc., some covers with faults 1500 

9030  6 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1924/40, interesting collection of more than 100 cards including some 
better items, in addition some meter-marks, mostly fine  100 

9031  1/3/2 1990/99, cover collection of mostly FDC including some miniature sheets, some registered 
covers, in addition 4 proof sheets without value tablet of the first issue  Offer 

GERMAN OCCUPATION WWII
9032 1 0/4 1941, 2k. as block of 8 from the lower right sheet corner, mint never hinged, very fine, certifi-

cate Huylmans BPP  200 

9033 10-18 0 1941, 5 k.-1 r., mint never hinged, fine, 1 r. signed Richter and certificate Huylmans BPP
  600 

9034 10-18 6 5k.-1r. tied by cds. „VILNIUS -8.8.41“ to registered cover, 5k. two perforations stained, other-
wise fine  250 

9035 1 0 ALSEDZIAI:1941, 5 k., mint never hinged, slightly shortened perforation at upper right, other-
wise fine, signed Krischke and certificate Huylmans BPP  100 

9036 3-4, 6-8 1 10-15 and 30-60 k., unused, 15,50 and 60 k. tiny faults, otherwise fine, signed Krischke and 
certificate Huylmans BPP  200 
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9037 9 1 Northpole 80 k. with lower sheet margin, unused, fine, a very rare stamp, certificate Krischke 
BPP  1000 

9038 1-3 0/1 PANEVEZYS:1941, 5-30 k., mint never hinged, 30 k. unused, 30 k. few shortened perforations 
at top, otherwise fine, signed Mikulsi a.o. and certificate Huylmans BPP  400 

9039 1-3 6 5-30 k. tied by cds. „PANEVEZYS 15.VII.41“ to blank cover, fine, certificate Krischke BPP
  400 

9040 8 1 RASEINIAI: Northpole 80 k., unused, fine, signed J.G. and certificate Huylmans BPP
  100 

9041 Ib 0 ROKISKIS: Unissued 2 k. with red overprint, type I, mint never hinged, fine, signed Krischke BPP 
and certificate Huylmans BPP  250 

9042 8IIIa 0 TELSIAI: Northpole 80 k., mint never hinged, fine, signed Krischke BPP and certificate 
Huylmans BPP  80 

9043 9IIIa 0 Majakowski 80 k., mint never hinged, two slightly short perforations at left, othewise fine, 
certificate Huylmans BPP   400 

9044 18IIIb 0 Azerbaijan SSR 30 k., mint never hinged, fine, signed J.G a.o. and certificate Krischke BPP
  120 

9045 23/22II 0/1 Kazakh SSR 30 k. and Karelo-Finnish SSR 30 k. as horizontal pair, the left stamp mint never 
hinged, right one with slight adherences, otherwise fine, scarce, signed Krischke BPP with 
certificate  700 

9046 1-5 0 UKMERGE:1941, 5-30 k., all with sheet margin, mint never hinged, 5 k. small spot at upper right, 
30 k. two short perforations, otherwise fine, signed Krischke BPP and certificate Huylmans 
BPP  350 
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9047 1b, 1bK, 
4bK, 2-6b 

6 ZARASAI: 5 k. with brown-lilac overprint and 5 k. and 20 k. with brown-lilac inverted overprint 
with additional franking tied by cds. „ROKISKIS 30.VIII.41“ to blank envelope, Mi.-No. 1b two 
short perforations, otherwise fine, rare, certificate Krischke BPP  800 

9048 1, 5a 0 5 k. and 30 k., 25 and 26 stamps in multiples, mint never hinged, mostly fine  400 

9049  0/3 1941, interesting collection containing many better items like Vilnius Mi.-No. 17 II unused, also 
Alsedziai Mi.-No. 1 und 10 unused resp. never hinged with Krischke certificate (a new BPP 
certificate will not be issued), Raseiniai some pairs with different overprint types and 7 Telsiai 
Agricultural stamps, mostly signed or with Krischke certificate, mostly fine  1200 
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Memelgebiet
Handbuch und Bewertung der Stempel 1920 bis 1925 von Tobias Huylmans

Es gibt nicht viel Literatur über das Sammelgebiet Memel. Erwähnenswert ist das Buch ‚Die Postmar-
ken des MEMELGEBIETES 1920 bis 1925‘ von J. W. Heinz Ludwig aus dem Jahre 2006. Dieses Buch 
behandelt insbesondere die Briefmarken der Zeit, außerdem gibt es noch den ‚Fugalewitsch Stempel-
katalog - Pasto Antspaudai Lietuvoj“ sowie die ‚Becker Stempeltafeln‘. 

Ab Ende Oktober/Anfang November 2015 wird das neue vierfarbig angelegte Stempelhandbuch 
mit Bewertungen erhältlich sein. Das Buch enthält alle vorhandenen relevanten Informationen zu 
jedem Poststempel des Memelgebietes zwischen 1920 und 1925. Zusätzlich ist jeder Stempel abge-
bildet, beschrieben und bewertet. Überall, wo Briefe erhältlich waren, hat der Autor eine Abbildung 
eines Ganzstückes eingefügt. Jedem Stempel wurde in dem 27 x 20 cm großen Werk eine komplette 
Seite gewidmet. Das Buch wird ca. 260 Seiten umfassen.

Sichern sie sich heute Ihr Exemplar durch Vorbestellung bis zum 30. September 2015! Lieferung 
erfolgt Ende Oktober/Anfang November für EURO 49,- (Festeinband) bzw. 39,- (Softeinband).  
Die ‚Normalpreise‘ für Besteller nach dem 30.9.2015 betragen EURO 59,- (Festeinband) bzw. 49,- 
(Softeinband).

Bestellungen werden entgegengenommen von Heinrich Köhler GmbH, Wilhelmstraße 48, 65183 
Wiesbaden, info@heinrich-koehler.de oder bei Tobias Huylmans, Spiegelbergstrasse 33, 55283 
Nierstein, tobias@huylmans.de - Lieferung erfolgt solange der Vorrat reicht.

8

COADJUTHEN  *   * 

Litauischer Ortsname: KATYCIA
Spätdatum: 13.02.24

Kreis: 

Einwohnerzahl 1920 (ca.): 

Klasse der Postanstalt:

Stempelfarbe:

1939 wieder eingeführt:

Heydekrug

1033

PA III

schwarz

07.05.1939

Ø in mm: 

Punkte: 

Bemerkungen: 

25

25

9

Dt. CROTTINGEN  *   * 

7

Spätdatum: 27.10.1920

Kreis: 

Einwohnerzahl 1920 (ca.): 

Klasse der Postanstalt:

Stempelfarbe:

1939 wieder eingeführt:

Memel

321

Postagentur

schwarz

Ø in mm: 

Punkte: 

Bemerkungen: 

25

30

Die Schule von Crottingen



Estland 1918-40 inkl. Lokalausaben und Dt. Bes. II Weltkrieg - Estland

Thomas Löbbering
Rudolf-Dietz-Str. 9
56379 Holzappel

thomas_loebbering@hotmail.com

Lettland 1918-40 und Dt. Bes. II Weltkrieg Kurland und Lettland

Wolfgang Watzke
Hubertusstr. 10
53604 Himberg

jw-watzke@t-online.de

Litauen 1918-1940 inkl. Lokalausgaben und Memelgebiet
sowie Dt. Bes. II Weltkrieg - Litauen
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Allgemeine Versteigerungsbedingungen

Heinrich Köhler Auktionshaus GmbH & Co. KG

1. Die Versteigerung erfolgt ausschließlich in fremdem Namen und für fremde Rech-

nung.

 Der Versteigerer ist berechtigt, die Rechte des Einlieferers aus dessen Auftrag und aus 

dem Zuschlag im eigenen Namen geltend zu machen.

2. Den Zuschlag erhält der Höchstbietende. Der Versteigerer hat in begründeten Fällen 

das Recht, den Zuschlag zu verweigern, Lose zurückzuziehen, umzugruppieren oder 

aufzuteilen. Bei gleichhohen Geboten entscheidet das Los. Ein Bieter bleibt an das 

abgegebene Gebot gebunden, wenn ein nachfolgendes Übergebot ungültig ist oder 

vom Versteigerer sofort zurückgewiesen wird. Der Versteigerer kann den Zuschlag 

zurücknehmen und das Los erneut anbieten, wenn irrtümlich ein rechtzeitig abge-

gebenes höheres Gebot übersehen worden ist oder wenn sonst Zweifel über den 

Zuschlag bestehen. Der Versteigerer kann unter dem Vorbehalt der Genehmigung des 

Einlieferers zuschlagen. Der Bieter bleibt dann an sein Gebot 4 Wochen ab dem Tag 

des Zuschlags gebunden. Bei einem Zuschlag unter Vorbehalt kann die Position ohne 

Rückfrage an einen anderen Limitbieter abgegeben werden.

 Mit dem Zuschlag kommt zwischen dem Einlieferer und dem Ersteigerer ein Kaufver-

trag zustande. 

3. Schriftliche Aufträge werden in jedem Fall gewissenhaft und interessewahrend, jedoch 

ohne Gewähr, ausgeführt. Die gebotenen Höchstpreise werden nur soweit ausge-

schöpft, als es nötig ist, sonstige Gebote zu überbieten. Bei Geboten mit „bestens“ 

kann der Versteigerer bis zum Dreifachen, bei Höchstgebotsaufträgen (z.B. „höchst“, 

„auf alle Fälle“, „bis Ultimo“, „kaufen“) bis zum Zehnfachen des Ausrufpreises bieten. 

Das Mindestgebot für Auktionslose ohne Schätzpreis bzw. Schätzpreis „Gebot“ be-

trägt EUR 10,-. Online-Direkt-Gebote über das Internet bedürfen der vorherigen

 Anmeldung beim Versteigerer und dessen Zustimmung. Für die Bearbeitung über-

nimmt der Versteigerer jedoch keine Gewähr, er haftet inbesondere nicht für das 

Zustandekommen der technischen Verbindung. Das Widerrufs- und Rückgaberecht 

bei Fernabsatzverträgen findet auf solche Gebote keine Anwendung (§ 312 d Abs. 4 

Nr. 5 BGB).

4. Der Versteigerer erhält vom Käufer eine Provision von 20 % des Zuschlagspreises 

sowie EUR 1,50 je gekauftem Los. Die Kosten für Porto, Verpackung, Versicherung 

und ggf. Import werden den Käufern in Rechnung gestellt. Die auf Provision und 

sämtliche sonstigen Leistungen (=Spesen) anfallende Mehrwertsteuer (derzeit 19 %) 

wird gesondert in Rechnung gestellt. Dies gilt auch für die Mehrwertsteuer auf Lose 

(derzeit 19 %) die mit einem Kreis (°) gekennzeichnet sind. Lieferungen in Drittländer 

sind gegen Vorlage des Ausfuhrnachweises von der USt. auf die Provision, auf Spesen, 

Losgebühr und eventuell Lospreis befreit. Lieferungen an Abnehmer aus anderen EU-

Ländern mit UID-Nr. erfolgen unter Anwendung des Reverse Charge-Verfahrens, d.h. 

die Provision, die Spesen und die Losgebühr unterliegen nicht der Deutschen Um-

satzsteuer; der Käufer ist in diesen Fällen verpflichtet, die USt. in seiner USt.-Erklärung 

in seinem Heimatland anzugeben.

5. Der Zuschlag verpflichtet zur Abnahme. Saalbieter haben die Kaufrechnung sofort 

auszugleichen, bei schriftlichen Bietern wird die Auktionsrechnung mit Zustellung fällig. 

Während oder unmittelbar nach der Auktion ausgestellte Rechnungen bedürfen ei-

ner besonderen Nachprüfung und eventueller Berichtigung; Irrtum vorbehalten. Wer 

für Dritte bietet, muß seine Vertreterstellung vor Beginn der Versteigerung offenlegen; 

andernfalls kommt der Kaufvertrag mit dem Bieter zustande. Bis zur vollständigen 

Zahlung - bei Zahlung durch Scheck oder Wechsel bis zur Einlösung - bleiben die 

Lose Eigentum des Einlieferers. Ein Anspruch auf Herausgabe der ersteigerten Lose 

besteht erst nach vollständiger Kaufpreiszahlung. Kosten des Geldverkehrs gehen zu 

Lasten des Käufers.

6. Ist der Käufer mit seiner Zahlung in Verzug, werden Zinsen in Höhe von 1 % pro 

angefangenem Monat berechnet. Der Zinssatz kann höher oder niedriger angesetzt 

werden, wenn der Versteigerer eine Belastung mit einem höheren Zinssatz oder der 

Käufer eine geringere Belastung nachweist; der Zinssatz beträgt aber mindestens 5 % 

über dem Basiszinssatz pro Jahr. Kommt der Käufer seiner Zahlungsverpflichtung nicht 

nach oder nimmt er die ersteigerten Lose nicht ab, so ist der Versteigerer berech-

tigt, vom Ersteigerer einen pauschalen Schadensersatz von 25 % der Zuschlagsum-

me als Ausgleich für entgangene Einlieferer- und Käuferprovision sowie entstandene 

Aufwendungen zu verlangen, sofern der Käufer nicht nachweist, daß ein Schaden 

überhaupt nicht oder nicht in der Höhe der Pauschale entstanden ist. Die Geltend-

machung eines nachgewiesenen höheren Schadens durch den Versteigerer bleibt 

unberührt.

7.    Die Versendung ersteigerter Lose erfolgt auf Rechnung des Käufers. Wenn der Käufer 
ein Unternehmer ist, geht die Gefahr auf den Käufer über, sobald die Ware versand-
fertig der Post oder einem anderen Versandunternehmen übergeben worden ist. Der 
Versteigerer bietet für die Versendung eine Transportversicherung an, deren Kosten 

der Käufer zu tragen hat.  

8. Die zur Versteigerung kommenden Sachen können vor der Auktion besichtigt und 

geprüft werden. Die Katalogbeschreibungen sind keine Garantien für die Beschaffen-

heit der Sachen. Der Versteigerer übernimmt keine Haftung für Mängel. Er verpflichtet 

sich jedoch, Mängelrügen, die ihm rechtzeitig angezeigt werden, unverzüglich an den 

Einlieferer weiterzuleiten. Im Falle einer Rückabwicklung des Kaufvertrages erstattet 

der Versteigerer dem Erwerber das Aufgeld; ein darüber hinausgehender Anspruch ist 

ausgeschlossen.

 Reklamationen bezüglich offener Mängel müssen innerhalb von 10 Tagen nach Über-

gabe oder Zustellung der Lose bei dem Versteigerer eingegangen sein. Der Versteige-

rer kann zum Nachweis der Mängel vom Käufer auf dessen Kosten die Einholung von 

Prüfattesten durch zwei voneinander unabhängige Spezialprüfer verlangen.

 Bei Sammlungen, Sammellosen oder sonstigen Großlosen sind Reklamationen jegli-

cher Art, insbesondere im Hinblick auf Qualität und Quantität ausgeschlossen. Sofern 

die Beschreibung nichts anderes ausweist, sind angegebene Katalogwerte unverbind-

lich.

 Lose, die bereits mit Fehlern beschrieben sind, können wegen weiterer kleiner Mängel 

nicht reklamiert werden. Fehler, die sich aus den Abbildungen ergeben (Schnitt, Zäh-

nung, Stempel, Zentrierung usw.) können nicht zum Gegenstand einer Reklamation 

gemacht werden.

 Jede Reklamation ist ausgeschlossen, wenn Lose oder Marken verändert worden sind. 

Als Veränderung gelten insbesondere auch Entfernen von Falzen, Falz- oder Papier-

resten, Wässern, Behandlung mit Chemikalien und Anbringen von Zeichen jeder Art.

 Erfolgt ein Zuschlag unter Vorbehalt der Prüfung, wird diese vom Versteigerer ver-

anlaßt, wenn vom Bieter nicht anders bestimmt; die Kosten trägt der Käufer. Durch 

die Abgabe eines Gebotes auf bereits geprüfte Marken oder auf Marken mit Attest 

werden die Prüfzeichen bzw. Atteste, die dem Käufer zur Einsicht bzw. Kenntnisnahme 

zur Verfügung stehen, von diesem als maßgebend anerkannt, es sei denn, der Bieter 

hat sein Gebot unter Vorbehalt der Bestätigung durch einen von ihm bestimmten und 

von dem Versteigerer akzeptierten Sachverständigen abgegeben.

 Marken, die eindeutig als Fälschung ermittelt werden, können von den Prüfern als 

solche gekennzeichnet werden. Der Auktionator ist berechtigt, den Käufer mit allen 

Reklamationen an den Einlieferer zu verweisen.

  9. Die vorgenannten Versteigerungsbedingungen gelten sinngemäß auch für den frei-

händigen Verkauf; die Bestimmungen über Fernabsatzverträge finden darauf keine 

Anwendung.

10. Erfüllungsort und Gerichtsstand für den kaufmännischen Verkehr ist Wiesbaden. Es 

gilt ausschließlich deutsches Recht.

11. Mündliche Abreden sind nicht getroffen. Änderungen oder Ergänzungen dieses Ver-

trages bedürfen der Schriftform.

12. Sollte eine der vorstehenden Bestimmungen ganz oder teilweise unwirksam sein, 

wird die Gültigkeit der übrigen davon nicht berührt.

Stand: August 2015

General Conditions for Auction



Allgemeine Versteigerungsbedingungen General Conditions for Auction

(This translation of the „Allgemeine Versteigerungsbedingungen“ is provided 

for information only; the German text is to be taken as authoritative).

 1. The auction is held exclusively on behalf of and for the account of third parties.

 The auctioneer is authorized to pursue in his own name all rights and claims arising 

from the vendor’s instructions or the knocking down of lots.

 2. Lots are knocked down to the highest bidder. The auctioneer has the right in justified 

cases to refuse to knock down a lot, and to withdraw, combine and divide lots. Equal 

bids are determined by drawing lots. A bidder is bound by his bid if it is followed by a 

higher bid which is invalid or which is immediately refused by the auctioneer. In case 

that a higher bid, which was placed in time, erroneously was overlooked or in any 

other cases of doubt, the auctioneer may cancel the knocking down and reoffer the 

lot. The auctioneer may knock down a lot subject to the seller’s subsequent approval. 

The bidder is then bound by his bid for a period of four weeks from the date of mak-

ing the bid. In case of a lot being knocked down subject to approval it can, however, 

be sold to another limit bidder without further inquiry. On the fall of the hammer 

a contract is established between the seller and the buyer. The auctioneer is legally 

bound, if so requested, to divulge the seller’s name to the buyer and the buyer’s name 

to the seller.

 3. Written orders to bid will be executed conscientiously and safeguarding the client’s 

interests, but without recourse. The maximum prices as offered will be exhausted 

only to the extent as necessary to overbid other offers. In case of a bid „at best” the 

auctioneer may bid up to three times the start price, in case of bids „at any price” or 

„buy” up to ten times. The minimum bid for lots without estimate or for lots marked 

with „Gebot” is EUR 10,-. On-line bidding via the Internet requires the consent of 

the auctioneer prior to the auction. For processing of the online bids the auction-

eer takes no responsibility, espacially not in regards to the state and/or quality of 

the internet connection.The distance contracts laws ( Fernabsatzverträge) regarding 

withdrawals and returns do not apply (§ 312 para 4, No. 5 BGB).

 4. The auctioneer receives a commission from the buyer of 20 % of the hammer price 

plus EUR 1,50 for each purchased lot. The buyer will be charged with the cost of 

postage, packing, insurance and the cost of import if necessary.

 Value added tax (currently 19 %) on the auctioneer’s commission and expenses 

together with value added tax on the hammer price (currently 19 %) if applicable 

will be invoiced separately. Supplies to Non-EU-Member States are exempted from 

VAT on commission, expenses and hammer price with presentation of relevant ex-

port documents. Supplies to EU customers outside Germany holding an EU VAT-ID-

Number underly the “Reverse Charge-System”, i.e. for commissions and expenses 

the German VAT does not apply; the buyer is obliged to include the respective VAT 

in his/her VAT declaration in his/her home country.

 5. Bidders are obliged to take over lots knocked down to them. Invoices to room bid-

ders are payable immediately, all other invoices are payable upon receipt. Invoices 

issued during or immediately after the auction are subject to review and possible 

amendments; errors reserved.

 Persons bidding for third parties should make this known to the auctioneer before 

the auction; otherwise they may be deemed to be the buyer.

 Lots remain the property of the seller until payment has been made in full which 

includes clearance of any cheques and payment of any bills of exchange.

 The buyer has no right to request delivery of any lots until payment has been made 

in full.

 6. If payment is delayed interest will be charged at 1 % per month or part month. This 

interest rate may be adjusted if the auctioneer can prove that a higher rate or the 

buyer can prove that a lower rate is justified; the interest rate is at least 5 % higher 

than the basis interest rate per year.If the buyer fails to pay promptly or does not take 

up the lots, the auctioneer is entitled to demand flat-rate damages of 25 % of the 

hammer price in compensation for forgone commission and for expenses incurred 

unless the buyer can prove that there is no damage or that the amount claimed is 

excessive. The auctioneer reserves the right to claim higher damages subsequently.

 7.  The dispatch of knocked-down lots on buyer’s request will be effected at his expense. 

If the buyer is a company, the risk will be transferred to the buyer as soon as the 

goods have been handed over for dispatch to the post office or another dispatch 

service. The auctioneer offers a transport insurance, the costs of  which have to be 

born by the buyer.

 8. All lots may be viewed and checked before the auction. Descriptions in the cata-

logue do not mean guarantees for quality and authenticity. The auctioneer is not 

liable for any defects of the items. He commits himself, however, to transmit without 

delay complaints about defects to the consignor. In case of reversed transaction the 

auctioneer will reimburse his commission to the buyer; any further claims to him are 

excluded.

 Claims relating to obvious defects must be received by the auctioneer within ten 

days of handing over or delivery. The auctioneer is entitled to require the buyer to 

obtain at his expense reports from two independent experts that substantiate the 

claims. No claims of any sort, in particular relating to quality and quantity may be 

made in respect of collections, accumulations and other large lots. Unless stated 

otherwise, quoted catalogue values are not binding.

 Lots already stated to contain faults cannot be returned by reason of further small 

faults. Defects which can be seen from illustrations (margins, perforations, cancella-

tions, centering etc.) cannot be subject of complaints.

 No complaint will be considered if lots or stamps have been altered. Alterations 

include removal of hinges, hinge remainders or paper adhesions, immersion in water, 

treating with chemicals and the addition (or removal) of marks of any sort.

 If a lot is purchased subject to an expert opinion, the cost of which will be borne 

by the buyer, this expertising will be arranged by the auctioneer unless otherwise 

determined by the buyer.

 With bidding for stamps which have already been expertised or for stamps with cer-

tificates the bidder accepts the expert marks and certificates which are available for 

his guidance and inspection as decisive unless the bid is made subject to certification 

by any expert nominated by the bidder and approved by the auctioneer before the 

auction.

 Stamps which are clearly established as forgeries may be marked as such by experts.

 The auctioneer is entitled to request the buyer to refer all complaints directly to the 

seller.

 9. These auction terms also apply to subsequent sales after auction; the special provi-

sions for distance sales do not apply.

10. Place of fulfillment for either party shall be Wiesbaden; any disputes arising shall be 

referred to the court having jurisdiction in Wiesbaden under German law.

11. No oral variations to these conditions are valid; all alterations or additions must be in 

writing.

12. Should one of the above conditions be unworkable in whole or in part, the validity 

of the other conditions will remain unaffected.

Current as of  August 2015



Bankverbindungen • Banking ArrangementsTax (VAT) Information
19% Value Added Tax (VAT) on commissions and expenses (not on the hammer price) will be invoiced to all domestic 
buyers and all buyers from EU countries without EU VAT-ID number.

Supplies to non-EU-Member States are exempted from VAT on commission and expenses with presentation of rele-
vant export documents. 

Supplies to EU customers outside Germany holding an EU VAT-ID underly the „Reverse Charge-System“, i.e. for com-
missions and expenses the German VAT does not apply; the buyer is obliged to include the respective VAT in his/her 
VAT declaration in his/her home country.

For lots marked with a circle (°) next to the lot number an additional 19% VAT on the hammer price will be charged.  
This charge does not apply to dealers outside Germany and within the European Union with a turnover tax identifi-
cation number.

Nor does this tax apply to buyers outside the European Union.  In these cases we must prove the export of the 
material.

For lots marked with a dot (•) next to the lot number 7% import charges (not tax, non deductible) will be charged to 
all buyers within the European Union.  Buyers outside the European Union will not be billed these import charges, 
provided export of the lots is proven.

Informationen zur Umsatzsteuer
Umsatzsteuer in Höhe von 19% auf unsere Provision und Nebenkosten (nicht auf den Zuschlagspreis) werden allen 
inländischen und EU-Käufern ohne UID in Rechnung gestellt.

Lieferungen in Drittländer sind gegen Vorlage des Ausfuhrnachweises von der USt. auf die Provision, auf Spesen und 
Losgebühr befreit. 

Lieferungen an Abnehmer aus anderen EU-Ländern mit UID-Nr. erfolgen unter Anwendung des Reverse Charge-
Verfahrens, d.h. die Provision, die Spesen und die Losgebühr unterliegen nicht der Deutschen USt.; der Käufer ist in 
diesen Fällen verpflichtet, die USt. in seiner USt.-Erklärung in seinem Heimatland anzugeben.

Bei mit einem Kreis (°) an der Losnummer gekennzeichneten Losen fallen zusätzlich zu der Umsatzsteuer auf die 
Provision 19% Umsatzsteuer auf den Zuschlagspreis an.  Diese 19% USt. werden Händlern in der EU (außerhalb 
Deutschlands) mit einer UID-Nr. nicht berechnet.

Auch bei Käufern außerhalb der Europäischen Union entfällt die Berechnung dieser USt., sofern der Export der Ware 
nachgewiesen wird.

Im Inland ansässigen Händlern mit UID-Nr. wird diese USt. zwar berechnet.  Diese kann jedoch im Rahmen der 
Umsatzsteuererklärung als Vorsteuer geltend gemacht werden.

Bei mit einem Punkt (•) an der Losnummer versehenen Losen fallen 7% Importspesen (nicht abzugsfähig) an, wenn 
die Käufer in der Europäischen Union ansässig sind.  Käufern außerhalb der Europäischen Union werden diese Im-
portspesen nicht  berechnet, sofern der Export der Ware nachgewiesen wird.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR DEALERS:  All lots without a circle (°) can be integrated into the marginal 
system. This also relates to the lots with a dot (•). 
The VAT on the commission and expenses can be subject to refund by the German tax authorities. For further 
information please consult your tax advisor. 

WICHTIGE INFORMATION FÜR HÄNDLER:  Lose ohne Kreis (°) können ohne Weiteres in die Differenz-
besteuerung eingebracht und weiter verkauft werden. Dies gilt auch für die Lose mit einem Punkt (•). 
Die MwSt auf die Provision darf stets als Vorsteuer geltend gemacht werden. Für weitere Informationen konsultie-
ren Sie Ihren Steuerberater. 



Bankverbindungen • Banking Arrangements

BHF Bank Frankfurt   BLZ 500 202 00 Konto 9015231
Commerzbank AG Wiesbaden  BLZ 510 800 60 Konto 0115958600
Deutsche Bank AG Wiesbaden  BLZ 510 700 21 Konto 0268318
Postbank Frankfurt   BLZ 500 100 60 Konto 92163608

Zahlungen aus dem Ausland *  •   Payments from abroad *

BHF Bank Frankfurt   IBAN DE92 5002 0200 0009 0152 31    BIC (SWIFT) BHFBDEFF500
Commerzbank AG Wiesbaden  IBAN DE75 5108 0060 0115 9586 00    BIC (SWIFT) DRESDEFF510
Deutsche Bank AG Wiesbaden  IBAN DE17 5107 0021 0026 8318 00    BIC (SWIFT) DEUTDEFF510
Postbank Frankfurt   IBAN DE 57 5001 0060 0092 1636 08   BIC (SWIFT) PBNKDEFF100

*  Bei Überweisungen aus dem Ausland bitten wir, die jeweils angegebene IBAN-Nummer und den SWIFT-Code 

     zusammen zu verwenden.  Bei EURO-Überweisungen mit SEPA-Überweisungen entfallen die Bankspesen.

*   When remitting from abroad please use the indicated IBAN number together with the SWIFT code.  Thus, for transfers 

     in EURO from any EU country by SEPA-transfer will be no bank charges.

Übernachten in Wiesbaden & Anreise
Sollten Sie von weiter her kommend persönlich an unserer Versteigerung teilnehmen wollen, sind wir bei der Auswahl einer 
Unterbringungsmöglichkeit gerne behilflich. Wiesbaden und Umgebung verfügt über Hotels in allen Preisklassen.  Bitte beach-
ten Sie dennoch, daß Wiesbaden als Kurstadt sehr gerne besucht wird und wir Ihre Reservierung rechtzeitig benötigen !

Detaillierte Angaben zu Hotels und zur Anreise nach Wiesbaden finden Sie online unter 
www.heinrich-koehler.de/de/hotels

Accommodation in Wiesbaden & Travel
If you wish to attend our auction personally, we will be glad to assist you in choosing a suitable accommodation. In and around 
Wiesbaden there are hotels of all price categories and we have reservation arrangements with a number of them. For 
assistance feel free to contact our front desk well enough in advance. Please note generally that Wiesbaden is a spa town and 
has many visitors. Please make your room reservations well in advance!

Detailed travel directions to Wiesbaden and information regarding hotels please see information online on 
www.heinrich-koehler.de/en/hotels



Informationen zur Auktion
Allgemeine Versteigerungsbedingungen  sind im Katalog abgedruckt.  Wir bitten Sie, diese aufmerksam zu lesen.

Ansichtssendungen    können gegen Portoberechnung und mit Angabe von Referenzen bis zum 
     4 September 2015 (Inland) bzw. 1. Sept. 2015 (Ausland) verschickt werden. Die 
     Rücksendung am selben Tag des Erhalts durch den Empfänger muß gewährlei- 
     stet sein.

Fotokopien    können Sie von Einzellosen (falls die Abbildungen im Katalog oder online 
Scans     qualitativ nicht ausreichend sind) anfordern.  Pro Kopie/Scan bitten wir € 0,50  
     plus Versandpauschale €1,- in gültigen Briefmarken oder in bar zu übersenden.   
     Sie können den Betrag aber auch auf eines unserer Konten unter dem 
     Stichwort ‚Fotokopien/Scans’ überweisen. 

Atteste      der meisten hochwertigen Einzellose -wo vorhanden-  sind unter 
     www.heinrich-koehler.de einzusehen

Bieternummern     erhalten Sie in unserem Sekretariat.
  
Bieten     können Sie sowohl schriftlich als auch persönlich vor Ort, per Telefon oder 
     live online. Wählen Sie mehr als nur eine Beteiligungsmöglichkeit, sollten Sie  
     uns dies im eigenen Interesse im Vorfeld der Auktion mitteilen.

Gebote      sollten Sie frühzeitig abschicken!  Die Gewähr für die vollständige Erfassung  
     der eingehenden Gebote ist gegeben, wenn uns diese spätestens ein Werktag  
     vor dem jeweiligen Versteigerungstag vorliegen.  
     Höchste Diskretion ist bei Köhler selbstverständlich.

Übernahme der Auktionslose    Die von Ihnen ersteigerten Lose können Sie an den Auktionstagen nach   
     Begleichung der Rechnung an unserer Kasse entgegennehmen.

Zahlungen     in fremden Währungen können nach vorheriger Vereinbarung mit uns   
     akzeptiert werden.  Der jeweilige Umrechnungskurs zum EURO ist in diesen  
     Fällen der durch unsere Bank angesetzte Kurs am Tage der Gutschrift auf   
     unserem Konto.

Der Versand     nicht direkt abgeholter Lose beginnt am ersten Werktag nach    
     der Auktion und erfolgt in der Reihenfolge der Zahlungseingänge.

Die Abholung     ersteigerter Lose ist nach vorheriger Terminvereinbarung möglich. Dies gilt  
     auch für die Tage direkt im Anschluss an die Auktion, an denen das Büro 
     geschlossen ist. 

Ergebnisse,    sind in der Regel abends nach der Auktion verfügbahr auf unserer homepage 
Ergebnislisten     www.heinrich-koehler.de

Nachverkäufe     von unverkauften Losen sind zum Schätzpreis – oder in Einzelfällen mit kleinen 
     Abschlägen – bis 2 Wochen nach der Auktion möglich. Bei Interesse unmittelbar  
     nach Zuschlag der entsprechenden Lose bzw. Abschluß der entsprechenden  
     Session die in Frage kommenden Lose abfragen.

Büro geschlossen    on Montag, 28. September 2015 bis Mittwoch, 30. Sept. 2015 einschließlich. 



General Information for our auctions
The General Auction Conditions   are printed in this catalogue.  Please read carefully.

Viewing by mail      Upon request we can send, by 1 September 2015 at the latest, any lots  
     that you may wish to view in privacy.  Please give us adequate 
     references. Postage and insurance will be billed at cost.  
     The lots should be returned on the same day you receive them.

Photocopies and Scans    We can send photocopies and scans of single lots if the quality of 
     the reproductions in our catalogue or online is not sufficient.  Please 
     send us in German postage stamps, cash or by money transfer 
     (mention photocopies/scans) € 0.50 per copy plus € 2.50 for 
     postage (individual tariffs for overseas countries).
     
Certificates     for most of the important single lots are at www.heinrich-koehler.de

Bidding numbers     are available at our front desk.

Bidding     Of course you may bid both in writing and on the floor, by phone or   
     live online. In your own interest, you should let us know before the   
     auction if you wish to bid in more than one way.

Bids      should be sent well in advance.  We guarantee to carry out your bids 
     as long as they arrive here at least 1 working day before the lots are 
     auctioned.  We guarantee to safeguard your interests and observe 
     the strictest confidentiality.

Collecting     lots during the auction is always possible upon receipt of payment.

Payments     in foreign currencies can be accepted by prior arrangement.  In 
     these cases the EURO exchange rate is the rate our bank uses when   
     crediting our account.

Shipment     of lots not collected during the auction commences on the first 
     working day following the auction and is carried out as per the 
     sequence of incoming payments.

Collection    You can collect your purchased lots by prior arrangement after 
     the auction.  This is also possible during those days following the 
     auction when our office is officially closed. 
      
Results and lists of prices realised   can be obtained on our homepage www.heinrich-koehler.de  

The post-auction sale    of unsold lots at the estimated price – in some cases slightly less – will 
     be possible immediately after the sale of the lot or the end of the specific  
     session of that lot and until 14 days after the auction.

Office closed    Our office will be closed from Monday, 28 September 2015 until 
     Wednesday, 30 September 2015.
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Auction Season 2015/16

Corinphila Switzerland 19-21 November 2015
15-18 June 2016

6 September
31 MarchFounded 1921 ∙ Oldest Stamp Auction 

House in Switzerland

Corinphila Netherlands 16-19 September 2015 -
Fine Stamp Auctions since 1974

Heinrich Köhler, Germany 22-26 September 2015
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-
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The Global Philatelic Network
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4 September
1 MarchFounded 1940
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